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FOREWORD
Each year, beginning in 1952, the School of Forestry and Wild­
life Management, in cooperation with the Division of Continuing 
Education, has sponsored a forestry symposium on a theme of current 
importance to forestry in the South. Each symposium has centered 
around a topic broad enough for thorough treatment but sufficiently 
narrow to enable the speakers to suggest solutions to pressing prob­
lems. Each speaker is carefully chosen for his knowledge of a 
particular topic and for his ability to communicate effectively with 
practicing foresters. We expect the field foresters who attend, 
and those who read these Proceedings, to learn something of value 
to them in their work.
The Proceedings of the annual Forestry Symposium during the 
years 1959 through 1970 were published and sold by the L.S.U. Press. 
With this volume, we have resumed the former arrangement whereby 
the Division of Continuing Education publishes and sells these 
volumes. This Division has official responsibility for offering 
opportunities for instruction for persons who are not in residence 
at any of L.S.U.'s campuses. In meeting this responsibility, the 
Division offers short courses and conferences with academic sponsor­
ship by the various colleges, schools, and departments of the Uni­
versity. The annual Forestry Symposium is one of the many short 
courses which the Division of Continuing Education provides to meet 
needs in the field of adult education. In most cases, the proceed­
ings of these short courses are not published; however, the School 
of Forestry and Wildlife Management and the Division of Continuing 
Education feel that the information contained in the Forestry 
Symposium Proceedings has lasting value and should be widely dis­
seminated by means of a printed book.
Paul Y. Burns, Director, School of 
Forestry and Wildlife Management
Lionel 0. Pellegrin, Director, Division 
of Continuing Education
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EDITOR’S PREFACE
The first LSU Forestry Symposium in 1952 dealt with management 
of young southern pine stands. At that time energetic foresters in 
both public and private sectors were busy organizing management of 
their properties and developing silvicultural techniques. Research 
results lagged behind the demand for needed information. However, 
this lack only slowed but did not halt the rapidly developing revo­
lution in southern pine management.
A decade later papers given before the 10th Symposium on the 
same theme reflected a rapid advance in the technology of pine 
management. Research had caught up somewhat, and at least for in­
dustrial ownerships techniques for regeneration and stand treatment 
were pretty well known and applied. Concern then was for refinement 
of detail and lowered costs.
Today southern pine managers are still concerned with perfected 
techniques and costs they can live with, but a new note has been 
added. There is an urgency now to get the job done that was not so 
pressing 10 or 20 years ago. Projections for the future show quite 
clearly that the demand for pine products of all kinds will be enor­
mous . It is clear also that the only way the demand can be met is 
for all classes of forest ownership to participate. In a word, in­
tensive silvicultural management has to come to far more acres than 
are now reached if we are to have any hope of attaining the goals 
already set.
Finally, at precisely the time when the techniques of growing 
pine rapidly and profitably have come of age, forest managers find 
themselves on a collision course with the environmentalists. Prac­
ticing ecologists that they are, they must now not only grow more 
timber in less time than ever before but do it so that public 
sensibilities are not offended.
These, then, are the concerns of pine managers today, and they 
are reflected in the papers that follow. If the reader gains the 
feeling that more questions are raised here than are answered, he 
is perceptively right. But good questions have to be asked before 
good answers are forthcoming, and we hopefully submit that speakers 
and audience alike faced up to that responsibility at the 20th Annual 
LSU Forestry Symposium.
Special thanks are due to Professors P. Y. Burns, N. E. Linnartz,
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and R. W. McDermid for help in forming the program and reviewing 
the papers and discussion that appear in this book.
The assistance of Mr. Winton W. Hymel and his Short Courses 
and Conferences staff was a major contribution to the success of 
the Symposium. The editor is also indebted to Mr. Edmond Boudreaux 
for his invaluable editorial assistance in preparing this volume 
for publication and in arranging for its printing and distribution 
under the auspices of the Division of Continuing Education.
A. B. Crow
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20TH ANNUAL 
FORESTRY SYMPOSIUM
PART I
PINE MANAGEMENT TODAY
SETTING ROTATION AGE
Sam Guttenberg 
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
New Orleans, Louisiana
Fellow symposiasts, spectacular developments in southern pine 
management are at hand. The unthinkables of 20 years ago will soon 
be commonplace. Planting stock will all be genetically improved. 
Site preparation will be complete, with drainage, bedding, and 
fertilization where needed. Hunting, fishing, and other forms of 
recreation will be merchandized along with timber. You will be 
hearing more about these exciting developments later; my own task 
is to discuss the setting of rotation age.
Increasing commercialization of forestry will evoke great 
concern for precise determinations of optimum rotation age. In 
the not too distant past, only academics, researchers, and dreamers 
took rotation-age calculations seriously. In the clear light of 
hindsight, it is easy to see why this was so.
When substantial acreages of southern forest land first began 
to be managed, decisions about rotation age were low on the list of 
priorities, if they could be found there at all. Forest managers 
had small budgets and were under heavy pressure to achieve quick 
results. Hence they had to favor alternatives that promised to 
yield immediate cash or to pay high rates of return in a short 
time--thinning, sanitation cutting, and deadening cull hardwoods 
that were overtopping pines. Forestry expenditures were set almost 
entirely by current cash flows from timber, and attempts to regu­
late a forest in the classic sense would have foundered for lack 
of sufficient funds.
Moreover, as a consequence of improved fire protection by 
public agencies, plenty of wood was developing on nonindustrial 
lands. Thus, timber from managed stands had to be valued at 
market prices that were largely determined by the wood from un­
managed stands.
For these various reasons, expenditures for forest management 
were among the first items to be retrenched whenever the economy
5
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faltered. Nor were foresters themselves spared in the circum­
stances. We have all seen these recessions too often, but I think 
they will be less frequent from now on. Though some of them may 
have been justifiable, drastic cuts in forestry programs are certain 
to be imprudent in the future.
Economic circumstances have changed markedly, expecially along 
the Gulf Coast and Atlantic seabord. There, alternative land uses 
and investment opportunities have evolved to the extent that non­
industrial owners are not about to grow wood in the quantities 
desired, in the right places, and at the right time and the right 
price to sustain expansion-minded forest industries. Burgeoning 
demands for wood products, combined with underinvestment in timber 
growing on nonindustrial land, have made industrial forest manage­
ment more profitable than ever before. And. with intensified 
management, concern for determination of rotation age rises.
Technological advances in forest management and remorseless 
economic forces are pushing us toward shorter and shorter rotations. 
As a near-term consequence, the South as a whole will soon be 
regenerating some 2 million acres to pine each year. Nonetheless,
I can assure you that no single rotation age will meet the require­
ments of all landowners.
The reason we hear much about short-rotation forestry these 
days is that it has become increasingly profitable to grow pulp- 
wood. But the day is far away--if indeed it ever comes--when 
everyone will be able to profit from growing pulpwood exclusively. 
Certainly those who have grown sawtimber have reaped handsome 
rewards. My professional judgment is that it still pays to grow 
sawtimber in the proper location, and is apt to continue to do so 
for some time. Not to be despised, either, are the returns from 
producing pulpwood, sawtimber, and poles and piling in combination. 
Then how do you know which product option to select or for that 
matter to recommend? The answer to this question depends on a 
number of factors that I propose to discuss briefly.
First, the decision about what to grow is largely made by the 
owner of the land. How soon must he have returns from his invest­
ments? To what extent can he afford to invest in timber growing? 
Does he wish to sell grazing and recreational rights as well as 
trees? How do his forestry options compare with his nonforestry 
alternatives?
In view of the factors influencing the landowner, and espe­
cially the small nonindustrial owner, we cannot really generalize 
a simple set of rubrics. A valid set of recommendations requires 
professional examination of the property in question. The timber 
investment opportunities found in the reconnaissance must be 
appraised. Then, in consultation with the owner, the nonforest 
considerations can be brought to bear on investment decisions.
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There are two major determinants of financial-return possi­
bilities that are largely independent of landownership. They are 
the inherent capacity of the land to produce wood and the prices 
anticipated for the major forest products.
Some three-fourths of the South's pine sites fall into just 
two productivity classes. The best of these soils can yield 
roughly 40 cords in 20 years under management; the other soils 
yield about 25 cords. As rotations lengthen, the mean annual 
increment in cubic feet can be expected to decline somewhat. 
Needless to say, other yield assumptions can be made for these 
sites.
Depending on the interactions of supply and demand in par­
ticular timbersheds, pulpwood and sawtimber prices vary greatly 
both in magnitude and in relation to each other. The southern 
pinery in this regard is far from a homogeneous economic region. 
Highest prices for pulpwood are usually found in northern Florida, 
where competition is especially keen. Sawtimber values tend to be 
above par in northern Louisiana, where both lumbermen and plywood 
manufacturers are demanding increasing volumes of sawtimber. The 
pole and piling industry in the Mobile Bay region sets a tone on 
both pulpwood and sawtimber prices there. And even such a minor 
product as fence posts affects pulpwood values in the Ouachita 
Mountains. Analyses of the data on price trends and relationships 
offer clues to future price behavior, and I have leaned on them 
for present purposes.
Reasonably thorough financial analysis requires a large number 
of complex and tedious calculations. For this reason, the Southern 
Forest Experiment Station packaged a computer program for analyzing 
forest investments. The program was devised in the early 1960's 
and can still be had for the asking. I have used it to determine 
the effects of varying yields and stumpage price relationships on 
rotation age.
Rotations of 20, 30, and 40 years were appraised. The main 
crop on 20-year rotations was assumed to be pulpwood. The older 
stands represented combinations of all the major products, with 
proportions of high-value products being increased with age.
Sawtimber values were set at $30, $50, $70, and $90 per thou­
sand board feet. There thus were 12 combinations of pulpwood and 
sawtimber prices. The addition of two site classes raised the 
number of investment possibilities to 24. Several alternative 
cost and yield assumptions were also appraised.
Rather than bore you with numbers, I will give the highlights 
of the analysis. For a 6 percent alternative rate, the criterion 
of maximum present worth favors the 20-year rotation when pulpwoocl 
is priced at $10 per cord. Even at the high price of $90 per 
thousand board feet, sawtimber barely breaks even with $10 pulpwood.
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At the other extreme, when pulpwood is valued at no more than $5 
per cord, the growing of 40-year-old timber is attractive even at 
$30 per thousand.
The best sites favor short rotations, but location in respect 
to timber market is an important determinant of rotation age, 
because price differentials can overwhelm differences in timber 
output. High alternative rates of interest favor short rotations, 
other things being equal.
Of course, one major assumption underlies the analysis: to 
wit, all timber grown can be sold at the prices stated. In this 
connection, I would feel comfortable assuming rising prices only 
in timbersheds that are relatively- inactive today but where compe­
tition seems certain to increase. As I am predicting an expanding 
southern forest economy, stumpage prices in real terms should at 
best stay even or decline somewhat. Growers cannot expect to sell 
more and more timber for higher and higher prices. If actual 
prices rise it will be because the prices of wood substitutes have 
risen.
In practical application, the criterion of maximum present 
worth should not be adhered to slavishly. The mathematics of 
finance has a way of compounding the effects of relatively small 
differences in assumptions. Hence, if we are not careful, we may 
base a decision on differences so small that they are likely to be 
overshadowed by errors in the estimated volumes of timber and 
prices. Moreover, the rate of interest doesn't really discount 
costs and returns over time to a common unequivocal value. For 
one thing, funds are not reinvestible or obtainable in the real 
world to the degree assumed by the mathematical model. For another, 
the alternative rate of return is extremely difficult, if not impos­
sible, to obtain in pure form. As an example, think how you would 
adjust rates objectively for differences in risk. Or consider the 
problems created when a corporation or an individual owner is asked 
to provide an alternative rate meeting all theoretical requirements.
What can you rely on, then, in making recommendations? If the 
differences in rates of return are not greatly in favor of pulpwood, 
I would be inclined to advise growing trees for a diversity of 
products, thus freeing the landowner from reliance on a single 
market. The terms of trade are generally more favorable wherever 
timber can be sold for pulpwood, poles, piling, veneer blocks, and 
sawlogs. Price advantages of multiproduct sales aside, the market 
seldom gets hot or cold for all products simultaneously. Moreover, 
the regeneration cost, a major item, has to be met only once in 30 
or 40 years instead of every 20 years.
Even if a landowner had pulpwood in mind when planting pine, 
he is not irrevocably committed. Initial spacing does not inal- 
terably determine growth goals. At about age 10 or 15 years an 
appraisal should be made in terms of the actual stand rather than 
the theoretical one used in planning. If market developments have
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made a sawtimber rotation look more promising than growing pulpwood, 
a first thinning will be necessary, preferably at about age 15.
In industrial applications, the joint maximization of profits 
in timber growing and processing is apt to be on the agenda. Don't 
be surprised if the analysis leads to zoning segments of the cor­
porate ownership for different growth goals. And to protect the 
forestry division's interests in capital budgeting, be prepared to 
shift to an internal-rate-of-return calculation when necessary.
For instance, proposals to build new processing facilities or add 
to existing ones are usually evaluated by calculating the internal 
rate-of-return. While estimates of discounted net revenue are fine 
for ranking within forest alternatives, they understate the rate 
of gain for comparison directly with the plant proposal. To get 
equity, you have to recompute the forest alternatives to make the 
positive discounted net revenues vanish to zero. For the same 
reason, you should take more than a passing glance at the price 
the plant manager ascribed to the timber that will be needed. Is 
it reasonable? For that matter, how about the current prices used 
for intrafirm transfer of timber? While forestry may not pay as 
well as some alternatives within the firm, don't undersell the 
possibilities. Prices aside, equitable comparisons require a look 
at the after-tax earnings.
One word of caution. When you have completed an analysis, 
don't become enamored with the results of the calculations. Be 
prepared to have them challenged as well as to challenge them 
yourself. As new data become available on production possibilities 
costs, or revenues, enter them into the computer. They may or may 
not lead to an alteration of policy, but you will be on the alert 
for profitable adjustments to change. Among the better data will 
be that generated within the firm. Don't let the stuff pile up in 
file drawers--analyze and use it.
By way of conclusion, let me remind you that the fundamental 
theorem of economics is still to buy low and sell high. Translated 
into forestry terms, that means getting the greatest possible dis­
counted net revenues from growing timber and vending ancillary 
products of the forest. To achieve this goal requires, among other 
things, setting rotation age not in concrete but with increasing 
precision.
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Question:
Mr. Guttenberg:
Question:
Mr. Guttenberg:
DISCUSSION
Can you give us specific examples of the use of 
computer programming to analyze forest investment 
opportunities? What are the input variables?
The programming package has a tremendous capacity; 
you can vary the costs or the prices. The forest 
investment computer program which I discussed in 
my paper can be used to appraise anything--a road, 
a tractor, or a new pulp mill digester. The in­
ternal -rate-of-return calculation amounts to tak­
ing all costs and returns and balancing the equa­
tion to solve for the interest rate, rather than 
setting the interest rate objectively. You can-, 
not compare this kind of calculation with dis­
counted revenue estimates, because in forestry we 
are concerned with ranking alternatives strictly 
in terms of the land we are trying to deal with.
The per-acre values you get make sense, but you 
don't get a per-acre value on the digester or the 
tractor.
In the South, where public agency lands are rel­
atively scarce, how will the environmentalists' 
goals of increased recreation, increased wildlife 
habitat, and the minimization of clearcutting 
affect forest management, particularly rotation 
age on industrial lands?
Historically, one of the roles played by us forest­
ers in government agencies is leadership, and this 
represents a major opportunity for these agencies. 
Public foresters will probably have to accept the 
highest-cost forest management imaginable. The 
goals of forest management in the broad sense are 
no longer simply to grow the fastest dollar-value 
of wood. We will have to concede that the popu­
lation at large has a bundle of tenure rights to 
a particular piece of property for which we exer­
cise stewardship. In the leadership role, public 
agencies can probably do the commercial interests 
a great service by absorbing much of this public 
pressure. For example, we should supply recreation
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Question:
Mr. Guttenberg:
Question:
areas. I don't imply, however, that forest in­
dustry is going to stand aside while we carry the 
ball. Some of the techniques we have used, and 
which have been accepted for years except in this 
current period of discontent, you don't hear much 
about. We don't really clearcut down to the road­
side on major highways; we leave stream bottoms 
uncut. The average recreationist is not likely 
to walk more than 50 feet off the right-of-way.
Our forest land is not uniform. For example, 
windrows could be located in little gullies and 
swales. Where you invest in high-cost forestry, 
you're not going to plant-up these places anyway. 
There are some places on any forest property which 
you might as well improve and let the public en­
joy them. It is not expensive to do so. Also, 
where you happen to have a water development on 
your property, you should manage that as a recrea­
tion area on a fee basis. Forest industries can­
not afford to give the recreation commodity away; 
it has to be sold, if only to cover rising costs 
of land taxes. I see no hope of stopping taxes 
on forest land from rising, so we have to sell 
something other than timber to stay- in business.
How important is land value in making an analysis 
of forestry investments and returns. Should it 
be included or excluded?
On the one hand, you may or may not be able to 
afford to pay $100 per acre for land on which to 
grow pine trees, depending on a number of factors. 
On the other hand, you can definitely afford to 
grow pine trees on $l,000-per-acre land. How?
If you have owned this land for a long time, and 
a city (Jacksonville, Florida, for example) is 
about to expand right over your tract of thousand- 
dollar land, the questions you should ask yourself 
are, do you think that thousand-dollar land is 
going to increase in value, say to two-thousand 
dollar land in ten years, and how many years will 
I have as forest manager to manage this piece of 
land? The "name of the game" now becomes specu­
lation in land values. In this changed situation, 
some of the most rewarding forest investments you 
can make are on this type of land, because the 
value of the land in this case has nothing to do 
with the rate of return on forest investments.
An industrial timber landowner with 6>5,000 acres* 
in all stages of stocking but with 45,000 acres 
moderately to heavily stocked with medium to large 
sawtimber is considering intensification of his 
management program in order to maximize the return
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on investment. It has been suggested that the 
best route to this objective is to select each 
unit of forest land large enough to manage as a 
stand, and as soon as is practical, to convert 
each such unit to an even-aged stand, thus pre­
serving a multiplicity of various products. The 
corporate objective is to maximize return on in­
vestment while maintaining an increasing or at 
least a level net return from forest income.
Please comment on this suggestion compared to 
continued selective cutting of the existing 
mixed stands
Mr. Guttenberg: My guess would be, from the property description, 
that if you really wanted to maximize the return 
on investment you would not maintain a level net 
return. You would actually undergo an increasing 
return, because you probably are describing a 
property which has an abundance of over-ripe 
timber from an economic point of view. If you 
compare the per-acre yield from trees that are 
20" or larger in diameter with the income you can 
get from a managed stand beginning with the time 
of its origin, I think that you will find out that 
in order to maximize your return on investment you 
will have to cut heavily for about 10 or 20 years 
to get this property in shape.
CONTROL OF UNWANTED VEGETATION 
MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL
W. C. Postle 
Continental Can Company, Inc.
Hodge, Louisiana
A year or so ago, before the clamor raised by the eager en­
vironmentalist caught the public ear, I would have approached this 
subject with little question, setting forth accepted methods in 
use today and discussing the economics of each in a nice neat 
package. However, the aroused public interest in the environmental 
fever will reach a peak and drop off somewhat. I am convinced that 
we are going to receive close public scrutiny in the future and, 
possibly, some form of regulation. I sincerely hope we can improve 
our public image and keep controls to a minimum. I believe that 
if we can gain some initiative we will be able to justify most 
of our present practices, but we must get our justifications 
before the public.
First, what is the definition of "unwanted vegetation" in 
the framework of this symposium on "Pine Management Today"? For 
the purpose of this presentation I have defined "unwanted vegeta­
tion" as any plant which the forest manager considers a hindrance 
to his objectives of pine management. Thus, vegetation which 
might be unwanted by one manager may be wanted or of no consequence 
to another. An example of this is kudzu and honeysuckle. These 
two plants can head the list of unwanted vegetation for the forest 
manager with no livestock grazing, but the same plants may be 
definitely wanted by the forest manager who has a substantial 
income from livestock grazing and this grazing keeps the plants 
under control.
Now, let us examine how unwanted vegetation is being controlled 
today. This subject lends itself to division into two sections of 
two parts each:
1. Control between the harvest cut and the establishment of 
the new pine stand.
2. Control after the stand has been established and control 
in presently existing natural stands.
Each of these divisions can be further broken down into
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mechanical control and chemical control.
When we set out to control unwanted vegetation between the 
harvest cut and the establishment of the new pine stand, we are 
simply following established agricultural practices of long stand­
ing. We have grown a crop, harvested it, and now want to prepare 
the area for a new crop. The problem then becomes economic: How 
much will it cost to get the area into the desired condition by 
various methods available today, and how much can we spend to 
obtain maximum returns from our business based on the best knowl­
edge available about the productive capacity of the new stand?
Modern agriculture, by the use of intensive cultivation and 
chemicals, has practically eliminated all competing vegetation 
to get maximum yield from genetically superior plants. Maybe 
some day we can do the same thing with trees, but that time is a 
long way off.
We do know that after all the salable products are removed 
in the harvest cut, we can go over the area with a large rolling 
chopper pulled by a crawler tractor, or knock the brush down and 
pile it with a KG or dozer blade, let the downed material cure, and 
then burn it and satisfactorily clean up an area. If further 
treatment is deemed necessary by the manager, the area can be 
cultivated by running a large disc harrow over it. The area is 
then ready for the establishment of the new crop.
Currently, the treatment or combination of treatments is 
based on the experience and desire of the forest manager. However, 
a cooperative study by several companies in Louisiana presently 
being established under the leadership of the Pineville Branch of 
the Southern Forest Experiment Station should provide comparative 
data on the various treatments and/or combinations thereof. Time 
does not permit a detailed analysis of all the various mechanical 
methods in use today for controlling unwanted vegetation, but the 
information is available if one is interested.
We, the Hodge District of Continental Can Company, are having 
considerable success using a rolling chopper of our own design, 
followed by a hot summer fire. The area is then machine-planted 
except in scattered wet areas, using a wild-land planter pulled 
by a crawler type tractor with a V-blade attached to the front.
Since Rachel Carson and the recent ban on DDT, I hesitate to 
mention the possibility of widespread use of chemicals, such as 
selective herbicides and soil sterilants, for the control of 
unwanted vegetation between the harvest cut and the establishment 
of the new pine stand. However, I do believe these compounds hold 
much promise, particularly the soil sterilants. Soil sterilants 
have been developed extensively for the control of vegetation on 
rights-of-way where they are formulated to last as long as possible. 
If similar compounds could be formulated to be quickacting in 
pellet or granular form, to be very short-lived, breaking down 
into harmless products before they could be widely scattered by
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water or wind, they would be most useful in removing all vegetation 
and could be economically applied by helicopter or fixed-wing air­
craft. However, I seriously doubt if the public would tolerate 
the wholesale deadening which would result from their use.
Turning to the control of unwanted vegetation in established 
stands or existing natural stands, the mechanical means are rather 
limited. They consist chiefly of removing the unwanted vegetation 
under mature trees or seed trees, are generally associated with 
obtaining natural reproduction, and are limited to years of good 
seed production with the attendant problem of overstocking. In 
this case, an overabundance of pine becomes unwanted vegetation.
The most common mechanical method of reducing pine reproduction 
or undesirable vegetation in some natural pine stands is to use a 
disc harrow, but sometimes a KG blade or dozer blade is used.
In direct contrast to mechanical means, chemical means are 
numerous with the primary one being prescribed fire. This is a 
very useful way to keep down unwanted vegetation in plantations 
and has the added benefit of fuel reduction. This same type of 
prescribed burn is also useful in reducing the amount of unwanted 
vegetation in older natural stands of poles and sawtimber where 
reproduction is not a factor. Also, some managers are finding that 
a hot summer fire preceding a harvest cut greatly reduces the 
preparation job between harvest and regeneration of the new stand. 
However, the Air Pollution Control people have investigated some 
of our burns and they did not like the smoke, so it is probable 
that sooner or later we will face some sort of regulation as to 
time and place of burning. We must not forget that prescribed 
fire does have proven beneficial effects, and that it is very 
likely less of a pollution factor than wild fire.
A few years back, selective herbicides held out much promise 
to the forest manager, being easily applied by the mist blower or 
helicopter, and a good many companies are quite proficient in the 
use of these chemicals. But here again, the environmentalists 
enter the picture and the use of some of our most effective 
herbicides may be restricted. Many of the major companies which 
manufacture selective herbicides are terminating production of 
them to escape the accusing finger of the environmentalists.
Witness the furor over the use of defoliants in Viet Nam.
One area of herbicide use that is safe is when they are used 
with an injector. These instruments place the herbicide in the 
tree and it is difficult to see where the public can object, unless 
the sight of dead trees offends them. However, this method con­
sumes a lot of labor and as labor becomes more expensive, we may 
find it uneconomical.
So far, I have set forth a pretty gloomy picture for the 
control of unwanted vegetation in that I am predicting that some 
of our present-day methods for controlling unwanted vegetation may 
be restricted because they allegedly pollute the environment, or 
because they will become too costly. This I thoroughly believe,
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and I feel that we are right back in approximately the same position 
we were in 10 to 15 years ago when some foresters began to realize 
that individual tree selection was a nice silvicultural exercise 
to open up young stands, but if we were going to grow the trees we 
needed we would have to switch to even-aged management. At that 
time the problem arose, "How do we get rid of all the unwanted 
vegetation left after we have harvested all the merchantable timber 
from a mature stand so we can establish a new fully stocked even- 
aged stand?"
Foresters attacked the problem and came up with the rolling 
chopper, the large disc harrow, the KG blade and, finally, the 
LeTourneau tree crusher. Most of these are modified forms of 
tools used elsewhere, but they got the job done. However, these 
tools are all used in an operation which requires the reduction of 
the downed unwanted vegetation by burning, which in turn generates 
a large volume of smoke, which in turn is objectionable to the 
Air Pollution Control people. Thus, if we cannot establish that 
the beneficial effects of some of the things we do outweigh the 
detrimental effects, our problem may become, "How do we get rid 
of all the unwanted vegetation left after a harvest cut and not 
pollute the environment?" The same question can be applied to 
the unwanted vegetation in established stands.
To me, the most obvious answer to this question is to put 
this unwanted vegetation to some use, or change it from unwanted 
vegetation to wanted vegetation. Ideally we could put it to a 
use that would generate a profit, but if that is not possible, we 
could spend an amount equal to what we are now spending on control­
ling unwanted vegetation to reduce and remove it from the area, i.e., 
if it costs $15 per acre to run a rolling chopper over this un­
wanted vegetation, we can spend $15 per acre to grind it, haul it 
off, and still be even.
Foresters have known for a long time that it is mechanically 
feasible to move a portable chipper into the woods and chip 
everything left there, but we never have been able to find a use 
for the residual material. If it is left in the woods and 
incorporated in the soil, the period of waiting for it to break 
down so we could plant trees would be uneconomical. If left 
unchipped on the ground it becomes a mechanical barrier which 
sends the cost of planting soaring. Much thought and research 
money is being expended trying to develop a process which would 
separate bark and chips, but none has been completely successful.
This research is being conducted by such institutions as The Forest 
Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, The Institute of Paper 
Chemistry, Appleton, Wisconsin, and the Pulp and Paper Research 
Institute of Canada, near Montreal.
Another factor is rapidly developing which I believe may 
provide the opportunity to solve this problem. This is the 
increasing scarcity of fossil fuels with the resulting increasing 
costs of generating power. Many industrial gas contracts of the 
past had rates of from 20<: to 30c per MCF and the gas supply
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people are now talking in terms of 40c to 60c per MCF for this 
same gas— at least twice the present rate. Add to this reduced
oil and gas exploration due to the reduction in the depletion 
allowance and the high cost of capital on top of an increasing 
demand for power due to the ever-increasing population, and I can 
get no other answer than ever-increasing power costs.
This being the case, I cannot conceive of a major fuel con­
sumer, such as a paper mill, ignoring the potential fuel supply 
in the unwanted vegetation left after a harvest cut, particularly 
when you consider that they already successfully operate large 
bark boilers at their plants. Our mill people tell us that if 
we could run this unwanted vegetation through a chipper or hammer- 
hog, it would be readily usable in a bark boiler and generate more 
heat per unit than an equal quantity of bark. However, as yet, 
they have not offered to pay for this material delivered to the 
bark boiler.
Recently, Morbark has come out with a portable machine, for 
urban use, which will take and chip all the above ground portion of 
the tree —  stem, limbs, leaves and all in one operation. Now, 
if someone will perfect an economical method to extract the chips 
suitable for pulping from the output of a portable chipping unit, 
or a major fuel consumer will establish an economical delivered 
price for this material, we can tell the public that we are using 
everything that is in the woods but the cool shade and the gentle 
breezes. We would also be greatly increasing the yield of usable 
fiber per acre and by removing all the logging debris and cull 
materials, would present a much better appearance.
I believe we should face the solving of this problem as a 
challenge, and as good citizens apply all our efforts to growing 
the maximum amount of timber, developing new methods that do not 
downgrade our environment and which get more useful products from 
the woods for the benefit of mankind. After all, we are growing 
a crop which is one of the major consumers of the pollutant, carbon 
dioxide, and one of the major producers of the oxygen available to 
mankind. We have solved our problems before and we can do it 
again if we quit complaining about the pressure of the environ­
mentalist and use our energy to produce new and better methods 
which will overcome the problem.
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Question:
Mr. Postle:
Mr. Bengtson:
Question:
Mr. Postle:
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DISCUSSION
If all unwanted vegetation is utilized as you 
suggest, what will happen to the soil fertility 
level?
We remove it by burning and have seen no evidence 
of soil deterioration yet. Maybe after several 
rotations there may be a reduction in fertil - 
ity level. We will have to depend on research 
for an answer to that.
The old logging system where the slash is cut at 
the stump returns most of the nutrients directly 
to the soil. Use of harvesting equipment that 
takes the whole tree--bark, trunk, top--away from 
the stump to a central area will eventually get 
us into problems of nutrient depletion. There is 
also a difference between burning slash and re­
moving slash. Burning of slash in place returns 
most of the nutrients to the soil. However, if 
we remove slash or utilize it, nutrients are going 
to be taken from the site and in time we will have 
to return them.
What factors prevent wide use of cattle by com­
mercial forest owners as a help in control of 
unwanted vegetation, especially as fire may become 
more of a pollution problem?
Cattle may be a very useful factor in keeping 
vegetation down. Our problem has been that we 
don't own land in big enough blocks to put in a 
large, economical pasture. If we develop them, 
we will definitely use livestock to control un­
wanted vegetation--and get a return, too.
Relative to your prediction on the use of unwanted 
vegetation for fuel, do you really think it is 
realistic?
I think it is very realistic. A recent article 
predicted that a forest community could use the 
vegetation in its immediate vicinity to generate
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power for the town and for commercial uses. The 
fuel problem is critical. We are about to run 
out of electricity because of the shortage of 
fossil fuels. I think use of vegetation is much 
closer than any of us realize.
V
REGENERATION— OPPORTUNITIES AND ALTERNATIVES
Jeff Hughes 
Crown Zellerbach Corporation 
Bogalusa, Louisiana
INTRODUCTION
My topic treats of the regeneration of southern pine, and the 
alternatives and opportunities that should be considered in planning 
the tremendous job of regeneration that lies ahead of us.
Let Us look for a moment at the challenge we are facing. I am 
afraid that many of us simply do not have a grasp of the magnitude 
of the job ahead of us, even though we have read and re-read the re­
port of the Southern Forest Resource Analysis Committee, the South's 
Third Forest. Let me run through the figures again. By the year 
2000 the South must provide one half of the nation's timber products 
or 2% times our present production. To do this, about ten million 
acres of bare land and about thirty million acres in low grade oak- 
hickory stands must be converted to pine. Now remember, this 30 
million acres must be regenerated in the next 15 years if we are to 
benefit from them by the year 2000.
Added to these figures must be the regeneration of the approxi­
mate one million acres of forest land which are being harvested each 
year in normal operations. So the figure jumps to around three 
million acres per year.
Now, I know, figures such as these confuse some of us. Three 
million acres kind of sound like the gross national product. But 
it is hot. It is three million acres that must be regenerated 
annually by you, and me, and others like us.
All righti we have a job to do. Where do we start? How do we 
go about it? First, we must have a good understanding of the regene- 
ration systems which are available to us• I would like to spend just 
a few minutes reviewing these systems, with perhaps a conment or two 
concerning their relative strengths or weaknesses, before we iook in­
to other factors that should influence our decisions.
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REVIEW OF REGENERATION SYSTEMS
First, let us look at natural regeneration. To make the point 
that I want to make, I can lump all of the natural systems together 
all-aged and even-aged, selection, seedtree, shelterwood, strip 
clearcutting, and so forth. Consider this: During the past thirty 
years, landowners have generally been publicizing their artifically 
regenerated forests, while they have been supporting their mills 
principally on raw materials from naturally regenerated stands. So 
don't underestimate natural regeneration. They are many good sound 
reasons why natural regeneration will play an important part in what 
lies ahead. True, developments and improvements in natural regene­
ration are not as spectacular as in artificial regneration methods. 
However, improvements in site preparation methods, together with 
more sophisticated techniques in selection, care, and removal of 
seedtrees, plus a low initial capital investment, all tend to enhance 
the potentials of natural regneration systems.
A word of caution concerning natural regeneration should be in­
jected, however. It has been my experience that too many foresters 
look at it as a cure-all to take care of tough situations. They 
tend to plant the best prepared sites, leaving the rough, or wet, or 
unprepared sites for natural regeneration or maybe seeding. Then 
they blame their failures on the system used. It must be under­
stood that no method of reproduction magically guarantees the estab­
lishment of a stand. Any method works only if one knows why it works 
in any given situation, or how it must be modified to do so. If it 
is to be successful, it cannot be carelessly carried out. It must 
be planned and executed with careful attention to detail.
The primary disadvantage of natural regeneration, of course, is 
overstocking, and this will probably be even more of a factor as 
more sites are intensively prepared for regeneration. Recent studies 
(Grano 1969) indicate the feasibility of pre-commercial thinning es­
pecially on poor sites where natural dominance is slow in occurring 
in dense pine stands.
The same remarks, of course, can be directed toward planting 
and direct seeding, the two principal methods of artificial regene­
ration. Again, I shall not attempt to discuss techniques. Many 
publications are available which describe in detail all phases of 
recommended operational procedures (Mann and Derr 1966).
I will mention only one or two innovations which are of special 
interest. One is the use of containerized seedlings, which would 
have the practical result of an opportunity for planting during most 
of the year, therefore lessening the need for seasonal labor (Jones 
1969). Another is the application of aerial row seeding,which would 
enable the user to stretch the use of limited supplies of genetically 
improved seed from superior trees and seed orchards (Mann and Taylor 
1969).
Another improvement which I expect to take place is the develop­
ment of more sophisticated tree-planting machinery. Have you ever
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stopped to thnk that we are still planting trees basically the same 
way we did 50 years ago--with a dibble and plow? Have you had an 
opportunity to visit a timber harvesting equipment show lately? If 
so, you have seen a literally overwhelming array of harvesting equip 
ment--fellers, skidders, loaders, harvesters. I'm not complaining.
A large portion of my responsibility has to do with timber harvest­
ing. But what does kind of bother me is that way off in the back 
somewhere, with the snake bite kits and the Peavies, if you're lucky 
you might find demonstrated a dibble and a plow! Surely someone 
will improve on this situation before long.
MAKING THE DECISION
Any landowner, then, who wants to put into forest production 
land that is bare, due either to neglect or as a result of harvest 
operations, has an important decision to make as to which system of 
regeneration to use. This is one of the most important decisions to 
be made, for it frequently starts the landowner down the road toward 
either a possible profit or a certain loss.
In my opinion, it is time to take a good hard look at the 
economics of regeneration methods. Too often in the past, decisions 
were made on a "seat-of-the-pants" basis. A species was selected 
because a surplus of nursery stock was available in that species or 
manager had a sentimental feeling for one species or another, or be­
cause the site looked better here than it did down the road. The 
criterion frequently was "full stocking, and hang the expense."
Well, things have changed. For one thing, corporate profits 
are down and interest rates are up. Intra-corporate competition 
for capital investment is fierce. Environmental considerations must 
be met, on both public and privately owned lands. But the biggest 
change that is occurring with respect to southern pine regeneration 
is that these additional two million acres of land which must be 
regenerated each year belong primarily to the small landowner. And 
the small landowner is not going to do the complete job unless he 
is motivated by profit opportunity. No amount of appealing to his 
patriotism or talk about ecological improvements will cause him to 
invest his money in establishing a stand of trees. Government sub­
sidy has been suggested, and might help somewhat, but I ask you, if 
it's not a good investment venture for the landowner, is it a good 
one for Uncle Sam? With our tax money?
PRESENT VALUE CONCEPT
The system that I feel can be used for analyzing and evaluating 
the various regenerative methods is one with which you are all 
familiar, to some degree. I speak of the net present value concept. 
You have seen how it can be used to determine rotation ages, and 
bare land or soil rent values in forest lands (Chapman and Meyer 
1947). With some adaptation, the same system can be used in eval­
uating and comparing the opportunities of various regeneration
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alternatives.
Now I know that for many of you forest finance was not a favor­
ite course. I realize that many of us learned and soon forgot, 
especially since we had no real opportunity to use it in our early 
years of experience. Many foresters are prone to say "leave that to 
accountants." Maybe so, but I have the uncomfortable feeling that 
if foresters do not manage the accounting, the accountants will 
manage the forest.
The present value concept is based upon the time value of money 
(Helfert 1967). In the interest of maximizing return from investments 
the choice will fall on the long term project returning the most 
cash in terms of net present-day dollars. A similar condition ex­
ists when the investor has a choice between return from an invest­
ment now or ten years later. The obvious decision is in favor of 
obtaining the return now, since the money thus obtained can be put 
to use elsewhere for profit. Money, therefore, has value in relation­
ship to the timing of its possession. The growth of an investment 
on the basis of its periodic interest increase is known as the pro­
cess of compounding, while the reduction in value of a future in­
come to a present value is called discounting.
It can, therefore, be said that a manager making a capital in­
vestment decision should value outlays and inflows according to the 
timing of each element. To him, cash expenditures to be made in 
future years should be less costly than ones to be made right away, 
since he can presumably put such funds to use at a profit in the 
meantime.
Once the concept of the time value of money has been established 
in relation to the profit opportunities available, it is possible 
to develop a system of ranking the various alternative investments, 
in this case the regeneration alternatives. One basic device rests 
upon the assumption that the landowner has the opportunity of earn­
ing a certain average rate of profit, say 8% after taxes. This can 
also be considered to be the cost of capital. Once it is deter­
mined, each alternative method of regeneration can be evaluated by 
determining the present value of all cash flows, both income and 
outgo, connected to it. For instance, the amount of funds to be 
invested now would be a cash outflow whose present value would be 
the full value so committed. The cash inflow to be received at the 
end of the first year would have a smaller present value than the 
face dollars received, as the landowner would have to wait for 
these funds to be able to use them. The reduced value would then 
correspond to the value of— — -— (where "i" is the opportunity rate) 
which, when multiplied with the amount received, yields the present 
value of this sum. Thus, if the owner expects an 8% rate of return, 
the present value of cash inflows received one year later would be 
1/1.08, or 0.9259 times the dollars received. Cash inflows received 
10 years later would be valued at 1/(1.08) or 0.4632 times the 
dollars received. Consequently, it is possible to value each indi­
vidual component in the pattern of cash flows represented by an 
investment in terms of its present value, given an opportunity rate
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of return. The cash outflows and inflows so valued can be netted 
out to yield the present value of the investment as a whole. The 
discount factors as figured above can be taken from easily accessi­
ble tables (Thompson 1968).
RELEVANT CONSIDERATIONS
In making a present value calculation of various regeneration 
alternatives, the landowner must either have available or make 
assumptions as to several relevant facts. These are:
1. Rotation age
2. Cost of regeneration system
3. Expected rate of return on investment
4. Yield and value of products at end of rotation
5. Time, yield and value of intermediate cuttings
6. Time and cost of follow-up treatments, if necessary
7. Federal income tax rate
8. Capital gains tax considerations
All of the above can be determined at the time the decision is 
made. Notable exceptions are yield and future value of products. 
These can be assumed, based on growth and yield tables of the various 
southern pines, and fair market value projections. In fact, some of 
our forest economists are becoming very sophisticated in the use of 
econometric models run on computers to project future costs and 
prices.
TABLE 1. YIELD OF SOUTHERN PINE 
IN WELL STOCKED STANDS^
Site Index Aae
Height of 
Dominant Stand Yield Per Acre
Feet Years Feet Cu. Feet
80 20 51 2,060
30 66 3,140
40 74 3,830
90 20 57 2,520
30 74 3,840
40 84 4,670
100 20 64 3,020
30 82 4,640
40 92 5,650
110 20 70 3,590
30 90 5,570
40 102 6,780
ilhese data taken from Schumacher and Coile (1954) and cited b]
Wahlenberg (1960), p. 270.
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CALCULATION OF NET PRESENT VALUE
To illustrate, let's look at two situations comparing two re­
generative alternatives which could be under consideration as 
follows:
Site Index 
Rotation
Management and Taxes
Yield
Treatment
Other Costs
Tax Rate - Normal Income 
Tax Rate - Capital Gains 
Expected Return on 
Investment
______Situation I
90
30 years 
$3/ac./yr.
3,888 cu.ft.@$34 CCF 
Site prepared, 
plant (?$35/ac. 
None
50%
32.5 %
8%
Situation II____
90
30 years 
$3/ac./yr.
3,600 cu.ft.@$34 CCF 
Seed tree & hardwood 
control @$8/ac. 
Pre-commercial thin 
age 3 @$8/ac.
50%
32.5%
8%
Situation I
1. Site prepare and plant
$35/ac. Capital Cost 
No tax effect this year 
P. V. = - $35/ac.
2. Management and ad valorem taxes - 30 years 
Tax Shield of annual cost = Tax rate x Cost
Loss in A/T cash flow = (1 - Tax rate) x Cost 
Cost = $3/ac./yr.
A/T loss in cash flow = .5 x $3 = $1.50/ac./yr.
P. V. = $1.50 x 11.258 = - $16.89/ac.
3. Harvest Cut 38 CCF/ac 
Depletion = $35/ac. 
Stumpage 
Less Depletion
67.5% A/T Profit 
Add Depletion 
A/T Cash Flow 
38 CCF/ac. x $23.25 
P. V. = $883.50 x .099
38 CCF/ac. = 
$34.00/CCF 
.92
$0.92 CCF
$33.08/ac. Taxable Capital Gain 
$22.33 
.92
$23.25/ac.
$883.50
$87.46/ac.
Sum of all P. V.'s:
Site and prepare and plant 
Management and taxes 
Harvest Cut
- $35.00/ac.
- $16.89/ac, 
+ $87.46/ac. 
+ $35.57/ac.
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Situation II
1. Seed tree and hardwood control
$8/ac. Capital Cost
P. V. = - $8/ac.
2. Management and taxes
Same as Situation I
P. V. = - $16.89/ac.
3. Pre-commercial thinning at age 3, $8/ac.
P. V. = $8 x .794 = - $6.35/ac.
4. Harvest Cut
Depletion = $8/ac. 36 CCF/ac. - $.22/CCF 
Stumpage $34.00
Less Depletion .22
$33.78 Taxable Capital Gain 
67.5% A/T Profit $22.80
Plus Depletion .22
$23.02
36 CCF/ac. x $23.02 = $828.72 
P. V. = $828.72 x .099 = $82.04/ac.
Sum of all P. V.'s:
Seedtree and cull hardwood removal 
Pre-commercial thin 
Management and taxes 
Harvest cut
- $8.00/ac.
- $6.35/ac.
- $16.89/ac, 
+ $82.04/ac,
$50.80/ac,
Thus Situation II has a net present value of $50.80 per acre, 
as compared to $35.57 per acre for Situation I, under the conditions 
as outlined.
This type of financial analysis of regeneration investment 
alternatives gives the landowner a usable yardstick that can be 
used in comparing the expected return on his investment. You have 
no doubt noticed that in these exercises no thinnings were planned 
during the 30 year rotations. Should thinnings be anticipated, say 
at 20 years, the cash inflow would merely be discounted for the 
time interval involved, the depletion rate would be adjusted, and 
the final harvest volume would be adjusted.
Without going through the exercises, here is a graph prepared 
showing a comparison of various regeneration costs on forest land 
with a site index of 80, other factors being as indicated in the 
samples above. *
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Figure 1. Relationship of Net Present Value of regenerated 
stand of southern pine to site preparation and 
regeneration costs, with Site Index being 80 and 
other treatments being equal, discounted at eight 
per cent.
It can be seen from this chart that an investment of $40 per 
acre in regeneration costs would be approximately a break-even prop­
osition, and that any investment over this would result in a minus 
net present value investment. We could prepare similar charts for 
different site indices and rotation age, or any other major vari­
able, to be used as guidelines in the field.
It should be pointed out that charts such as this should be 
used with caution. Their use increases the tendency to standard­
ize basic estimates and assumptions. Emphasis should be placed 
on the fact that the net present value concept requires that a 
close look be taken at each area to be regenerated, and that the 
estimates as to cost, site index, and yield be based on conditions 
present in the stand to be treated. A simple computer model could 
be used to quickly calculate the N. P. V. for the various alterna­
tives on each site.
CONCLUSION
There has been an increasing need among managers and owners 
of southern pine forest lands for some reliable system of comparing 
the alternative methods of site preparation and regeneration systems 
which are available for use. Of even more importance is the need 
for some method of estimating the amount of expenditure that a 
forest landowner can be justified in investing in these treatments.
As I have said, there are conditions presently facing us 
which make it even more imperative that we try to answer these 
questions. One is the ever-increasing cost of capital, and the
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other is the fact that the big increase in acres to be regenerated 
to southern pine which we say is necessary will largely be done on 
the lands of small, and I might add, independent landowners. They 
simply are not going to tie up their lands for thirty or forty 
years to grow a crop of trees unless they can expect a reasonable 
return on their investment.
In many respects, the position of large industrial forest 
landowning companies is parallel to that of the small landowners. 
Money for investment purposes is in short supply, and expensive. 
Most corporate executive groups have many options for the disposal 
of funds available for investment. They are not going to loosen 
the purse strings unless they have some way of estimating and com­
paring the expected results.
I feel that the method of discounted present value answers 
this need. Certainly there are more sophisticated and complex 
adaptations than the examples which I have used here. The method 
is not new. It has been used for years in banking, securities, 
and in establishing soil rent values. I believe that it can be 
used as successfully by the forest manager and timberland owner.
V
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DISCUSSION
What effect will the use of genetically improved 
planting stock have on your data, specifically 
with regard to (1) reduction of years to first 
thinning, (2) reduced logging costs, and (3) more 
uniform raw material for a specific conversion 
plant.
All these things will be affected, of course.
But what I wanted to point out was that we have 
to be adept at comparing the various regenerative 
alternatives and predicting the results of our 
investments. Genetically improved seedlings are 
going to play a real important part in what lies 
ahead, but we are talking about pine management 
today. It will be a long time, I believe, before 
they filter down to the small landowner whom we 
are going to have to activate and encourage to 
make investments. As far as results of the 
exercises I ran through, the only thing to be 
changed would be the assumptions and the predic­
tions. If by use of genetically improved seedlings 
you can predict an improved harvest volume or a 
shorter rotation, it would only be necessary to 
plug those projections into the system, which would 
still be a usable guide in making comparisons.
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MODERN THINNING PRACTICE— TECHNICAL 
AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS
Frank A. Bennett 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station 
Olustee, Florida
The title of the topic I was asked to discuss today -- modern 
thinning practice -- implies, if not a change over time in the art 
of thinning, at least a change in the application of the art.
Thinning developed from necessity in natural stands as one of the 
very first forestry practices. Trees literally must have room to 
grow, and in many cases nature does not provide the essential 
growing space -- too many trees start life on the same acre. Al­
though nature usually corrects the situation, the process is slow 
and too expensive for man's purposes. So, man devised the first 
thinning in these dense stands as a way to overcome nature's 
procreative abundance. Later thinnings —  the second, third, etc. -- 
were used to maintain what the forest manager hoped would be optimum 
growing conditions, primarily for producing large products.
You are familiar with the various types of thinning as de­
scribed in the textbooks, and there is no need for me to dwell on 
the differences since thinning in our southern pine is almost 
always from below, and on what we term a "selective" basis. But 
I might remind you that a "selective" thinning is not a selection 
thinning. As you know, in a selection thinning the largest and 
the poorest overtopped trees possessing a positive conversion 
value are cut, whereas our selective thinning is concentrated in 
the lower canopy. In this connection, Forest Terminology defines 
a quality thinning as .cuttings...made among competing trees to 
maintain a uniform width of annual ring to maturity." This is 
practically an impossibility. For example, completely open-grown 
slash pine will not have uniform, or unvarying, ring width. Ring 
width decreases continuously from the first year of measurement 
even in wide spacings.
One of the objectives of the first thinning in a natural stand 
is to achieve uniformity of stocking. This is a condition obtained 
by planting, and since planting is the predominant method of re­
generation in our southern pine forests, my discussion will deal 
with thinning as applied in plantations. You can see immediately, 
of course, that the first thinning in planted stands is really at 
the point of the second thinning in most natural stands —  control
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of spacing having been asserted by the regeneration method -- and 
the objective is generally to promote the growth rate and general 
vigor of the stand.
Thinnings in our early plantations, which were medium to wide­
spaced, were selective and generally from below, just as in natural 
stands.1 It should be understood that "thinning from below" does 
not imply "no thinning from above." The thinning is concentrated 
in the lower canopy, but enough of the larger trees are, or should 
be, removed to maintain good distribution and relieve crowding at 
any and all points. As spacings became closer, access with equip­
ment in square spacings became a problem and several variations 
of row thinnings were introduced, ranging from alternate-row to 
removal of every eighth or ninth row. Alternate-row thinning is 
not a good practice, at least silviculturally speaking, for re­
moval of 50 percent of the stems, and volume, does not alter the 
stand composition. Poor growers receive equal treatment with the 
crop trees, and they will not be able to respond to release with 
equal vigor. For example, assuming 1,000 trees survive at age 13 
in a slash pine planting on site 70 (25-year basis), my records 
show the average crown ratio of the three smallest diameter 
classes, which represent 37 percent of the stand, will be 22 per­
cent below that of the three largest classes. In addition, 
diseased and poor quality trees are left in the stand, and if 
cordwood is the product objective, the number of potential crop 
trees may drop below a desirable level if additional thinnings are 
made. To illustrate: If an alternate-row thinning is made in our 
postulated stand at age 13 when the basal area density is 148 
square feet, 185 of the 500 residual trees would be below 5 inches 
and would not be choice crop trees.
Removing a row at specified intervals with selective thinning 
in the intervening strip is more desirable than alternate-row 
thinning. For loblolly pine spaced at 6 x 6 feet in eastern 
Maryland, Little and Mohr (1963) recommended removing every third 
row. Treatments tested included cutting every second, third, 
fourth, and fifth rows and a check or control. Intervening rows 
were not thinned. International Paper Company recommends cutting 
every third row in slash pine plantations, accompanied with 
thinning in intervening rows (Southlands Experiment Forest 1964).
In the final analysis, the number of rows to remove will 
rest to some extent on product objective. If pulpwood is the 
primary product, the thinning, whatever method is employed, should 
be as light as possible, concomitant with making the thinning 
commercial and producing trees of an acceptable size at final 
harvest. This approach will maximize pulpwood yield in thinned 
stands simply because cubic yield is a function of number of trees 
per acre. If large products such as sawtimber and plywood stock
i.The term "thinning from below" in plantations refers more specif 
ically to diameter size than crown class because crown differen­
tiation in plantations is not very distinct.
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are the objective, thinnings will need to be heavier, most especially 
in the closer spacings, in order to stimulate diameter growth. A 
word of caution about large products: if slash pine is to be carried 
to a rotation of 40 years or more, plans should be made to enter age 
30 with an acceptable crown ratio level. After this age, crown 
surface area cannot be effectively increased because meaningful 
height growth has practically ceased (Bennett 1960). Diameter 
growth must be maintained through lighter stocking if large saw­
timber is produced. This poses no particular problem, for unpub­
lished growth data at Olustee show maximum annual boardfoot growth 
will be attained on the best sites by successviely reducing the 
basal area stocking from an optimum of 100 square feet at age 20 
to no more than 50 at age 50.
Some years ago, many landowners adopted rectangular spacing as 
an answer to the problem of vehicular access.2 This approach 
obviates the need for row thinning. As a matter of fact, most of 
the rectangular spacings of the last several years will not permit 
row thinning because spacing within rows is not uniform and row 
removal would create too great a space between rows.
The latest development in thinning our southern pine is, of 
course, the mechanical thinner. This machine can generally operate 
in spacings as narrow as 10 feet, thinning the row on either side 
as it moves forward. Where row widths are not sufficient to permit 
machine access between rows, every third row can be removed and the 
two adjoining rows selectively thinned. If the machine operator is 
a trained timber marker, marking will not be necessary, although the 
quality of the thinning may not equal that of the timber marker on 
the ground who is able to make a closer inspection of each tree 
selected for removal. Assuming reasonable operating costs and pro­
duction figures, it is possible the machine may produce positive 
conversion values where negative figures might result under a less 
automated operation. This could easily hold in stands where the 
cut involved an average of 12 or more trees per cord. For example, 
Altman (1968) reported logging costs of $13.51 and $10.46 for 6- 
and 8-inch trees, respectively. The operation included tree-length 
skidding to a landing, bucking at the landing, loading into pallets 
with a hydraulic loader, and finally winching the loaded pallets on 
trucks and hauling them to market. Since the thinning machine fells, 
delimbs, and bucks the tree into bolts in one continuous operation, 
manpower requirements per unit of production are reduced considerably.
Although my treatment of thinning methods and practices has 
been brief, let us turn to a topic that may be more important —  the 
role thinning should play in the management of plantations. What 
I say in this area will apply specifically to slash pine plantings, 
and more generally to the other pine species.
Za square being a rectangle, rectangular spacing in this sense is 
defined as a spacing with greater width between rows in one direc­
tion than in the other.
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As mentioned, my assigned topic implies a change in thinning 
practice. One dramatic change is the no-thinning concept which 
many pulpwood people have adopted. This practice is based on the 
premise that cordwood yield cannot be materially influenced by 
stand manipulation. And few studies have ever shown cubic yield 
to be increased by thinning. One concept has held that a certain 
productive potential is inherent within a given site, and that the 
residual stand after thinning will utilize this potential to the 
same extent as the unthinned stand; that is, the same volume would 
be added on fewer trees. This ignores the fact that cubic yield 
is a function of number of trees per acre. It is true, of course, 
that the yield from additional increments of stocking grows suc­
cessively smaller for each added unit, but total cubic growth and 
yield increases as number of trees per acre increases. For example, 
a slash pine plantation yield on site 70 at age 25 breaks down as 
follows:
Trees per 
acre
Number
200
400
600
Total
Yield
Cords
35.0
49.2
59.5
Increased
Yield
Cords
14.2
10.3
Yield by 
200-tree units
Cords Percent
59
24
17
Total 59.5 100
The first 200-tree unit of the 600-tree stand can be said to 
produce 59 percent of the total yield, the second unit 24 percent 
and the third unit only 17 percent. But the production of 600 
trees is 20 percent greater than that of 400. Eventually, of 
course, added stocking becomes a burden rather than an asset The 
forest manager must decide, on the basis of planting and conversion 
costs, when and where the liability occurs.
Current annual growth data for unthinned slash pine planta­
tions present an interesting picture relative to the possible 
effect of thinning (Table 1). The average annual growth from age
15 thru age 20 on site 70 is 3.01 cords per acre for the 400-tree 
planting and 3.67 cords for the 600-tree stand. Now, assume the 
600-tree planting is thinned at the end of the fifteenth year. For 
the thinned stand to show no loss in growth during the next 5-year
/’nn1? ^  growth rate would have to exceed that of the unthinned 
400-tree planting by 22 percent. This does not seem, likely, for 
e thinned stand will start the 5-year growth period with a lower 
crown ratio percent and some 20 percent of the trees below 5 inches 
in diameter (Table 2). A thinning that removed fewer trees than 
illustrated in Table 2 could be made, but more of the larger and 
faster-growing trees would have to be cut and the mean diameter 
and the average crown ratio of the residual stand would be even 
lower. It seems evident that until mortality becomes a factor
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thinning is not likely to increase cubic yield.
If thinning will not increase cubic yield, what then is the 
objective of thinning in pulpwood rotations in pine plantations?
The purpose must resolve around one or more of the following 
considerations:
1. Early recovery of establishment costs.
2. Reduction of the investment in growing stock.
3. Sanitation and salvage.
The profitability of a sanitation cut or a salvage cut or a 
combination of both is usually not in question, but the value of 
a thinning for an early recovery of establishment costs or a re­
duction in the growing stock investment may be questionable. For 
example, if we assume the residual 400-tree stand in Table 2 were 
to grow at the same rate as the unthinned 400-tree stand from age
16 through age 25, total yield and gross return would be greater 
for the unthinned stand when thinning returns are compounded at 
6 percent (Table 3). If a marking charge were included, the 
difference in favor of the unthinned stand would be even greater.
If the thinning return at age 15 were sufficient to pay off an 
assumed establishment cost of $30 per acre compounded at 6 percent, 
total return for the thinned and unthinned stand would be $453.30 
and $465.94, respectively. Under the assumed conditions, which 
appear reasonable, the loss in growth as a result of thinning more 
than offsets the advantage of an early recovery of establishment 
costs. Return from the thinned stand is not likely to exceed 
that of the unthinned stand unless total yield from the two stands 
is about the same.
From the foregoing analysis, it appears that thinning will 
have little positive effect on pulpwood yield and return. On 
the other hand, we know thinning will stimulate sawlog and plywood 
production. However, if these products are the goal of management, 
a wide spacing should be used initially when slash pine is planted.
To illustrate: if we thin our 600-tree stand to 400 trees at age 
15, to 300 at age 20, and to 200 at age 25, and we assume the thinned 
stand produces sawtimber at the rate of unthinned plantings of the 
same stocking during the various growth periods, total yield at 
age 30 for the 600-tree planting would be 7,895 board feet per acre 
(Table 4). In contrast, total yield for an unthinned 200-tree 
plantation at age 30 on site 70 is 9,924 boardfeet.
We do have the question of quality differences between the 
wide and narrow spacings. As to quality based on ring count, if 
has been shown that slash pine spacings of 300 trees per acre will 
produce timber meeting the highest specifications for dense struc­
tural material when summerwood content equals 50 percent. This 
we accomplish without difficulty in our slash pine in Georgia and 
Florida. (Bennett 1969).
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A close spacing does induce early natural pruning, but my 
records show that in a surviving stand of 800 slash pine trees 
the dominants, or what should be the crop trees, will have knotty 
cores 7, 8, and 9 inches in diameter. In comparison, the knotty 
core in a stand of 400 trees will average less than 9 inches in 
the larger trees. Board foot production at a given age will, of 
course, be much greater in the lighter stand. And clearness is 
only a point of concern in the production of boards. Structural 
timbers of the highest quality admit rather large knots.
Now, what does all this adc[ to: Am I saying that thinning has 
no place in pine plantation management? No, my statements do not 
mean this, but as the title of my topic implies, I am suggesting 
that thinning in plantations managed for a primary product will 
vary from practices in natural stands. In other words, if the 
grower has a specific product objective, he should choose a spac­
ing tailored to his special needs and not rely on intermediate 
thinnings as a primary means of developing the product. Under 
this approach, thinning will not be the strict growth regulator that 
it has been in natural stands. And management will be burdened 
with making hard decisions earlier in the game than when placing 
wild stands under initial management, or when regenerating natural­
ly. The owner or forest manager must decide at time of planting 
the spacing that will produce the desired product in optimum size 
and quantity, no small chore when you are looking at least 25 
years ahead!
This idea of limited thinning in plantations will apply even 
more strongly when superior stock is planted. These fast-growing 
trees will be too valuable to plant at spacings that require early 
thinning. The production from one thousand such trees planted on 
3 acres will be much greater than when planted on one acre.
I should emphasize that the specifics I have given apply solely 
to slash pine, and yet most of you are probably more concerned with 
loblolly. Do the ideas that I have advanced relative to thinning 
effects in slash pine apply as well to loblolly? In general I 
would say yes, but there are important variations and the rules 
cannot be applied too rigidly. For example, the growth response 
to thinning will be esentially the same as that of slash pine, I 
think, but loblolly is notorious for crown retention, and because 
of this, there may be validity in using a closer spacing for large 
products than I suggest for slash pine. The closer spacing would, 
of course, result in more thinning.
I should also point out that the management regimen suggested 
for planted slash pine specifically, and more generally for other 
planted pines, emphasizes timber as a primary product. If other 
values such as grazing and wildlife food and habitat assume impor­
tance, modifications will be necessary. If maximum or near-maximum 
timber production is achieved, these associated values are likely 
to be minimal. On the other hand, purposefully accommodating two 
or more uses on the same acre usually means less than maximum 
production for any given use or product. The extent of adjustments
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necessary in the timber management program to institute multi-use 
will be determined by priorities assigned to the various uses.
To briefly summarize my thoughts: in product-oriented plan­
tation management, product objective should determine initial 
spacing, and thinning will then play a secondary role in the 
development of that product, being utilized primarily as a sani­
tation and salvage measure and not as a growth regulator. In all­
purpose management, in which the owner may wish to strike a balance 
between small and large products, thinning will more generally 
play its traditional role as a regulator of growth and a developer 
of products. Even so, control of initial stocking will permit 
greater flexibility, especially in making the first thinning, than 
is generally possible in natural stands. Spacings can be used 
that will permit the first thinning to be commercial, and yet be 
essentially from below.
Any choice between the two basic types of plantation manage­
ment I have just outlined involves economic considerations beyond 
the scope of this paper.
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Table 1. Current annual growth data for slash pine planted on 
site 70 (25-year basis).
Site 70
Trees per acre
Age 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
•Cords per acre
11 2.33 2.80 3.18 3.44 3.65 3.85 4.01
12 2.34 2.90 3.29 3.63 3.91 4.14 4.35
13 2.34 2.88 3.35 3.70 4.01 4.27 4.51
14 2.29 2.87 3.30 3.71 4.03 4.31 4.57
15 2.24 2.79 3.26 3.63 3.97 4.28 4.54
16 2.14 2.71 3.18 3.5 7 3.90 4.20 4.47
17 2.08 2.63 3.06 3.46 3.80 4.10 4.37
18 2.00 2.53 2.96 3.34 3.68 3.98 4.25
19 1.90 2.41 2.86 3.22 3.56 3.85 4.11
20 1.81 2.32 2.74 3.10 3.41 3.71 3.98
21 1.73 2.22 2.63 2.98 3.29
22 1.67 2.13 2.51 2.86 3.16
23 1.58 2.04 2.40 2.75 3.03
24 1.52 1.94 2.31 2.62 2.92
25 1.43 1.85 2.21 2.52 2.80
26 1.37 1.77 2.12 2.40
27 1.31 1.69 2.03 2.31
28 1.25 1.63 1.94 2.21
29 1.21 1.56 1.87 2.13
30 1.15 1.49 1.78 2.04
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Table 2. Comparison of a 600-tree planting at age 15 on site 70, before and after 
thinning, with an unthinned 400-tree stand at age 15 
____________ 600-tree stand____________________________________ 400-tree stand
Original Cut Residual stand
Diameter:
class Trees : Volume
Crown
ratio Trees : Volume: Trees : Volume :
Crown:
ratio:
Diameter
Class : Trees : Volume
Crown
ratio
In. No. Cds. Pet. No. Cds. No. Cds. Pet. In. No. Cds. Pet.
1 0 *• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 1 0 30.7 0 0 1 0 30.7 2 0 0 0
3 17 0 33.4 0 0 17 0 33.4 3 2 0 38.1
4 63 0 36.1 0 0 63 0 36.1 4 18 0 40.5
5 119 2.37 38.8 82 1.63 37 0.74 38.8 5 51 0.95 42.9
6 151 5.62 41.5 70 2.60 81 3.02 41.5 6 86 3.02 45.3
7 140 8.18 44.3 35 2.04 105 6.14 44.3 7 103 5.68 47.7
8 87 7.24 47.0 10 0.83 77 6.41 47.0 8 89 7.11 50.1
9 22 2.52 49.7 3 0.34 19 2.18 49.7 9 46 4.99 52.5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
11
5
0
0.67
0
54.9
0
Totals 600 25.93 — 200 7.44 400 18.49 — 400 22.42 —
4
Weighted mean 
Mean diameter » 6.1
41.9
in.
Weighted mean 
Mean diameter * 6.2
42.2
in.
Weighted mean 
Mean diameter = 6
47.4 
.9 in.
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Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Question:
Mr. Bennett:
DISCUSSION
What is the best way to thin a loblolly pine plan- 
tation--planted 6' x 8 '--for a small landowner 
with sawlogs as the ultimate product? At the pres­
ent time there are 650 trees per acre, 6”-7" dbh.
I think under today's conditions you have to re­
move a row at intervals to provide access. Since 
the ultimate objective is sawlogs, you will need 
to open up the stand fairly well. I would suggest 
that you might remove every third or fourth row in 
a planting as close as this, and then thin the 
intervening rows. Open up the stand to leave room 
for good diameter growth.
What about fiber quality of timber in thinned 
stands, thinking basically of pulpwood for paper 
production?
None of the work in southern pines has shown 
specific gravity to be associated with growth 
rate, so there is no problem there. Formerly, 
the general concept was that as growth rate in­
creased or as spacing increased, specific gravity 
or density became lower. I think the reason is 
associated with maybe getting a great deal more 
springwood growth than sumnerwood growth. But 
actually when spacing is increased it permits 
greater growth during both seasons. Hence the 
ratio is not affected and that's why, as I see it, 
we cannot show any correlation between growth rate 
and specific gravity.
Would a higher site index change the overall thin­
ning picture for slash pine?
No, I do not think thinning practice necessarily 
will be associated with site index. The corre­
lation between total cubic yield and trees per 
acre holds across sites and is constant, so in 
that respect there is really no variation.
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Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Question:
Mr. Bennett:
Would thinning increase yield at 30 years for 
slash pine on site 90 or 100?
It all depends on what yield you mean, board feet 
or pulpwood. I do not think you will ever in­
crease cordwood yield by thinning. If you are 
going for sawtimber, you will need to thin period­
ically to maintain diameter growth rate to produce 
a larger tree. In that sense you probably will 
increase your yield under some conditions, but I 
am not convinced that you can actually boost total 
board foot yield much by thinning. Certainly if 
you start with a fairly dense young stand, you 
have to thin in order to produce maximum board 
foot volume. By age 30 I would assume you are 
down to a reasonable stand, and thinning there­
after would not have the maximum effect that it 
had in earlier years.
What spacing would you recommend for loblolly 
pine sawlog production on site class 80 land?
It would depend on whether or not you wanted to 
artificially prune. Loblolly does hold its crown 
longer than slash pine, so if knots are a problem 
in sawlog production, you either will have to use 
a closer spacing or prune artificially. You will 
have to determine which is better for your individ­
ual attention.
What year would you recommend for the first thin­
ning?
That will depend upon the spacing and the density 
obtained. For example, slash pine spaced 6 x 6  
feet, with 1000 trees per acre surviving, produced 
approximately 160 square feet of basal area by age
12 or 13. With that much basal area we are think­
ing of thinning. If there are only 600 trees per 
acre, the basal area will be somewhat less and 
the urgency of thinning will not be nearly as great 
Thus, you will have to correlate thinning with how 
many trees per acre were planted and how they 
survived. Figures can't simply be picked out of 
the air.
What rotation age should be used for loblolly pine 
sawlog production?
In slash pine I have tended to think in terms of 
40 years for sawlog production. Loblolly can be 
carried longer than slash, so I would guess 40 or 
50 years for loblolly.
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Question:
Mr. Bennett:
What type of thinning is recommended in a 12-year- 
old slash pine plantation, 6 x 6  spacing, which is 
heavily infected with Cronartium?
In heavily infected stands, you will want to re­
move the trees, certainly, that you think will 
not last through the next five-year cycle. In 
publications on loblolly it is suggested that the 
danger of losing trees to windbreakage, if under 
a canopy, is not too great until 50 percent of 
the circumference of the bole is affected. Each 
tree will have to be judged on its own merits.
Of course, again, the number of trees present per 
acre will determine the extent of the thinning.
If you have a heavy stand, you can thin more 
heavily. In stands that are fairly light, for 
pulpwood production you will certainly want to 
leave those trees you think will last through 
another cycle.
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PRUNING, IRRIGATION, DRAINAGE, AND FERTILIZATION: 
THEIR CURRENT TRENDS IN SOUTHERN PINE SILVICULTURE
G. W. Bengtson
TVt'iUf’tfffc Vttll'-y A W TY Muscle Shoals / \labo<»K
Twenty years ago the first annual LSU Forestry Symposium had as 
its theme "Management of Young Even-Aged Stands of Southern Pine."
The theme for the current symposium is quite similar. Comparison of 
the content of the programs for the two meetings shows what a remark­
able change has occured in what was then and is now considered feasi­
ble in southern pine silviculture. In the earlier meeting there 
were topics concerning tree diseases, thinning, cruising, growth and 
yield, wood quality and financial maturity. But there was not a 
single paper on intensive silvicultural practices such as site prepa­
ration and wetlands drainage now regarded as commonplace in southern 
pine management. Tree improvement was not discussed and fertilization 
was only briefly mentioned.
Yet today, twenty years and one short southern pine rotation 
later, we are caught up in a whirlwind of interest and activity in 
all aspects of intensive silviculture. Research and development on 
forest fertilization has advanced to the point that a prominent forest 
industry research forester (Crutchfield 1971) recently concluded his 
presentation to the Appalachian Section of the Society of American 
Foresters in these words, "It has been my purpose to show that fertil­
izers are effective on forest trees, that experience is accumulating, 
that profits are possible. So why are you sitting there? Spread the 
word!" Perhaps equally significant, if less dramatically worded, is 
a statement in Fertilizer recommendations for South Carolina for 1971 
(Anon. 1970) which gives fertilizer prescriptions for forest trees in 
various soil provinces of the state. (It occupies just a half page 
at the close of the bulletin, but it shows knowledgeability of the 
subject on the part of the author and represents a significant first 
step toward acceptance of the practice.) Progress in research on 
other aspects of intensive silviculture in the southern pines has been 
equally impressive over the past two decades, as the program for this 
symposium indicates.
But before we are overcome with self-satisfaction, let's take a 
closer look at where we actually stand today in research and consider 
some of the problems involved in the operational use of pruning, 
irrigation, wetland drainage, and fertilization in southern pine 
silviculture. Even though we have excluded nursery and seed orchard
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management from our discussion, we can t review all the work that has 
been done nor go into detail on much of it. Hopefully the literature 
cited will provide adequate support for the generalizations which 
are offered.
PRUNING
Of the four cultural practices we will discuss, conventional 
pruning, i.e., mechanical delimbing of standing trees to improve 
stemwood quality (Garin 1965, Jones 1968) appears to be attracting 
relatively less interest lately from both the research and the opera­
tions communities concerned with southern pine silviculture. This is 
reflected in a distinct reduction in the number of research papers on 
this subject in the current literature, and in a lack of enthusiasm 
for investment in pruning in the industrial forestry sector. A great 
many pertinent research papers might be cited on techniques and re­
sults, but from among these a recent paper concerning a study of prun­
ing of loblolly pine in Louisiana (Foil et al. 1967) gives an interest­
ing, if somewhat controversial, analysis of results from the stand­
point of wood quality and economic returns on the practice. Briefly, 
the authors' analyses were made on the assumptions that: (1) pruning 
might be done in one step when trees are about 10 years old and about 
35 feet tall, or in two steps, when the trees are about 17 and 35 
feet tall (in the latter case, a smaller, knot-free core is obtained) 
and (2) a premium price will be paid for the high quality product at 
the time it becomes marketable.
The economic evaluations, based on assumed premiums of $10, $20, 
and $30 per MBF for stumpage, indicated that at the low premium rate, 
only the two higher growth rates paid acceptable interest rates on 
pruning investment. At the highest ($30) premium rate, interest 
rates increased to quite attractive levels. Interestingly, the 
authors note that "the rate of return reaches its highest point at 
younger ages as the premium paid becomes higher. This suggests the 
possibility of securing an earlier return on investment, and possibly 
leaving unpruned trees to form the final harvest cut."
Quite properly we are reminded that "there is no assurance that 
clear lumber or plywood will always demand a premium in the market," 
nor that "this premium will be passed from the retail product back 
to the raw material producer if it does exist." Yet one point does 
appear certain, i.e., that a uniformly rapid rate of growth is a 
prerequisite to adequate returns from pruning. Perhaps this can be 
accomplished by thinning (Bassett 1969) and intensive culture, in­
cluding the effective use of fertilizers which we will discuss later. 
Increased demand for high quality logs in the southern pine plywood 
industry may eventually bring about the other prime requisite for 
profitable pruning, i.e., the payment of a premium for wood quality 
obtained by mechanical pruning.
It appears that future demands for clear-stemmed southern pitie 
timber will be met not so much by mechanical pruning, however, as 
through the genetic approach, i.e., breeding for natural pruning
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ability. Virtually all scoring systems for selection of superior 
pine phenotypes in the South give credit for characteristics which 
contribute to good natural pruning. We will look to Dr. Kellison to 
update us on progress in and results of selection and breeding for 
this characteristic.
IRRIGATION
Foresters have long recognized that soil moisture deficits at 
times significantly reduce growth of southern pine (Zahner 1968). 
Studies involving thinning (Curlin 1963), cultivation (Smith and 
Schmidtling 1970), and mulching (Bengtson 1970) have also given 
clear indications that practices which conserve available soil 
moisture may enchance the response of southern pines to other cultural 
treatments, e.g., fertilization. However, because of the very consid­
erable per-acre expense involved and in the absence of evidence of 
attractive returns from the practice in terms of wood production, 
irrigation has been used routinely only in seedling production and, 
in certain localities, for seed orchard culture (Gregory and Davey 
1970).
Some Recent Results
Over the past decade a number of experiments involving irriga­
tion of southern pine plantations have been installed. For example, 
Kraus and I in 1959 outlined for the 8th LSU Symposium the instal­
lation of a rather ambitious study at the Southeastern Forest Experi­
ment Station at Olustee, Florida. The experiment was designed to 
study effects of genetic and environmental variables and their inter­
actions on the growth and development of slash pine. The study 
involved the application of irrigation and fertilization, factorially, 
to a number of slash pines clones established by air layering. With 
the supreme confidence typical of newly minted graduate students, we 
predicted "by 1965 we should have something besides speculation to 
report."
Actually, we did. But the results were not nearly so dramatic 
as we had expected. On this well-drained site (Blanton-Klej soil 
series) with the trees spaced 20 x 20 feet and irrigation applied to 
assure a maximum of 2 inches of water per week during the growing 
season and 1 inch per week during the winter months, we observed no 
significant increase in growth over the first 4 years (Bengtson 1969). 
In effect, all the trees grew exceedingly well, including the unfer­
tilized, unirrigated controls.
Slight increases in growth in irrigated treatments, ranging from
1 to 18 percent have been reported subsequently by Schultz (1971) 5s 
the stand is approaching closure. Nevertheless, Schultz concluded 
that over the first 10 years or so in this study "inherent growth 
differences were much greater than the effects of intensive culture." 
And there is no doubt that the wood volume growth responses to irri­
gation observed are too small to justify the costs of obtaining them.
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In 1965, I inherited from Dr. Paul Peperzak, my predecessor in 
the TVA forest fertilization research program, a somewhat similar 
study to the one at Olustee. It is located in Citrus County, Florida, 
about 75 miles southwest of Olustee on an excessively drained deep 
sandy soil (Astatula fine sand). In this experiment a much more 
pronounced response to irrigation has been recorded (see following 
illustration).
Response parameters at
_______ 6 years________
Tree
____________ Treatments______________________Height_____ Biomass^
Feet Lbs/Acre
No irrigation 11.3 7,320
Irrigated when 2.0" soil moisture Odepleted— 13.4 11,400
Irrigated when 1.0" soil moisture depleted 15.5 12,480
Irrigated when 0.5" soil moisture depleted 16.0 14,440
■^ Sterns, branches, bark, and foliage (does not include roots). 
(Bengtson, unpublished data)
2—Based on cumulation of rainfall and evapotranspiration data.
While the differences in drainage between the two soils probably 
account for a major part of the response differential in the two 
studies, other factors which doubtless contribute to the greater 
response in the second experiment are its higher stocking (tree 
spacing 6 x 10 feet) and the higher frequency and intensity of spring 
droughts (Squillace 1966) in the peninsular Florida area.
The contrasting results of these two studies involving the same 
species in fairly close geographic proximity show how difficult it 
will be to generalize concerning forest response to irrigation. 
Nevertheless, the results in hand--including the work of Box (1968) 
and his co-workers here in Louisiana--indicate that the wood volume 
growth responses of southern pine stands to conventional sprinkler 
irrigation are not unto themselves great enough to justify the invest­
ments required. Thus, pipes and pumps are not likely to be seen in 
southern pine forests for a long time to come.
Opportunities for Basic Studies
Yet it should be and increasingly is recognized that irrigation 
facilities can be a valuable research tool in the study of soil mois­
ture relationships, nutrition, growth, and development of our southern 
pines. To fully justify and to make the most of the research opportu­
nities from such installations, it is necessary to utilize them for
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a wide range of basic studies. For example, to supplement our own 
biomass and nutrient uptake studies, we have made sample trees from 
our Florida irrigation-fertilization experiment available to wood 
technologists from the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory for a com­
prehensive study of wood properties as affected by the various 
treatments. And a soil physicist from the University of Florida is 
using the same installation for studies of soil moisture depletion 
and recharge, using both neutron probes and tensiometers. Other 
basic studies are planned. An intensively cultured loblolly pine 
stand in Louisiana provided material for a recently published paper 
on wood properties by Choong et al. (1970). And we can expect a 
variety of valuable information to be published soon from other 
irrigation-intensive culture trials currently under way at U. S 
Forest Service Laboratories at Crossett, Arkansas, and Marianna’ 
Florida, as well as Clemson University and the University of Tennessee.
Disposal of Liquified Wastes
A specialized form of forest irrigation may be expected to gain 
more attention in the near future. This is the use of the forest as 
a iving filter ' for disposal of liquified wastes from industries 
and municipalities. The concept has much to recommend it, i.e. the 
trees are expected to benefit from the additional moisture and per­
haps even from the dissolved or suspended wastes, while the environ­
ment is to benefit from the purification of the water. Yet there is 
good reason for skepticism concerning the ability of forest soils 
and forest ecosystems universally to "neutralize" and to endure such 
treatments. For example, Jorgensen (1970) found that periodic appli­
cation of certain paper mill effluents, even those containing rela­
tively dilute solute concentrations, led to excessive salt accumu­
lations in heavier-textured soils of central Louisiana over a 5-year 
period. Similarly Watterson and Smeltzer (1970) found that appli­
cation of pulp mill effluents to forest soils in Texas resulted in 
dispersion and reduced infiltration capacity of the finer-textured 
soils. In each case the researchers acknowledged that in coarser- 
textured soils the flushing action of rainwater might alleviate this 
problem. But where this occurs, the possibility of groundwater 
contamination must be reckoned with. At Pennsylvania State University 
a red pine stand irrigated for two years with sewage effluent at two 
inches of liquid material per week showed reduced growth (Sopper 1970) 
and apparent root damage resulting in severe windthrow during a heavy 
snow fall and windstorm. (Personal communication fromW. E. Sopper 
Pennsylvania State University.) These effects, and the more subtle 
increases in pH and Ca and Mg saturation of soils in several of the 
Florida studies (Bengtson 1969), suggest that careful attention 
needs to be given to both on-site and off-site effects of solutes 
“ rri®d in water used to irrigate forest lands. However, they 
should not discourage continued attempts to define conditions under 
which disposal of liquid wastes on forest lands may be safely 
practiced.
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DRAINAGE
As forest industries sought to expand their holdings in the 
South, they found wetlands abundant and available. Either inten­
tionally, or because they were a part of otherwise desirable tracts, 
forest industries purchased many thousands of acres of these lands. 
Wetlands also comprise a significant proportion of national forest 
lands in the South. Researchers and land managers have been work­
ing to make them productive for decades. An excellent review of 
wetlands research and the historical aspects of wetlands drainage 
in the United States with particular reference to forestry was given 
here in 1959 by Maki (1960), and Ralston (1965) has recently reviewed 
the planning and engineering aspects. Hence, we will attempt merely 
to describe some of the more recent research findings.
Drainage and Tree Nutrition
White and Pritchett (1970) recently reported results of a study 
conducted in the flatwoods of Florida (on a Leon fine sand) in which 
the object was not merely to drain the soil as with ditches, but to 
limit the water table to certain maximum levels by means of clay 
tile drains and a deep well pump. There were three water control 
treatments: the free water level was maintained at 18 inches, 36 
inches, or allowed to fluctuate naturally. Other variables consisted 
of two pine species, slash and loblolly, and two application rates 
of diammonium phosphate (18-46-0)--0 and 350 pounds per acre--in 
factorial arrangement.
Significant increases in height and biomass of both species 
were observed in response to fertilization and to water table control 
(Table 3). Controlling water table levels at 18 and 36 inches in­
creased slash pine biomass production over that on the fluctuating 
water table by 124 and 122 percent respectively. Corresponding 
loblolly biomass increases were even larger, i.e., 375 and 189 per­
cent .
The authors gave an interesting interpretation of the species 
x treatment interactions observed: "In terms of biomass production, 
loblolly pine responded much more on a percentage basis to water 
table control than did the slash pine, while slash pine responded 
more to fertilization than did loblolly. This may indicate that 
slash pine is more sensitive to nutrient additions and loblolly more 
sensitive to high water tables. Ecologically, slash pine is the 
dominant species on these wet, poorly drained, low fertility Leon 
soils. This may explain the difference in magnitude of response to 
water table control between the two species. Nutritionally, loblolly 
pine is considered a more nutrient-demanding species than slash pine, 
and the amount of applied fertilizer may have been only minimal for 
loblolly pine."
Extensive chemical analyses of various plant parts, including 
the roots, led the authors to conclude that water table control 
affected the uptake and distribution of nutrients by making a larger
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volume of soil available for exploitation by the trees' root systems.
Support is growing for the contention that response of southern 
pines to drainage is, in many parts of the Lower Coastal Plain, 
limited by nutrient deficiency. Maki, a pioneer in this field in 
this country, has concluded that on the deep peats and mucks of North 
Carolina, drainage, although essential, is not enough (personal 
communication). Work of McCarthy at North Carolina State, only 
recently completed, has indicated some of the reasons for poor growth 
on these organic soils (personal communication from C. B. Da\^ y, North 
Carolina State University). "First, most of them are very deficient 
in phosphorus; second, there is a high aluminum saturation of the 
exchange sites and third, there is a low base saturation of the 
exchange sites. These three factors together mitigate against good 
growth even after drainage has been accomplished. Thus drainage and 
fertilization, and probably liming in these cases, have to go together."
Similarly, Langdon, who has dealt extensively with regeneration 
and growth problems with southern pines on wet savannahs in South 
Carolina, recently wrote (personal communication from 0. G. Langdon,
U. S. Forest Service, Charleston, South Carolina), "Originally, I 
had felt that its poor performance" (i.e., a planting of slash, 
loblolly, pond and longleaf pine (Hatchell and Langdon, 1971) "was 
due mainly to poor drainage, but as we use the tools now available 
to diagnose phosphorus deficiency, we are of the opinion that this 
may be the over-riding factor limiting growth on this site."
This is not to say that drainage alone cannot be expected to im­
prove tree growth. It can and has in numerous situations, e.g., the 
White and Pritchett ,(1970) results described previously. However, 
one cannot escape the conclusion that a major part of the benefit 
trees derive from drainage is improved nutrition brought about by 
(1) an increase in root-exploitable soil volume, and (2) an increase 
in mineralization of nutrients in the soil caused by improved aeration 
These can result from area drainage by ditches, or from the currently 
popular practice of "bedding", which provides localized drainage and 
concentrates organic matter and nutrients (Bethune 1963, Haines and 
Pritchett 1964, Mann and Derr 1970, McKee and Shoulders 1970, Moehring
1970). Current work by Pritchett and his associates in the University 
of Florida forest fertilization cooperative suggests, in fact, that 
appropriate fertilization may, in the less waterlogged situations, 
obviate the need for drainage by stimulating early rapid growth of 
the pine stand which through transpiration improves local drainage, 
with ever-increasing benefits to root development and nutrient cycling
Environmental Ramifications
With regard to the environment, this indirect approach to wet­
lands drainage, i.e., through appropriate fertilization, may have 
some advantages where an initial response can be obtained without 
drainage. Not only will the high costs of ditching be eliminated, 
but also site disturbance and its attendant effects on water quality 
and aesthetics will not be necessary.
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On the other hand, ditch drainage may act to enhance the 
effectiveness of phosphatic fertilizers by reducing the dispersion 
and fixation of soluble phosphate in less available forms which may 
occur in soils subjected to alternate waterlogging and drying soon 
after fertilizer application (McKee 1970, Bengtson and Allen 1970). 
Drainage may also play an important role in reducing physical damage 
to soils by equipment used in site preparation, logging and other 
on-site activities (Hatchell et al. 1970, Moehring and Rawls 1970).
Maki, who has continually been concerned with possible detri­
mental effects of wetlands drainage in North Carolina, has contrib­
uted some pertinent thoughts on these matters (personal communication). 
Drainage has been blamed for decline of the black bear population in 
that region. Professor Maki says the decline is mainly a consequence 
of improved access to the area for hunters, not to any adverse effects 
on habitat, which following drainage and fertilization supports a 
vegetative community better suited to bear, deer, and most other 
wildlife than the native ericaceous shrubs of the undrained wetlands.
He is also not convinced of the validity of claims that drainage of 
the Carolina pocosins is effecting a depletion of ground water 
supplies. He and his associates have found a highly impervious 
layer in the soil beneath these unique depressions and believe that 
this accounts for their existence as water-holding basins. He points 
out that little ground recharge is to be expected from such "perched" 
reservoirs, except perhaps in their sandy perimeters.
This is not to say that drainage of the wetlands for forestry 
is to be advocated or condoned in every case. We are all aware of 
problems of downstream flooding, estuary pollution, peat fires, 
undesirable vegetation take-overs, and wildlife disturbance asso­
ciated with poorly planned or poorly executed drainage operations 
in the past. But if we are to meet the needs for wood products in 
the future from a shrinking land base, controlled drainage of 
selected wetlands for forestry will continue to be necessary. 
Fortunately for the environment, forest land managers are increas­
ingly aware that this is not strictly an engineering problem.
FERTILIZATION
Some Basic Essentials
There is probably more interest in and more confusion about the 
use of fertilizers in southern pine silviculture than in any other 
practice currently under consideration. The interest has been stim­
ulated mainly by several instances of dramatic responses to certain 
fertilizer treatments observed both in this country and overseas.
The confusion and dismay among forest managers stems largely from 
the assumption by non-forester executive types to the effect that 
"by golly, if the Australians and Scandinavians can make money on 
forest fertilization, so can we." After all, any forester worth his 
salt should know that all one needs to do to make trees grow faster 
is to dump on a little "fertilizer."
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While this is a gross and perhaps unfair oversimplification of 
the state of affairs, it is important that we foresters--and account- 
ing-oriented executives as well--recognize certain premises basic to 
effective fertilization of forest lands. (To those of you who have 
heard me state these before in my several previous attempts to 
interpret progress and problems in this field and to those of you 
who are more knowledgeable on these matters, my apologies as I 
attempt to underscore these points once more.)
First, it is absolutely essential that we avoid generalizations 
on "fertilizer effects" and "fertilizer responses" as though all 
fertilizers were alike. There are presently available on the com­
mercial market literally hundreds of fertilizer formulations differ­
ing not only in content and proportions of N, P, K, etc., but also 
in types of compounds used to supply these elements (Nelson 1968).
It is most important that we develop understanding of the significance 
of these differences in formulations and nutrient sources and that we 
carefully identify both the material and the rate of application when 
we discuss and interpret our "fertilizer effects" and "fertilizer 
responses."
Equally elementary but all too often overlooked, is the fact 
that the appropriate timing and mode of application of a fertilizer 
material is a function of the nutrient or nutrients which are defi­
cient in the soil and in the ecosystem in question. I have heard 
foresters debate--with considerable heat--the question of when and 
how often should one "fertilize" a southern pine forest without the 
slightest qualifications with regard to such fundamental consider­
ations as soil type, drainage conditions, seasonal rainfall distribu­
tion, age of stand, or even the nutrients being supplied in the 
"fertilizer." Each of these factors is important in prediction of 
the nature, persistence, and magnitude of response. Fortunately, 
foresters are, through experience and participation in continuing 
education opportunities fast becoming knowledgeable concerning these 
matters.
Finally, we find it convenient and even necessary, for purposes 
of generalization about response of southern pines to various fertil­
izer treatments, to classify the Southeast into broad subregions 
based on soils, physiography and tree species (Bengtson 1968b, 1968c). 
This approach is appropriate because it has become increasingly 
obvious that one cannot generalize about effective fertilizer treat­
ments and the nature and magnitude or response across the whole region. 
Our discussion today can be somewhat simplified because we are limit­
ing ourselves to the southern pines.
Contemporary Progress and Problems
For those who may be less familiar with the current situation, 
it is important that you realize that despite all the activity and 
interest in forest fertilization, there is only one rather distinct 
province in the Southeast where the practice could be regarded as 
operational (as contrasted with experimental). This is in the poorly 
drained savannahs and flatwoods of the Atlantic and Gulf Lower Coastal
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Plain (Pritchett and Smith 1970). The soils here are generally but 
variably deficient in phosphate (P). Soils testing below 2.0 ppm 
extractable P by the Florida method (Pritchett 1968) or 5.0 ppm 
using the North Carolina procedure (Crutchfield 1971) appropriately 
fertilized at or soon after planting with slash or loblolly pines 
consistently show response (Pritchett 1969). Foliar concentrations 
of P below 0.0tyf percent for slash pine seedlings (Pritchett 1968) 
and below 0.10 percent for seedling loblolly (Wells 1969, Wells 
and Crutchfield 1969) are also generally reliable indices of P 
deficiency. The lower the P concentration below these critical 
levels, the greater the likelihood of response to P fertilization.
Trees on these P-deficient sites will not respond to nitrogen 
(N) applied alone. But once P deficiencies are corrected, signif­
icant response to N (and sometimes to K) may be observed (Table 4). 
Currently, operational fertilization practice for young pine stands 
in,the flatwoods involve^ application of 200 to 250 pounds per acre 
of concentrated superphosphate (0-46-0) or diammonium phosphate 
(18-46-0) per acre (Pritchett and Hanna 1969).
Very few studies of P fertilization in the flatwoods have 
reached harvest size, but results indicate a persistent effect of 
P fertilization of sufficient magnitude to yield an acceptable 
return on the investment (Table 2, Bengtson 1968a, Pritchett 1969, 
Crutchfield 1971). The faith of the forest industry in profitability 
of the recommended practices is reflected in their application of P 
and NP fertilizers to some 165,000 acres in the Lower Coastal Plain 
from Virginia around to southern Mississippi over the past 5 years. 
Much more operational fertilization is currently under way and is 
projected for the near future in this area (Pritchett and Hanna 
1969, Pritchett 1971).
Research in the nearby well-to excessively-drained sandhills 
of Florida shows that fertilization of these demonstrably nutrient- 
deficient soils is much less attractive financially (Pritchett 1969). 
Soil moisture deficiency and root disease problems have plagued 
slash pine plantations in this area and severely limit fertilizer 
response. Recent research with fertilization of the locally better- 
adapted Choctawhatchee sand pine gives encouragement in this area 
(Brendemuehl 1968).
Moving upward out of the Lower Coastal Plain, we find less 
consistent and less dramatic responses to phosphatic fertilizers 
in young pine stands (Wells 1964, Carter and Lyle 1966, Merrifield 
and Foil 1967, Moschler et al. 1970). Soil and tissue analyses 
suggest that this is due in part to higher inherent fertility in 
these soils and to presence of residual fertilizer (mainly P) in old 
fields. A higher P-fixing capacity may also be a factor in some of 
these soils. Weed competition is a problem in young stands and, 
particularly in the west Gulf region, soil moisture deficiencies 
during the growing season may further limit the response potential. 
Nevertheless, a number of studies of older stands in both the flat­
woods and upland pine areas indicate that as the canopy closes and 
the amount of nutrients inmobilized in non-cycling tree components
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and in the forest floor increase (Switzer, Nelson and Smith 1968),
N deficiency may develop and a response to N fertilization may be 
obtained (Maki 1961, Malac 1968, Farmer et al. 1970).
Delineating those stands where a significant response to N may 
be obtained is unfortunately much more difficult at present than is 
identification of P-responsive areas (Wells 1968). Soil tests for 
N are not effective in this respect. And foliar analyses are 
unreliable so far. We don't know why. Apparently, N content of 
southern pine foliage tends to remain at or to return rapidly to 
a level characteristic for the species even when N supply is fairly 
high, because the N taken up is diluted in its concentration in the 
tissue by the assimilate of the tree (Moehring 1966, Baker 1971). 
Trees supplied with low levels of N tend to be restricted in growth, 
hence, the N available is little diluted and the N concentration in 
the foliage does not adequately reflect N stress.
Hopefully, current research will come up with a useful method 
of accurately diagnosing N deficiency in southern pines, because it 
seems certain that the potential for profitable N fertilization is 
present on millions of acres of southern pine forest land.
Implications for Forest Genetics Program
Inherent differences among southern pine species and among 
individuals and lines within species in potential growth response 
to various soil amendments, including fertilizers, afford another 
well-recognized, but as yet unexploited opportunity in southern pine 
silviculture (Davey 1968). Several small-scale experiments have 
been reported which'illustrate that such difference in response 
potential exist (Pritchett and Goddard 1967, Gooding and Carter 1970), 
but we are only beginning to move ahead with large-scale action 
programs aimed at developing the much discussed super-responsive 
strains. No doubt, Dr. Kellison will describe progress in this 
work in some detail.
My limited knowledge of this effort suggests that our geneticist 
colleagues may be over-emphasizing the screening of currently avail­
able selections and progeny lines to the neglect of making new 
selections within wild populations on lands recently fertilized in 
the South. The latter procedure--along with a revival of nurserybed 
selection--would appear to have a greater potential for isolating 
genotypes of truly outstanding potential for response to amended 
environments, although it might involve a sacrifice in intensity of 
selection for other traits.
Some Developments in Current Research v
Research effort in forest fertilization continues to grow 
(Bengtson 1968a). The highly successful industry-university co­
operative (acronymn, CRIFF) at the University of Florida, is pur­
suing a number of leads established by Pritchett's earlier work.
Aside from a variety of basic laboratory-greenhouse experiments, 
their activity is primarily concerned with assessment of the
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relative effectiveness of various sources of P for young pines, with 
N rates and sources for pole-sized stands and most recently with 
relationships of fertilization to insect and disease problems in 
slash pine. In our program at TVA's National Fertilizer Develop­
ment Center, we are making progress in greenhouse and cooperative 
field evaluations of N, P, and K sources, with particular emphasis 
on slow-release materials for nurseries and forest use. We have 
some significant findings with regard to interactions of irrigation, 
soil fumigation, herbicides, and systemic insecticide with fertil­
izers. We are also studying the role of fertilizers in strip mine 
reclamation (Bengtson et al. 1971) and use of forest land for disposal 
of composted solid municipal wastes. The U. S. Forest Service has 
strong tree nutrition-forest fertilization projects at Raleigh,
North Carolina, Marianna, Florida, and Alexandria, Louisiana.
Examples of their work have been mentioned previously. At North 
Carolina State University, a new forest fertilization research co­
operative has recently been organized and is functioning well. It 
is concentrating on problems particular to the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain and Piedmont. It seems to me that those of you in the West 
Gulf area might well consider the merits of forming such a combine 
in this region.
Ecological Questions
Despite all this activity, research to develop understanding of 
the physiological, ecological and environmental ramifications of 
forest fertilization is badly lacking (Bengtson 1971) across the 
southern pine region. For example, there is some evidence that 
different nutrients may exert different effects on wood properties 
(Bengtson 1968c), but well-designed factorial experiments are not 
yet old enough to provide wood for adequate evaluation of this 
hypothesis. There is also evidence, e.g., that certain materials 
such as N, tend to predispose southern pines to certain fungus 
diseases, such as fusiform rust (Foster 1968), whereas others, such 
as P, may serve to reduce susceptibility (personal communication 
from George Anderson, Brunswick Pulp and Paper Company, Brunswick, 
Georgia). Potassium appears to serve a similar general role in 
increasing resistance of pines to certain insects and pathogens 
(Foster 1968). But it is dangerous to generalize because we have 
so little basic understanding of causal factors relating tree nutri­
ents to resistance and susceptibility of southern pines to disease 
and insects. Similarly, wildlife and forest range ecology are 
almost certain to be affected by forest fertilization (Hilmon and 
Douglass 1968). On the positive side are probable increases in 
quantity and nutritional value of most food plants. But shifts in 
populations of various wildlife species and in predator-prey relation­
ships may be set in motion which will selectively benefit one species 
over another. Studies of these relationships should be possible now 
that large areas are being fertilized.
Probably the most concern about forest fertilization and the 
environment is directed toward possible effects on water quality in 
and near forested watersheds. This is a topic unto itself (Bengtson
1971), About all we can say at this point is that theoretical
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considerations suggest that with attention to principles of fertil­
izer and soils technology, and with care in choosing the type, means, 
time, and rate of application of fertilizers, there is every reason 
to expect that effects of forest fertilization on water quality will 
be, in the long run, predominantly beneficial.
Of course, no one is satisfied with mere speculation. In the 
Tennessee Valley, for example, we have three forested watersheds 
under study for this purpose at present, and other researchers in 
the South have similar work under way (Curlin et al. 1970) Definite 
results are coming, but they will take time. And more in-depth 
research is needed on this important question.
AN OVERALL VIEW
In summary, it seems that of the four intensive cultural 
practices we have considered, the use of fertilizers, carefully 
tailored to specific site-stand conditions, will probably attain 
the widest application in southern pine silviculture in the years 
just ahead. Drainage (or perhaps a better word would be "water 
table control") will continue to be an important activity on a more 
limited area. It must be recognized, however, that we still lack 
the basic knowledge to use fertilizers effectively and profitably 
on much of the forest land of the Southeast, and that our techniques 
of prescription and application of fertilizers are rather primitive. 
Our understanding of the ecological ramifications of these practices-- 
especially fertilization and water control--is inadequate to support 
their indiscriminate use. Nevertheless, the facts at hand indicate 
that in many situations, the benefits can out-weigh the debits in 
terms of both economics and the environment.
It is up to us as professional foresters to learn to reconcile 
timber production economics and environmental values and to show 
flexibility and a willingness to modify prescriptions and practices 
according to the uses to which the land in question is dedicated.
In so doing, we will refute by our deeds, as well as our words, the 
criticism that we have become, as Frome (1970) recently wrote in 
American Forests, "a corps of professionals tuned to economics rather 
than to environmental protection for the benefit of future generations.
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Table 3. Summary of the mensurational survey of fertilized and non­
fertilized 5-year-old slash and loblolly pines growing on 
three water table treatments
a. Fertilized at beginning of second year with 350 lbs/A of 
diammonium phosphate.
b. Depth from surface to water table where controlled.
c. Diameter outside bark at groundline.
d. Calculated by stem analysis.
Adapted from White and Pritchett (1970)
Spe'cies Fertilized3 Water table'5 Height
Q
Diameter Volume^ Stems
In. Ft In. Cu ft Number
per A per A
Slash No Fluctuating 10.6 2.9 406 3086
Slash Yes Fluctuating 13.3 3.5 720 3086
Slash No 18 16.4 3.9 1040 2905
Slash Yes 18 18.1 4.2 1643 3268
Slash No 36 15.4 3.9 950 2905
Slash Yes 36 16.3 3.8 1030 3268
Loblolly No Fluctuating 6.5 1.8 90 2723
Loblolly Yes Fluctuating 8.2 1.9 140 2360
Loblolly No 18 11.7 3.1 543 2905
Loblolly Yes 18 13.9 3.4 709 2905
Loblolly No 36 9.7 2.7 349 3086
Loblolly Yes 36 10.6 2.8 360 2905
Treatments
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Table 4. The projected site indexes (25 years), volume yields,
treatment costs, and gross and net returns from selected 
treatments on soils representing four drainage classes
Yield Cost
P Site (400 compared - Returns -
No. Source____ added index trees/A) (7%-25 yr.) Grossc Net
Lbs/A Feet Cords/A $/A $/A $/A
1. Weston Fsl (drainage class 1)
1. Control 0 28 5 0 - 35.00
3. Super P 35 68 44 ($10)54.27 308 253.73
4. Super P + NK 35 73 51 ($12)65.12 357 291.88
6. Rock P 70 67 43 ($ 9)48.84 301 252.16
3. Leon fs (drainage class 2)
1. Control 0 68 44 0 308 308.00
3. Super P 35 74 53 ($10)54.27 371 316.73
4. Super P + NK 35 82 64 ($12)65.12 448 382.88
6. Rock P 70 72 50 ($ 9)48.84 350 301.16
6. Pomello fs (drainage class 3)
1. Control 0 43 14 0 98 98.00
3. Super P 35 51 22 ($10)54.27 154 99.73
4. Super P + NK 35 55 27 ($12)65.12 189 123.88
6. Rock P 70 52 23 ($ 9)48.84 161 112.16
7. Lakeland fs (drainage class 5)
1. Control 0 48 18 0 126 126.00
3. Super P 35 49 18 ($10)54.27 133 78.73
4. Super P + NK 35 55 27 ($12)65.12 189 123.88
6. Super P 70 49 19 ($ 9)48.84 133 84.16
a. From Pritchett 1969.
b. Based on 400 stems/A.
c. Based on $7/cord stumpage price.
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Question:
Mr; Bengtson:
Question:
Mr. Bengtson:
Question:
DISCUSSION
Do you see indications that the Scandanavian con­
clusions regarding fertilization--two years after 
the last thinning or five years before clearcut- 
ting--might be applicable here also?
Yes, I think there is some possibility for econom­
ic response by southern pines to nitrogen appli­
cation late in the rotation. As I said earlier, 
there does not seem to be much promise for nitrogen 
fertilization early in the rotation. Usually pines, 
even on the most deficient site, have enough nitro­
gen to get along fairly well until about age 15 
so that the canopy closes. The nitrogen appli­
cation seems to make a good bit of difference on 
most all sizes of stems. And, from an economic 
point of view, the later in the rotation you can 
postpone something like nitrogen fertilization 
the more attractive it is. It may be that we will 
want to follow the Scandanavian practice, because 
they have found that response to nitrogen fertili­
zation does occur and the most economic response 
comes late in the rotation.
Does the addition of phosphate fertilizers have 
any noticeable effect on the fish population in 
the poorly drained savannas?
I assume you mean an estuary adjoining an area 
that has been fertilized. Indications are that 
phosphate fertilizers will stay pretty much where 
the fertilizer granule hits. Almost all of our 
soils exert strong effect in immobilizing fertil­
izer phosphates. Because they are tied up quickly 
in forms which are not soluable but which are 
generally available to plants, we see no reason 
to be greatly concerned about polluting water with 
phosphates by fertilizer application.
What are the benefits of bedding for slash and 
loblolly pine following extensive clearcutting of 
piney woods and poor oak-hickory types?
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Mr. Bengtson: Obviously, the sites where we will get the may-} - 
mum benefits from bedding are the poorly drained 
areas in the lower coastal plain. Here I think 
this practice would pay large dividends. However, 
it is interesting to note that in some of the 
older bedding studies in Florida differences which 
were so pronounced early in the life of the stand 
are now beginning to lessen a bit, and trees on 
some of the less intensively prepared areas are 
starting to gain. The question of which site 
should be bedded is still unclear and we should 
watch research closely and relate it to our own 
local conditions before making a decision on 
bedding. Also, I am concerned about the problems 
in harvesting these stands following bedding.
It seems to me that the logging might be more 
difficult.
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TREE IMPROVEMENT IN SOUTHERN PINES 
A DECADE OF PROGRESS
R. C. Kellison 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina
INTRODUCTION
The topic of tree improvement in the southern pines has 
been of interest to participants of the Louisiana State University 
Symposium in previous years. Emphasis has been on tree selection, 
orchard establishment, and more importantly, to gains expected 
from tree improvement programs. My objective is to summarize the 
progress that has been made during the past decade, to air some 
of the problems encountered, and to prognosticate about future 
gains.
SCOPE OF TREE IMPROVEMENT WORK IN THE SOUTH
More than 5,500 acres of seed orchard of the southern pines 
have been established by state, federal and private organizations. 
Loblolly has received the greatest attention, followed by slash 
and Virginia pine, and then to varying degrees the remaining 
species of the group. Commercial seed production from the oldest 
established orchards is now being attained. For example, suffi­
cient seed was produced by orchards of the N. C. State-Industry 
Cooperative Program^ in 1970 to plant 120,000 acres. These or­
chards will have developed sufficiently by 1980 to supply genet­
ically improved seed for the Cooperative's 300,000-acre annual 
regeneration effort. Other organizations have reported sim i lar 
progress from their tree improvement programs.
ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF SEED ORCHARDS 
Progress during the past decade has not been without its
-^Contains a membership of 23 industrial and 3 state forest v 
service organizations. These cooperators control about 15 million 
acres of land in 13 southeast and midsouth states.
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trials and tribulations. Graft incompatibility has given greatest 
consternation. In loblolly pine, about 20 percent of the clones 
are 10 to 100 percent graft-incompatible. Even more frustrating 
is delayed incompatibility that has eliminated some of the best 
performing clones from production orchards. Physiological studies 
have yet to be initiated to determine the cause of graft incom­
patibility, so our efforts have largely been devoted to techniques 
to circumvent the problem; success to date has been limited.
Insects and diseases have prevented seed orchards reaching 
production. At great costs, insecticides have been effective in 
controlling vegetation-feeding insects, but we have been less 
successful in controlling those feeding on cones and seeds (Merkel 
1969). We have found that a good insect control program will 
increase seed production by 50 percent or more. Among the diseases 
encountered, Cronartium fusiforme has been the most serious. If 
not killed by attack, grafts may be weakened so that they succumb 
to secondary causes.
Subsoiling is now a standard orchard management practice.
For established orchards, the subsoiler severs roots to depths of 
18 to 24 inches on each side of each row of trees. The following 
year the process is repeated across rows. Thereafter, the pro­
cedure is repeated every four or five years. For orchards just 
being established, the subsoiling is done in a checkerboard 
fashion, with the graft being planted at the intersection of the 
subsoiled lines. Subsoiling has several attributes; it breaks the 
hardpan, allowing greater water penetration, and it cuts large 
roots that are exposed or are near ground surface, allowing feeder 
roots to form and occupy the trench. There are indications that 
subsoiling increases cone and seed crops in addition to improving 
tree vigor. It is not certain whether the increased flowering is 
due to the shock of root excision, to greater water availability 
resulting from reduced surface run-off, to better development and 
aeration of the roots, or to a combination of these and other 
factors.
Fertilization with NFK to maintain tree vigor and to increase 
cone and seed production is standard practice in most seed orchards. 
Tests in loblolly pine orchards, which have been in progress for 
five years at several locations, show that the seed crop from 
fertilized plots was over twice that of plots not treated. There 
was an additional increase in seed production from plots having 
been fertilized and irrigated over those receiving fertilizer 
only. Irrigation alone increased seed production only slightly 
except during extremely dry years, when an increase of several 
fold was obtained (Gregory 1968).
The objective for the past twenty years has been to get the 
seed orchards into production. But now that we are nearing that 
goal, difficulties are encountered in harvesting the seed crop.
Tree shakers have been effective for removing the cones of slash 
and longleaf pines. But for species having no abscission zone in
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the peduncle of the cone, such as loblolly, Virginia, shortleaf 
and other southern pines, the shaker is ineffective. Various 
other methods of collecting have been tried, but most are slow 
and expensive. The most promising one incorporates the tree 
shaker with a vacuum pickup harvester. The shaker shakes the 
seed from opened cones which have matured on the tree; it is 
followed by the vacuum harvester which lifts the seed directly 
from the orchard floor. Members of the N. C. State-Industry 
Cooperative Program have been working several years to perfect 
this system.
GENETIC GAINS
Interest in tree improvement of the southern pines was 
generated on promises. Based on gains made in agronomic plant 
breeding and animal breeding and upon the variability present 
among and within the native forest tree species, the pioneering 
forest geneticists conservatively estimated that similar gains 
could be obtained with the southern pines. A five percent gain 
in volume from genetically improved planting stock over commercial 
stock was the inducement most often promised. Meager as this 
promise seems today, it was sufficient to generate action which 
in practice has given improvements far in excess of any expected. 
Volume gains based on progeny performance are now estimated as 
15 percent, with the best crosses exceeding 40 percent (Dorman 
1966). All the more surprising about the improvements in volume 
growth is that most regional programs did not stress volume 
production in their original selections! The select tree generally 
had to be only as good in volume as an average of the best trees 
in the stand. With only mild selection being applied in the first 
generation of breeding, there is a distinct possibility that equal 
or greater gains in volume will be obtained from second-generation 
orchards, where selection intensity for the characteristic will 
be increased.
Tree form has also responded to genetic manipulations with 
better success than was expected. Straightness of bole is under 
moderate genetic control (narrow-sense heritability of 0.2 to 0.3%); 
but because of the very high selection intensity applied to the 
original selections, progeny resulting from the first-generation 
orchards are sufficiently straight to exclude the characteristic 
from further improvement. This decision does not imply that bole 
straightness cannot be further improved by selection and breeding; 
it does mean that we cannot economically justify breeding for a 
straighter tree than the one we now have.
Responses have also been good when breeding for better 
natural pruning and smaller-diameter and flatter-angled limbs. 
Improvement of these characteristics, like bole straightness, 
increases the utilizable fiber of a tree by reducing the amount 
of undesirable compression wood. Because of the different degrees 
of compression wood, ranging from severe to mild, there is no
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satisfactory way to quantify the significant improvements in tree 
form.
Wood properties, including the complex characteristic of 
specific gravity as well as unit characters, such as tracheid 
length and width and cell wall thickness, are strongly inherited -
0.5 or greater (Zobel 1971, Goggans 1964). We have been able to 
change the dry fiber weight per hundred cubic feet of wood from 
300 to 500 pounds in one generation of breeding. Similarly, it 
is possible to alter the mean tracheid length by 0.5 mm in a singl 
generation of breeding. The economic implications of increasing 
dry fiber yields per unit area are great. The economic impli­
cations for altering tracheid dimensions are probably equally as 
great as for altering specific gravity, but because they affect 
quality of the product more than quantity, it is difficult to 
place monetary values on their improvement.
Breeding for wood properties has been a controversial issue 
because of the reported negative correlation between specific 
gravity and tree growth (Namkoong et al. 1967). It now appears 
conclusive that tree growth and specific gravity are independently 
or only slightly negatively correlated after crown closure (Zobel 
et al. 1969). Prior to crown closure the negative correlation 
between the two characteristics is much stronger (Stonecypher and 
Zobel 1966). There appears to be no correlation between specific 
gravity and other wood properties or between tracheid character­
istics and morphological characteristics of the tree (Zobel 1971). 
Therefore, there is no reason to exclude wood properties from 
tree improvement programs, as has been done on numerous occasions, 
on the assumption that there will be negative selection for other 
important characteristics when wood properties are favored.
The ability to manipulate wood by breeding has created some 
exciting possibilities. We have current projects for producing 
pine fibers which have hardwood-like qualities of short tracheids 
and thin cell walls. The progenies from such selections are 
planted at wide spacing, fertilized heavily and harvested at 
rotations of ten years or less. Fast growth and early harvest 
complement the inherent characteristics of the desired tracheids. 
Pulping tests indicate that the wood is highly satisfactory as 
a supplement to hardwood pulp but is not a substitute for it.
Genetic control of tree diseases, especially Cronartium 
fusiforme, is stronger than we had dared to hope. Amid criticism 
for rejecting trees from selection programs that were not com­
pletely Cronartium-free, we have found progenies from some selec­
tions which have almost complete resistance, whereas others are 
very highly susceptible. These findings have led us to establish 
special disease resistance orchards, the progenies from which 
will be used to regenerate high-hazard areas. The economic impli­
cations of disease resistance are profound; in areas where Cronar­
tium is prevalent, resistance will mean the presence or absence 
of a timber stand at time of harvest. In other areas it will mean
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a significant increase in the number of stems harvested and an 
increase in utilizable wood from the trees harvested as the result 
of fewer infections.
The ability of trees to respond to different cultural measures 
has been revealed. When fertilized, some trees respond positively, 
some do not respond, and some respond negatively (Goddard and 
Strickland 1964, Zobel and Roberds 1970). It is speculated that 
the negative response is due more to the "burning effect" of 
fertilizers and not to inability of the trees to utilize increased 
levels of nutrients. Some trees also perform better than others 
under intensive cultivation. To determine conditions most favorable 
for tree growth, we have established maximum-care plots, utilizing 
control-pollinated progeny. The trees are fertilized, cultivated, 
protected from insects, and in some cases, irrigated. Differences 
in response to the treatments have been dramatic. Such tests have 
emphasized the inseparability of cultural practices and improved 
planting stock. Like hybrid corn or other agronomic crops, genet­
ically improved trees will not attain their potential and, in fact 
may do more poorly than unimproved stock if allowed to fend for 
themselves.
The most dramatic gains obtained from breeding the southern 
pines have been in gum yields. Progeny from specific crosses of 
slash pine yield twice the amount of gum as either of the parents 
(Squillace and Franklin 1968). The microchipping technique that 
has been developed allows for evaluation of progeny for gum yields 
at ages less than three years. Such early evaluations permit 
rapid progress from breeding programs, being restricted only by 
the age at which reproductive maturity occurs.
Economic studies on tree improvement of the southern pines 
were a rarity in early days; interest was to get orchards estab­
lished as rapidly as possible for production of genetically im­
proved planting stock for the huge regeneration programs. Recently, 
economic studies by Davis (1967) and Bergman (1968) have conclu­
sively shown tree improvement programs for the southern pines to 
be good economic investments. Volume gains of five percent or 
less will pay handsome dividends on the investment. It was 
determined that the cost of plus-tree selection constitutes on 
the average only 0.5 percent of the total tree improvement cost. 
Therefore, selection alone, as shown by gains made in straightness 
and disease resistance, is one of the cheapest and biggest bargains 
in a tree improvement program.
We have now progressed to the point that second-generation 
orchards are being established. Trees are selected within five- 
year-old progeny tests on the basis of growth, form, insect and 
disease resistance, and for other desired features such as cold- 
and drought-hardiness. They are then grafted into clone banks v 
for evaluation of graft compatibility and reproductive fecundity, 
precociousness and phenology. During this evaluation process 
the select tree remains in the progeny test, to be watched closely
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for continued superiority of the characteristics for which it 
was selected. If all evaluations are satisfactory, it will be 
grarted into a production seed orchard at about ten to twelve 
years of age. This process will be repeated in successive cycles 
of selection and breeding.
Recurrent selection, the procedure just described, is depen­
dent upon progeny from each preceding generation's being available 
as parents for the next generation. As such, the pedigree of the 
selections from all generations of breeding, after the first, must 
be known if harmful levels of inbreeding are to be avoided.
Ideally, pedigree could best be determined from progenies result­
ing from crosses among all clones in a seed orchard. This pro­
cedure is generally impractical because of the large number of 
crosses to be made and because of the large acreage of land needed 
for progeny testing. Various versions of diallel and tester 
systems and open-pollinated tests have been used for determining 
general combining ability. Open-pollinated tests are effective 
for the purpose stated above, but problems arise when selections 
are obtained from the tests to establish second or succeeding 
generation orchards. Results from our own control-pollinated 
progeny tests show that nearly every orchard has one or more clones 
which are exceedingly good general combiners and it is not uncom­
mon to find more than 80 percent of the most outstanding trees in 
a test to have one parent in common. Without pedigree records a 
large proportion of these could easily be chosen for inclusion in 
the new orchard, resulting in a high risk of undesirable inbreeding 
effects in the subsequent progeny.
SUMMARY
Progress in tree improvement of southern pines during the 
past decade has been great. Over 5,500 acres of seed orchards, 
many of which are now in commerical production, have been estab­
lished in the region. Large genetic gains have been reported for 
growth, form, gum yield, wood properties, and disease resistance. 
Straightness has been sufficiently improved in one generation of 
breeding to give it low priority for additional improvement in 
succeeding generations. Average volume gains from genetically im­
proved trees over commercial planting stock are now conservatively 
estimated at 15 percent. Because of the low selection intensity 
placed upon growth improvements in the first generations, gains 
from second-generation orchards are expected to equal or exceed 
those of the first. These and other accomplishments have more than 
confirmed that tree improvement programs of the southern pines are 
excellent economic investments.
Seed orchard management techniques have been refined to sustain 
the vigor of the grafts and also to increase seed production. 
Fertilization and subsoiling are standard practices; irrigation is 
a good economic investment if droughty conditions affect the seed 
crop one year out of five.
Selections for second-generation orchards are now being 
evaluated. The importance of pedigree records to avoid lethal 
levels of inbreeding was discussed.
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Question:
Mr. Kellison:
Question:
Mr. Kellison:
Question:
Mr. Kellison:
DISCUSSION
Do you expect 15 to 20% over the first selection 
in the second selection or is this 15 to 20% gain 
over wood's run?
Yes, I mean an additional 15 to 20% gain in the 
second selection or breeding cycle.
What is the probability that restricting our seed 
source to a few parents will result in suscepti­
bility to diseases which are not now a problem?
That is a very real possibility. This is where 
a cooperative program has an advantage. For ex­
ample, one company may have 20 clones in an orchard, 
an adjacent company has 30 clones, and so on. In 
the second breeding cycle, we will pick out the 
best clones from each orchard to put into a second 
orchard and maintain a broad genetic base. By 
keeping this broad genetic base, we hope to avoid 
this problem.
Southern pines are apparently intolerant to shade; 
however, I believe that a southern pine that is 
genetically tolerant to shade could drastically 
reduce the cost of reforestation and could readily 
change many of our present practices in the manage­
ment of the southern pines. Is any effort being 
made to develop a genetically shade-tolerant 
southern pine?
I know of no research effort in this direction.
Most programs are based on artificial regeneration 
where shade tolerance is not a problem.
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TRENDS IN DISEASE, INSECT, AND FIRE CONTROL
Berch W. Henry 
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
New Orleans, Louisiana
My subject is trends in control of the three major elements 
in forest protection; fire, insects, and diseases. An applicable 
definition of trend, as given by Webster, is a "prevailing ten­
dency." My views here on prevailing tendencies have evolved from 
the consideration of material from many sources and are governed 
in some instances by Federal laws, directives, and policies. But 
they are views, and by and large are personal ones rather than 
official.
I am concerned principally with prevailing tendencies in 
research. Theoretically, research is a forerunner of what is to 
come in operational programs; at least we researchers like to 
think so. Thus, I will also be talking about supposedly imminent 
trends in the action programs of management.
In this era of ecology and environment, none are more inti­
mately embroiled than we protectors of forests. In protecting we 
alleviate pollution, and in protecting we also pollute. So we are 
involved, like it or not, in this heated controversy of our times.
It is interesting to conjecture on the reasons for the 
sudden intense interest of .the populace in the environment. Rachel 
Carson's Silent Spring was a spark to the tinder, but the fuel 
supply must have been long abuilding. Throughout history, man has 
been doing things to his environment -- good and bad. Much of the 
bad lives on. The permanently eroded lands in the Old World are 
a constant reminder. But things closer to home are naturally of 
more interest. I grew up midst the small farms and coal mines of 
West Virginia before there was an Appalachia, so we didn't know 
we were poor. The banks closed, though, and I lost a life's savings 
of $182. The coal mines, a tremendous asset in many ways, were 
rough on the farms. The natural springs gradually went dry an^ we 
hauled water for the milk cows. What streams there were didn't 
have any fish in their reddish water. Wooded hillsides were carved 
away in strip-mining. I did my personal bit by high-grading hard­
woods for pit props, including beautiful black walnuts which were 
easy to split. This occurred 35 years ago, but it was going on
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before and has been since. Yet, I have only gradually become 
personally concerned with the bad alternatives we have taken in 
dealing with our environment. It takes a lot of conditioning for 
most of us.
It is good then, really good, that we are all becoming con­
cerned with maintaining a degree of livability on this old planet. 
The main problem is how to join with our friends and antagonists 
in meeting the challenge, even with the brand-new, overnight 
ecologists who spell it with two l's and the anti-pollutionists 
who spell it with one 1. I'm naive enough to think that our goals 
for the good life are in essence the same. It is in the methods 
that we need to compromise.
We think that our methods of timber-oriented forest manage­
ment can be made amenable to the wants, nay, the demands of the 
non-timber-oriented urbanite. Well, to make this point, we have 
,one helluva persuasion and education job to do and little time to 
do it in. We have considered, but given too low a priority to, 
these urbanite wants in the past, and now to even mollify their 
proponents, we are going to be hard pressed to keep our forests 
for the production of wood. You timber beasts have to show that 
this country can't get along without wood and more wood. Somehow 
a lot of people are sure that they want the forests, but they are 
not sure that they need them for timber. Similarly, we who are 
concerned with forest protection have to convince our antagonists 
that all results of pesticide use are not evil and that wisps of 
smoke from a prescribed burn are preferable . to the results of a 
holocaust.
In the field of pesticides, we in forestry have to go along 
with the agriculturists and the health agencies, because our use 
is only a very small part of the total. The chemicals we use have 
been developed primarily for other than forests pests. Therefore, 
some discussion of pesticides in general is in order.
Man controls pests for the basic reason that pests compete 
with him for survival. This is his deliberate choice. "The 
balance of nature is not an achievable ideal, if it is an ideal 
at all (Irving 1970). The debatable question today is whether 
over-reliance has been placed on chemical control, particularly 
with the persistent chemicals. It is clear that such chemicals 
have both benefits and undesirable side effects. However, the 
benefits do not appear to be known, or at least are not admitted 
by our adversaries, who make the headlines by demanding foods 
grown without the use of pesticides (I am dubious about the 
source of these so-called natural foods). At any rate, we have 
not been getting equal time in the news media. Undersecretary 
of Agriculture, Phil Campbell, said in February before the House 
Committee on Agriculture, "In this country, consumers have been 
accustomed to food products . . . that are unblemished by pest 
damage and pollution. It would be difficult to persuade them to 
eat the quality of fruits and vegetables that could be produced . .
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without pesticides" (Campbell 1971).
Few people today ever eat a wormy apple, peel a scabby 
potato, or dig out a termite-riddled stud.
I don't mean to overplay the role of, and the forester's 
need for chemical pesticides. The trend is not in the direction 
of dominant reliance upon them. But we surely do want to keep 
them in our arsenal to be used when justified. We must fight 
the tendency to abandon a pesticide outright without having 
better alternatives. The classic example is DDT. It lasts a 
long time but it never killed anyone (Bierlein 1969). Parathion 
degrades more readily but it does kill people (Bayley 1970). The 
5 million people who owe their lives to DDT (Bierlein 1969) just 
might think it is worth keeping. The choices are not easy. But 
let us go all out to bring the facts to bear. Pesticides are 
indeed a major bulwark of the "good life" as we know it.
I have just said the trends in pest control are not toward 
dominant reliance on pesticides. Then what are they? Well; they 
are toward "ecological" controls, if you will. And they have 
been for some time, especially in research. Pest control scien­
tists have long known that chemical pesticides were but temporary 
balms not expected to provide lasting control. What has happened 
is that other methods are now popular. This present popularity 
will add impetus to the trend in research, but it was not by any 
means the cause of that trend. Research programs -- solid, going 
ones at any rate -- can't be materialized overnight.
In agriculture, over three-fourths of the Federal research 
on insect control is devoted to procedures other than pesticide 
use, and to basic investigations in support of these goals, ac­
cording to Dr. Knipling, Director of Entomology Research for 
Agricultural Research Service»A I expect that a figure of similar 
magnitude is applicable to forest insect research, whether private, 
State, or Federal. Some of the research on other procedures is 
aimed at exploiting the insects' natural enemies (diseases, para­
sites and predators). Other scientists are studying genetic 
defects, sterilization, pheromones, crop management practices, 
and possible integration of these techniques with minimal use of 
pesticides. It will truly be a great day when the forest manager 
can make his pest-control decisions strictly on ecological prin­
ciples. But that day is not here yet. As Dr. Knipling says, "We 
are still some years away from development of alternative tech­
niques for a wide range of insects . . . .  We are even more years 
away from public and grower acceptance and support of the type of 
programs that will be needed, even after scientists develop and 
demonstrate the success of these measures."
—U. S. Dep. Agr. statements by E. F. Knipling in press 
release on new insect control concepts. USDA Washington, D. C., 
Dec. 1970.
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In forest disease control also, the ecological approach has 
been of major importance all along. Pesticides have not been 
very useful in controlling diseases in the forests. Their role 
has been limited to nurseries, lawns, and parks and is expected 
to remain so. The only major environmental tie-up has been the 
use of DDT to control the Dutch elm disease indirectly through 
the control of its insect vector. I expect we will continue to 
stress control through the ecological approach: learn the inti­
macies of the life cycle of the pathogen, find its vulnerable 
point, attack through its weakness by manipulating the environment 
to favor the host. As with the indirect approaches to insect 
control, these developments will take time. But the result will 
be something that approaches permanent control and is attuned to 
the environment.
We've been fighting forest fires for a long time and we are 
still fighting them. Our technology for putting out forest fires 
has improved greatly, as is evidenced by the declining annual 
acreage burned over the past 20 years. But our ability to prevent 
forest fires has been a perennial disappointment. The number of 
annual fires has not correspondingly declined (United States 
Forest Service 1950-1969). It's becoming nothing short of a 
national disgrace. Present trends in fire control, with emphasis 
on prevention, are to refine old approaches and to reach far out 
for new ones.
Later in this Symposium, John Dietrich of the Southeastern 
Forest Experiment Station will discuss a subject dear to the 
hearts of us here in the Deep South— prescribed burning. This 
is his specialty and I hope he will tell us how we can keep on 
using prescribed burning as a way of preventing disastrous wild­
fires .
Since nearly all fires in the South are man-caused, people 
themselves are being studied to see if they can be changed or 
trained not to burn the woods, accidentally or maliciously. There 
is evidence of a renewed and expanded interest in the social 
science approaches to fire prevention, and I hope to see it vig­
orously pursued. Hie potential reward is great.
Efforts also are being concentrated in such fields as 
alternate methods of forest residue reduction, lightning preven­
tion, and remote sensing with devices such as the airborne infrared 
scanner.
As Jack Barrow says, "After we take the many steps for preven­
tion of fires, reduction of fire hazards, and provision of fire 
intelligence systems, the plain facts are that there still will 
be many critical fires to fight. One of the great challenges to 
fire research and to those interested in protecting environmental 
quality is to develop improved techniques and systems for per­
forming difficult firefighting jobs economically, efficiently,
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and safely" (Barrows 1971). That, then is the trend in forest 
fire control.
To bring this brief picture of efforts in disease, insect, 
and fire control into perspective, I should point out that trends 
here do not necessarily imply rapid movement. Those of us in 
Federal research find ourselves in the predicament of the man who 
is swimming against an offshore current. Not only are we not 
progressing very fast, but it takes a lot of effort just to avoid 
drifting farther away. With a relatively stable budget for the 
past few years we haven't kept up with the rising cost of living. 
Hence any change in trend is at the cost of and not in addition 
to something presently underway. This situation makes for hard 
choices. They must be sound ones.
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RELATION OF SIZE OF LANDOWNERSHIP TO INTENSITY OF 
SOUTHERN PINE MANAGEMENT
Thomas C. Nelson 
U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C.
The role of southern pine in providing softwoods to meet our 
Nation's needs and the relation of the size of ownership to the in­
tensity of management is well known, well acknowledged, and well 
documented. To do more than synopsize the most recent data and its 
interpretation in this regard would be redundant. Rather, the more 
pressing task of this paper might be to attempt to define the prior­
ity problem areas associated with size of ownership, surface the 
components of these problems, and offer possible approaches to their 
solution.
It would be ideal if hard data to document the relative impor­
tance of the various problems, and penetrating logical analyses of 
alternatives were available. Unfortunately, such is not the case.
So much of this paper must be subjective and conjectural and per­
sonal, with the hope that it will stimulate thought and discussion 
among forest land managers.
THE SITUATION
There is a wide diversity of individuals and organizations, 
both public and private, who own timber and forest land in the 
southern pinery. There are also wide differences existing among 
members within almost any classification of owners that can be de­
vised. For the purpose of documenting the role of various owners, 
data available for the conventional categories— farmer and miscel­
laneous private, forest industry, National Forest, and other public-- 
will be used.
Commercial forest land is still the major factor in timber pro­
duction. Although total commercial forest land in the South includes 
Delta and Appalachian hardwood expanses and industry holdings are 
more heavily weighted to softwood acreages, the totals are still 
relevant for discussion purposes. v
In the South, 91 percent of the commercial forest land is pri­
vately owned, 18 per cent forest-industry owned, and the remainder
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(73 percent) is held by farm and miscellaneous private owners.
Five percent of the public lands are administered by the Forest 
Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, four percent by 
other Federal, State, and local units of government.
Softwood growing stock, growth, and cut all point to the sub­
stantial, even critical, role that industry and farm and miscel­
laneous private owners must play in providing our future southern 
softwoods timber supply. "The South's Third Forest" report-1- very 
adequately documents and develops this rationale.
A principal influence on timber supply, and concomitantly on 
intensity of management, is owner objective. Forest industry's 
primary objective is timber production. Public agencies, except 
for those with a preservation mission, have generally espoused a 
strong timber-supply objective. The Forest Service, within the 
constraints of its legal authority, has repeatedly stood for a 
strong policy to develop and promote national programs that meet 
the Nation's needs for timber. Actual practices on National Forests 
in the southern pinery testify to the implementation of that policy.
On the other hand, objectives of small private woodlands 
owners in the southern pinery are varied. Some consider nontimber 
goods and services uppermost— water, recreation, wildlife, range, 
esthetics. Others see investment opportunity as the first priority. 
Still others look on that piece of forest land as a retreat from an 
international holocaust or from domestic problems associated with 
urban environment.
Contrary to conventional belief, a significant number of 
studies show that most owners become aware of the cumulative value 
of their salable timber, that high cuts and reduced inventories 
among this class of owners are consistent with seeking higher rates 
of return, and that it seems unlikely that more than a small share 
of this timber can be considered "off the market" for a period long 
enough for mature timber to deteriorate.
Several pertinent facts back up the conclusion that small pri­
vate woodlands in the South are less intensively managed than those 
in other ownerships. Growing stock and growth per acre are low by 
comparison. The number of owners who avail themselves of tech­
nical assistance is small. Although we all know of private owners 
with small holdings who intensively manage their forest holdings, 
we can quantify very adequately the lack of intensive management by 
these owners and the direct correlation between size of holding and 
intensity of management. Increasing the pine timber supply from 
small private woodlands is a key national and regional issue, and 
it hinges on upgrading forest management on these holdings.
-"The South's Third Forest" - A Report of the Southern Forest 
Resource Analysis Committee, 1969.
THE PROBLEMS
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Why then has not the smaller private woodland owner increased 
the intensity of his forest management? Why is he not contributing 
more to the Nation's woodpile?
Obviously, the problem is complex. It differs in various parts 
of the South. Some facets are singular to the individual owner.
But there are some generalizations that can be made. I have stated 
in past years that these lands are owned mainly by people who don't 
know how to, don't care to, or can't afford to apply the intensive 
forest management that is needed. I still stand on these premises.
Sizemore,— in his excellent paper "The Myth of Wood Supply from 
Small Forest Landowners" regards the following as myths:
1. That owning a small tract of timberland and managing it in­
tensively is good business;
2. that a small landowner educated in the principles of 
scientific forest management will practice that kind of management;
3. that the rate of improvement in productivity required to 
meet projected demands from ownerships in the period 1970 to 2000 
is attainable.
Briefly, he has questioned economics, motivation and/or tech­
nical assistance, and the ability of foresters to get the job done.
One can concur with Dr. Sizemore's first myth for the economics 
of the situation for the landowner do not dictate improved forest 
management. Let us consider an above-average situation. In Arkansas, 
on good pine-growing lands, the landowner can expect a net return of 
$15 to $20 per acre per year under intensive management. Even so, 
his compounded rate of return on investment does not exceed 6 per 
cent.
Let us assume that this landowner has a 40-acre piney woods 
holding on good soil with a good stand on the ground, i.e., a 
better than average situation. For his capital investment and his 
time and effort, this landowner will net $600 before taxes. In the same 
piney woods, with nominal investment and little or no management in­
put and custodial care— just by letting nature take its course--the 
same landowner probably could net $200 or $300 per acre from his 40 
acres. If the landowner has 400 acres of pine timber, or 4,000 acres, 
then the financial incentive to him assumes another dimension.
But I submit that the public, locally and nationally, receives 
a whole breadbasket of financial and social returns from intensive
■^Sizemore, Dr. William R, 1970. "The Myth of Wood Supply from 
Small Forest Landowners." In 9th Auburn Forestry Forum, p. 5-9.
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forest management. The public uses the private forests for recre­
ation, fishing and hunting, watersheds, open space, esthetics and 
"Quality of life" if you will. As the public becomes increasingly 
aware of environmental problems, nontimber uses of forest land be­
come more important. As a result, public needs for, interest in, 
and support to obtain these nontimber uses are increasing, especially 
near densely-populated areas.
Dispersed recreational activities such as driving for pleasure, 
hiking, snowmobiling, bicycling, or riding are highly popular pur­
suits which, to some degree, require forests for their pursuit.
When streams flow through the forests, opportunities exist for canoe­
ing and boating.
The projected supply-demand pattern for fish and wildlife is 
similar to the pattern for recreation. Projected demands are great 
in the South where public land available for fish and wildlife pro­
grams is limited. In addition, the nonconsumptive values of wild­
life are increasing even more rapidly as sportsmen, bird watchers,
„naturalists, and others place greater emphasis on viewing live 
animals in their natural settings.
Water production on forest land is somewhat unique in that the 
benefits of good watershed management not only accrue to the public 
in relation to the forest land per se, but a large part of the 
benefit accrues off the forest land, that is, downstream from it.
The benefits of water quality, quantity, and timing have long been 
recognized as public benefits, and programs for watershed protection 
recognize that there is a public cost.
Other public benefits such as environmental enhancement, open 
space, wilderness, and natural beauty, are matters of increased con­
cern to today's informed public. Here, too, the land ownership 
pattern in relation to population points to the expansion of this 
type of use on private forest land. Although not subject to precise 
economic quantification, improvements of the environment will rank 
high among our national priorities in terms of expenditures of money, 
time, and effort, in keeping with the growing concern about the 
quality of life in America.
A very small part of the forest impact on the rural economy 
benefits the landowner financially. For every dollar of stumpage 
paid to the landowner, many more dollars enter the economy, particu­
larly the rural economy. Harvesting, manufacture, and transport 
make up the major multipliers. In 1966, timber-based activities 
contributed $37 billion to the gross national product, with private 
timber lands contributing in proportion to their output. Moreover, 
in many rural states, forestry and timber-based industries are the 
principal employers within the state. In the South alone, the equiv­
alent of more than a million full-time jobs is provided. Although 
the multiplier values are lower, the contributions of recreation, 
hunting and fishing, and grazing to the rural economies are signif­
icant .
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Forest-based industry can also furnish an impetus to rural 
development. Although the following example involves industry- 
owned forest land, it helps illustrate the magnitude of such opera­
tions in rural areas.
The Weyerhaeuser Company purchased about 2 million acres of 
forest land in western Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma. In 1970, it 
embarked on a $157 million industrial expansion in this rural area.
The expansion involves construction of a new paper mill, a particle- 
board plant, and three sawmill-plywood-merchandiser complexes in 
addition to the necessary service installations. New mill con­
struction will peak at 3,000 workers in 1971. Over 3,700 permanent 
new jobs will be created with a $30 million annual payroll, and 
about as many new homes will be needed as the projected number of 
employees. One hundred million dollars of the capital investment 
will be in McCurtain County, Oklahoma, the county which shows the 
lowest per capita income and the highest per capita welfare load in 
the State.
The importance of private woodlands cannot be overstated. They 
play a vital role in meeting the country's economic and social needs. 
They can provide the base raw material for a renaissance in many 
parts of rural America. However, the economic returns to the small 
woodland owner are insufficient to motivate him to the level of 
management necessary to meet those goals. In point of fact, the 
public gains more from proper management of private woodlands than 
does the owner himself. It is evident that more will have to be 
done to stimulate his incentive if greater economic and social 
benefits are to accrue to him, the public, and to rural communities.
One can also agree with Sizemore that exposure to good forestry 
management will not necessarily insure its practice, but this area 
can be improved. Adequate economic returns should have a salutary 
effect upon good management practices. Combined with motivation, 
demonstration, good dissemination of research results, and technical 
assistance, a well-balanced program for these owners can be instru­
mental in raising management levels. Past experience gives us good 
reason to believe that production on small holdings can be increased 
through these techniques.
With respect to meeting national goals, one need not share 
Sizemore's pessimism. The demands are not excessive. It is not a case 
of requiring a greatly increased contribution to our softwood timber 
supply from the small woodland owner today or in this decade. The 
President's Council of Economic Advisors recognizes that increases 
between now and 1985 must come, for the most part, from public lands. 
But, if we are to expect increased production in the years beyond 
1985, then the time for action is now. And, if it begins in the 
early 1970's, we have the technological capacity to reach these pro­
duction goals.
The economic problems connected with these ownerships could be 
expressed in terms of risk, small scale diseconomies, lack of invest­
ment capital, low productivity and timber quality, unstable markets,
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unstable tenure and so-forth. Likewise, motivational-technical 
assistance problems can be further subdivided. But southern for­
esters are well aware of these, and are more interested in ways to 
solve the problems.
THE SOLUTIONS
Proposed solutions to the small woodland owner problem can be 
listed in seven general categories or strategies:
1. Public ownership
2. Regulation of private use
3. Taxation
4. Research
5. Protection
6. Persuasion-stewardship
7. Financial incentives
Public ownership of forest land and resources now in private 
non-industrial lands would provide the surest guarantee that public 
interests would be protected. Public policy could then dictate the 
objectives and the consumptive and nonconsumptive mix of goods and 
services for these lands.
However, such a strategy has several difficulties. The tax 
base is lost for local government needs. It would require a huge 
bureaucracy to manage and operate it. Most importantly, it consti­
tutes a major infringement upon private property rights which is one 
of the bases of our society. The strategy of public ownership of 
this sort is not tenable, to me or to the organization I represent.
To our knowledge there is, at present, no governmental plan­
ning that contemplates large-scale purchase of private forest lands. 
There will be some forest land purchases to facilitate management or 
to provide for public interests primarily in the area of nonconsump­
tive forest uses. But these planned purchases should be limited in 
number and most certainly should not be envisioned as a strategy of 
public ownership.
Regulation of private use through zoning or other restrictions 
is another alternative and is probably the least costly to the 
government. However, it, too, would require a bureaucracy of sorts 
to operate and would usurp the prerogatives of the landowners, though 
to a lesser degree than would public ownership. Enforcing this kind 
of regulation would create another problem.
As with public ownership, this alternative is operative to some 
extent today. Some States have land-use zoning regulations. Some 
have cutting-practice, reforestation, or other forestry regulations 
in force. I am told that 30 State legislatures will have some type 
of forest regulation legislation presented to them this year.
Federal forest regulation, in my judgment and that of the Forest 
Service, is not a tenable strategy. The disadvantages far outweigh
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the advantages.
Taxation is a strategy which is presently employed. Capital 
gains, depletion allowance, severance taxes, special tax status for 
timberlands, and other devices are part and parcel of this package.
At the Federal level, it is hard to visualize launching a pro­
gram to increase forest productivity on small private woodland hold­
ings based on changes in the tax structure. Federal taxation is too 
complex to tamper with as part of a production-inducing device for 
a rather small segment of the population and the chances of enact­
ing a Federal program based on this alternative are slight. These 
statements are not meant to dissuade efforts for fair and equitable 
adjustment of the ad valorem taxes on forest resources. All of us 
are aware of the seriousness of the threat of excessive property 
taxes on sound forest management.
Research efforts sponsored by society are a less direct but 
highly significant demonstration of public interest in forest lands 
and resources. Such efforts can effectively channel public and pri­
vate inputs toward reaching national goals. Research has been and 
must continue to be an integral part of the solution to the so- 
called small woodland owner problem. This is especially true in 
the South where the possibilities for increased forest farming in 
a truly agronomic fashion offer some real inputs in meeting timber 
supply problems.
Protection of forest resources has long been viewed as a partial 
responsibility of the public sector. The Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 
recognized Federal responsibilities in forest fire protection; the 
Forest Pest Control Act of 1947, as well as earlier legislation for 
blister rust control, recognized these responsibilities for forest 
pest control. A protection strategy is proven with respect to in­
creasing productivity, is publicly accepted, and highly defensible 
in cost/benefit analyses. It must figure prominently in public pro­
grams devised to increase small woodland owner contribution to tim­
ber supply. In fact, other strategies must be based on the implicit 
assumption that adequate forest protection is provided.
A great deal of emphasis has been given to the education of 
landowners toward better forest management. Some progress has been 
made but the efforts to date are still small in relation to the 
size of job that needs doing. Many forest landowners do exhibit a 
high sense of stewardship for their forest land and resources.
They need only the information and technical help that will effec­
tively extend this sense of responsibility into action. Unfortu­
nately, despite increased public demands, such owners comprise a 
minority within the total small woodland owner class.
v
Increased motivation and technical assistance must be a part 
of the mix in solving this problem, but it is doubtful that just 
more money and more people doing the same kind of motivation-tech- 
nical assistance will get the job done. The plain fact is that the 
present programs are inadequate. Experience indicates that they
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simply will not do the job fast enough or thoroughly enough.
It is important that new or expanded programs in this category 
with Federal participation be consistent with the President's policy 
on Federal-State relations; that is, working with and through the 
State agencies as the action and delivery agency of goods and ser­
vices .
What type of action and delivery programs can the State for­
estry organizations innovate? Some very exciting approaches in­
clude :
The Texas Forest Service aggregate plan for consultants.
The Virginia State Forester's program of vendor crews for 
forestry services.
The Mississippi State Forester's contractor program for 
reducing fire loss.
The Louisiana State Forester's rural planning and develop­
ment effort.
Finally, there is the strategy which has not yet been used in 
large measure to increase production goals on private forest lands -■ 
the financial incentives approach. The most common form of this 
approach is direct payment to the landowner for practicing forestry 
on his land. The Agricultural Conservation Program (now Rural En­
vironmental Assistance Program), geared to conservation rather than 
production objectives, has been the major example of this approach. 
Federal cost-sharing varies from 50-80 percent (and in special 
cases, 100 percent), depending on the public benefit derived.
Incentives are needed to stimulate forest development to help 
satisfy increasing demands for wood products, environmental enhance­
ment, and other forest-related assets such as water, scenic values, 
wildlife, and recreation. Such incentives will help to curb the 
upward trend of prices resulting from the expanding demands for 
housing and timber.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has drafted a proposal for 
forestry incentives for the 1970's. This proposal will encourage 
private owners to manage their lands in a way that will benefit 
them and the public. Accomplishment targets and costs over a 10- 
year span (1971-1980) are established for:
Resource protection and environmental enhancement
Forest establishment
Forest improvement
Recreation and wildlife habitat improvement
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Multipurpose management
Improved harvesting 
The program complements existing technical services.
A closely related opportunity lies in State, county, and 
local forests which are not presently reaching their potential pro­
ductivity. Relatively little of this public forest land is in­
tensively managed. The proposal provides incentives that will en­
courage greater use of these resources.
Operating through the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the 
State cooperators, the incentives will help America to enhance its 
environment and use its natural resources to fulfill its needs for 
the year 2000 and beyond. The consumer will benefit through an 
ample supply of wood products and other forest resources, more 
stable wood prices, and an improved environment. The landowner 
will receive increased income and the rural public will have better 
economic opportunities.
No single strategy, by itself, will increase the intensity of 
management on small woodland holdings in the southern pinery. A 
mix of the tenable alternatives shows promise of encouraging action 
to meet our timber and other forest goals.
Present actions are insufficient to reach our future goals 
from the forests owned by the private sector. And meet these needs 
we must, for the sake of the rural economy, the rural environment, 
and the burgeoning national needs.
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Question:
Mr. Nelson:
Question:
Mr. Nelson:
Question:
Mr. Nelson:
DISCUSSION
What is your opinion of industrial leasing as a 
method of achieving better management on small 
landownerships ?
Industrial leasing is a valuable and important 
"arrow in the quiver." A sizeable acreage of 
lands are under lease. This appears to be a work­
able arrangement and one that has possibilities and 
should be exploited. I understand, however, that 
some companies are learning that the lease program 
causes problems in their tax situation.
What are your views on small landowners using cost- 
sharing incentives derived through the R.E.A.P. 
program to enhance the value of their lands for 
resale, rather than for timber products?
I am not really critical of this, because the ob­
jective of the R.E.A.P. program is conservation 
of a resource. It is not specifically to meet 
timber supply goals. I would like to see some of 
these programs more closely aligned to timber pro­
duction, research, and conservation goals. This 
is one of the reasons why we've tried to stay away 
from the A.C.P. or R.E.A.P. programs in developing 
a proposal for the administration and the Congress.
What is the significance of the national goal for 
timber? Won't the "invisible hand" cause supply 
to meet demand?
If we could project with certainty what the timber 
demands would be in the years 2000 to 2020, I think 
we'd be making a lot more money today than any of 
us here are making! Seriously, since none of us 
are infallible, we have to do the best we can in 
making timber demand projections, and this we've 
done. I think in the past we've underestimated 
our demands. The question about the "invisible 
hand" means, I imagine, that demand and supply will 
balance out--if we didn't have enough timber we'd 
turn to some substitute. Five years ago I think
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I would have agreed to this analysis, but I am 
not sure about it today. Timber is one of the 
few renewable resources we have; the energy re­
quirements per unit of conversion for timber are 
about the lowest of any of our building material 
and our per-capita consumption of wood products 
has gone up tremendously over the past few years 
especially in the paper field, where materials 
are disposable. I think that in this situation, 
demand and supply balance is not assured in the 
marketplace.
PART II
LOOKING AHEAD
FOREST RESOURCE AND WOOD USE TRENDS 
PROJECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Philip R. Wheeler 
Forest Resource Economist 
New Orleans, Louisiana
A look into the future to project wood use and forest resource 
trends will help gauge the magnitude of the forest management job 
ahead. For this purpose it may not matter too much whether pro­
jections indicate that twice as much or 2.5 times as much wood as 
is currently used will be required in the year 2000. Certainly the 
South will be hard pressed to increase present growth enough in the 
next 30 years to meet minimum requirements.
When developing projections for the Third Forest, it was 
estimated that the Nation's population would increase more than 
half again by the year 2000 and that the standard of living would 
almost double. Per capita consumption of paper and board was pre­
dicted to rise from l,ess than 600 pounds in 1970 to 1,000 in the 
year 2000. Although per capita use of lumber continues to decline, 
total use is expected to increase with growth in population. Veneer 
and plywood use may be expected to increase more rapidly. Wood used 
for other industrial products may not change much or increase very 
little. But together these products comprise only a small fraction 
of the total. Paper, lumber and plywood will continue to be the 
major products.
In the South, pulpwood production is projected to rise from 
some 40 million cords in 1969 to 112 million in 2000, lumber cut 
from about 11 billion board feet to more than 16, and plywood and 
veneer from 2.5 billion to almost 7 billion board feet. With other 
industrial uses, fuelwood, logging waste and land clearing, total 
timber cut in the South in the year 2000 is projected to be 13 
billion cubic feet, 2.3 times that in 1968. Expressed in a more 
familiar unit, that projected cut is about 162 million standard 
cords. Of this 110 million cords are likely to be pine and other 
softwoods, hardwoods about 52 million.
Total timber cut in the year 2000, then, may be 2.3 times the 
cut in 1968. The softwood cut, however, is predicted to be 2.5 
times that in 1968, and hardwood almost double. To meet these 
needs, it is estimated that the softwood inventory will have to be
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increased more than 75 per cent and hardwood almost 25 per cent, to 
insure that net growth in the year 2000 will support timber cut. 
These are major increases, particularly in the face of continued 
land clearing and dedication of timberlands to other uses.
True, the law of supply and demand may well increase the price 
of wood if supplies dwindle. And supplies will inevitably dwindle 
unless strenuous efforts are made to build up inventories and 
growth. But with a much larger and more affluent population, the 
quantities demanded in spite of higher cost will greatly exceed 
current capabilities. So, how should we set about solving the 
problem?
To review forest land ownership in the South, about 20 per 
cent is forest industry, less than 10 per cent is public and more 
than 70 per cent is miscellaneous other private. Both forest 
industrial and public managers may be expected to materially 
increase growth on their lands by greatly intensifying forest 
management practices and rapidly increasing the use of genetically 
improved planting stock. By the end of the century, forest industry 
may have increased their ownership or control half again. Greater 
industrial expansion is not likely because of the enormous quan­
tities of capital required for acquisition, lease and improvement, 
and because much more expansion than that may be expected to 
seriously arouse public opinion. Public ownership also seems likely 
to increase--moderately we hope. It is likely, however, that major 
parts of public forests will become more specifically earmarked for 
intensive outdoor recreation, with consequent reduction in effective 
timber growth.
Holding perhaps 81 million acres of forest land together in 
the year 2000, it does not seem likely that forest industry and 
public forests then can grow any more than 56 per cent of require­
ments, at an average rate of about 1 1/8 cords per acre per year. 
This will leave 44 per cent of required growth to be realized on 
miscellaneous private lands estimated to total about 107 million 
acres in the year 2000. Average annual growth on these lands will 
have to be increased to 2/3 cord per acre, if the needs of a grow­
ing population with a much higher standard of living are to be met.
The crux of the problem in the South, then, is how to increase 
timber growth materially on these 107 million acres. It has been 
guesstimated that about 10 million acres are in large ownerships, 
where, as a matter of good business, growth at least at the rate 
on forest industry lands will be attained. At the bottom of the 
scale there may be as many as 25 million acres on which only mini­
mum growth can be expected. Much of this is poor site, but a great 
deal of the area is in the hands of small owners who couldn't care 
less. No more wood will be grown than can Nature alone--actually 
less because of over-cutting, over-grazing and the like.
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The 72 million acres in between appear to be where growth can 
be stepped up, if ways and means can be found. On these millions 
of acres, growth will have to be increased 50 percent. To increase 
growth 50 percent does not seem impossible, but to increase it that 
much on tens of millions of acres in the hands of hundreds of thou­
sands of owners is an almost impossible task. It will demand the 
utmost in cooperative efforts between the public, forest industry 
and the owners themselves. New approaches in education are required 
and new incentives will have to be devised.
Educational efforts, long prosecuted, will have to be expanded 
and modified to promote such new incentive programs as are developed. 
It will not be enough to ballyhoo future returns. Rather stress the 
continued increase in value of land and timber together, as any bank 
account, to provide an estate or increasingly saleable property which 
can be sold almost on demand.
Incentive programs, usually considered a public prerogative, 
also can be justified by forest industry. If wood inventories are 
not built up at the same time that timber cut is increased, the 
added pressure on inventory will cause stumpage prices to rise. 
Industry incentives can include increased provision of free seed­
lings or silvicides and free use of timber stand improvement equip­
ment. These could be considered the land owner's share of ACP cost- 
sharing. Or industry could make a kitty available to the State 
Forester to use within counties adjoining a plant as the land owner's 
share. Such a kitty might be started at the rate of 5<? a cord or 
10<? per MBF plant production--and increased if found necessary.
Another incentive which has been suggested would be to pay 
bonafide "Tree Farmers" a bonus for their stumpage. Granting prob­
lems in working out such a procedure, in my opinion this would 
stimulate the production of more wood than almost any other method. 
AJ.1 of us react to economic advantage, and if the Tree Farmer could 
be assured of top prices, his efforts to grow more wood should 
multiply. By becoming a Tree Farmer he has indicated his willing­
ness to keep his land in timber. And by reward for growing wood 
to supply increasing needs, many more owners should be attracted 
to the fold.
Over the next 30 years it is roughly estimated that three 
enormously large forest management jobs will have to be accom­
plished in the South: 13 million acres of planting, 20 million 
acres of stand conversion and 90 million acres of timber stand 
improvement (TSI). Altogether two-thirds of the Southern Forest 
needs some kind of treatment. This does not include replanting 
after harvest, increasingly with genetically improved stock. And 
the open land and poorly stocked forest planting, not to mention 
stand conversion, should be essentially completed by 1985 if these 
trees are to be included in the year 2000 inventory.
The TSI job may have to be spread out over the 30-year period, 
but that will still require 3 million acres of TSI each year. The
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magnitude of this problem can be better appreciated when it is 
considered that the volume of sound wood in cull hardwoods in the 
South is almost 50 times the quantity of round hardwood cut for 
pulpwood in 1967. Even if these cull hardwoods could be utilized, 
some would still be occupying growing space in the year 2000. With 
TSI now, growing space can be increased one-third, in some places 
one-half, and far more profitable crops of pine brought to at least 
pulpwood maturity.
Most pulp and paper companies, I believe, would be well advised 
to increase their hardwood quotas for wood purchase, and insist that 
as much as possible comes from cull trees. This can materially 
assist the other private owners to improve their stands. After all, 
the companies themselves can usually find some way to charge off the 
cleanup of their own stands. Being the biggest job ahead, every 
effort and every new twist to getting TSI done can in the end do the 
most to build local and regional inventories— not to mention pay the 
highest return on investment.
Stand conversion, no doubt, is more efficient as a one-time 
job. But the capital cost is often so high that only forest 
industry and the more affluent private owners are likely to indulge. 
It would seem that for the small private owner stand conversion 
might be accomplished in stages. Where in a poor, upland hardwood 
stand some ties and bridge timbers could be removed at a small 
profit, TSI of lower quality material could additionally open up 
growing space. Underplanting half or two-thirds of the area with 
pine would establish a stand that should reach 30 or 40 square 
feet of basal area in 10 to 15 years. Then another TSI job to open 
up the rest of the growing space should almost assure full pine 
stocking by the time of pulpwood or small sawtimber harvest.
Planting genetically improved stock immediately after a 
harvest clearcut does not seem to be in the cards for many small 
owners. As improved stock becomes more generally available, how­
ever, more and more of them are likely to want to go this route. 
With improved stock a pulpwood rotation may be reduced from 30 to 
20 years. If only a quarter of a small ownership was clearcut and 
planted every 5 years, by the end of the rotation the job would be 
done.
One problem which disturbs me is providing sawtimber and 
veneer bolts for the future. Emphasis on pulpwood is growing, and 
will continue to grow. But even in the year 2000 it appears that 
one-third the softwood cut will require this relatively larger- 
size material. Who is going to grow it? Fortunately, in many 
respects, only a small percentage of the forest area is cutover 
each year. Whether they like it or not, pulp and paper companies 
are going to grow some large trees more valuable for sawtimber and 
veneer bolts than for pulpwood. Whether this volume will be enough 
to meet future needs cannot now be readily estimated. And with 
technological improvement it may not be important. But it seems 
to me that lumber companies could plant and grow pulpwood with the
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idea that at the time of pulpwood harvest 70 to 90 trees per acre 
could be retained for additional growth to sawtimber size. The 30 
to 40 cords of pulpwood cut would certainly be profitable, and the 
trees retained should not have cost more than 25<? or 30<: apiece. In 
10 more years these should be worth $1 each, not a bad rate of return. 
And in another 10 years each should be worth $3 or more, still a good 
rate of return. Whether such a "Two-step" form of management is like­
ly to be required is problematical, but the opportunity for gain is 
large, and the chance of loss negligible.
Another problem is the consolidation of small ownerships for 
more effective management. Dick Allen's "Tree Farm Family" is one way 
to go. Landowners themselves can organize, incorporate and secure pro­
fessional management, as Forest Owners, Inc. have in Mississippi. An­
other approach is to combine several tracts for management by a con­
sultant, acting alone or aided by a public agency, such as the Texas 
"Aggregates"or the recent TVA effort. Other methods will undoubtedly 
be devised, but it is unlikely that any single approach will prove 
effective in all the greatly varied conditions across the South. These 
problems probably can best be solved by on-the-ground consultants, with 
all the assistance that can be given them by public agencies and full 
support from forest industry.
There are dozens upon dozens more problems involved with getting 
tens of millions of acres of forests in the hands of hundreds of thous­
ands of small owners into intensive forest management. These are far 
more familiar to you than to me. But to insure that enough wood will 
be grown to meet the needs of a much larger and more affluent popula­
tion - - at prices people will be willing to pay - - requires the all- 
out effort of all concerned, now! To increase softwood timber cut 2.5 
times by the year 2000 will require a 75 percent increase in inventory 
on a shrinking land base. The hardwood job is even more critical be­
cause of continued land clearing for soy beans, construction of reser­
voirs, and dedication of choice hardwood sites to recreation. The 
South does have an excellent, fast-growing, forest resource base. Sites 
have the necessary potential. In spite of the tremendous, almost over­
whelming jobs ahead, the basic premise is simple. When you come right 
down to the nitty-gritty, all we have to do is grow two trees where one 
grew before.
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Question:
Mr. Wheeler:
Question:
Mr. Wheeler:
DISCUSSION
More land is being tied up by absentee owners 
that just want to "watch the timber grow" and 
have no desire to cut it. Can we expect to be 
able to get any timber from these lands?
Certainly. There are two ways out of this situa­
tion. One way is where there is a transitory 
ownership. The trees are there and growing, and 
one day the ownership is going to change and 
those trees are going to get cut. Another solu­
tion is that the forestry consultant should be 
able to find a way to explain to these owners 
that they can enjoy their timberland, live on an 
acre or so, and still grow timber on the remain­
ing acreage and do some good for themselves as 
well as the country.
What commitment is needed by industry, the public, 
and the owner to the "Third Forest" program? What 
are your thoughts on present progress?
I think that industry has to be the catalytic agent 
if industry does not care, then why should anybody 
else care? The forest industries are going to cut 
and harvest this timber, make products, sell them 
and make money. They're caught in the middle. On 
the one hand the public demands paper, houses, 
furniture, and other wood products. They also 
want the opportunity to hunt and fish. Then we 
have the critical problem of the small owner. We 
don't know enough facts about ownership; we have 
to find out more about this ownership problem be­
fore we can really implement the Third Forest pro­
gram. The owner generally has many other uses for 
his money. He's not going to put out to grow 
timber just because somebody says it's a good idea. 
He is going to have to get paid for it; somebody 
is going to have to do it. Each of these three 
groups are involved. The public has an interest; 
forest industries have an interest, and if they 
don't grow timber they have to buy it; and the 
other landowners have an interest. Just how can
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you g e t  them to g e th e r ,  I  h a v e n 't  found o u t y e t .  
However, a s  a s t a r t  th e  is s u a n c e  o f  th e  T h ird  
F o r e s t  R epo rt i s  a good s ig n  t h a t  th e  p u lp  in d u s ­
t r y ,  th e  lum ber i n d u s t r y ,  th e  hardw ood in d u s t r y ,  
and th e  v e n e e r  in d u s t r y  a l l  have met to g e th e r  and 
d is c u s s e d  th e  s i t u a t i o n .  However, th e  program  
h a s  n o t been  p ro c e e d in g  f a s t  enough s in c e  th e n . 
F o re s t  in d u s t r y  h as  n o t y e t  r e c e iv e d  th e  m essage 
w here i t  c o u n ts .
One o f  th e  p o in ts  I  t r i e d  to  make was t h a t  th e  
a u th o r i t y  f o r  t h i s  program  h a s  to  come from  th e  
to p  down. You f o r e s t e r s  o u t in  th e  f i e l d  c a n ' t  
do v e ry  much by y o u r s e lv e s . The p r e s id e n t  o f  th e  
company, th e  d i r e c t o r s ,  and th e  s h a re h o ld e r s  have 
to  ta k e  a c t i o n ,  b ecau se  t h i s  program  i s  g o ing  to  
c o s t  money. The s h a re h o ld e r s  and d i r e c t o r s  m ust 
fo re g o  some d iv id e n d s  and p u t t h a t  money i n to  th e  
T h ird  F o r e s t  and h e lp  p eo p le  to  do i t .  A lthough  
p r o g re s s  in  in d u s t r y  h a s n ' t  gone f a r  enough, many 
i n d u s t r i a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  a re  h e lp in g  th e  v a r io u s  
s t a t e  f o r e s t r y  g roups to  d ev e lo p  t h e i r  own T h ird  
F o r e s t  P la n . Here in  L o u is ia n a  you p ro b ab ly  have 
th e  l a r g e s t  g roup w ork ing  t o g e t h e r - - s i x  o r  e ig h t  
d i f f e r e n t  co m m ittee s , each  p re p a r in g  r e p o r t s  th e y  
w ant to  p u t i n to  L o u is ia n a 's  own T h ird  F o r e s t  p la n .  
Texas i s  d o ing  th e  job  a l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n t l y .  The 
Texas F o r e s t  S e rv ic e  p u t a man on th e  p rogram , and 
h e 's  been  w ork ing  h a rd  f o r  th e  b e t t e r  p a r t  o f  a 
y e a r .  In  V i r g in ia ,  f o r e s t  i n d u s t r i e s  a r e  h a n d lin g  
th e  program  th ro u g h  new l e g i s l a t i o n .  P ro g re s s  i s  
n o t  a s  f a s t  a s  I  w ould l i k e  to  s e e ,  b u t  on th e  
o th e r  hand I  guess t h a t  i s  norm al in  a dem ocracy .
HARVESTING AND TRANSPORTATION TRENDS 
IN PINE STANDS
B. M. Davis 
International Paper Company 
Mobile, Alabama
It is certainly a pleasure to talk to you about present and 
future trends in pulpwood harvesting this afternoon. During the 
next decade the forest industry is faced with the greatest period 
of challenge and opportunity in its history.
In order to discuss harvesting intelligently, we first need to 
know the type of trees we will be harvesting. I will necessarily 
confine my remarks to conditions here in the South. In the South 
we have 200 million acres of commercial forest land. We will be 
harvesting timber from what is now known as the Third Forest.
First, let's look at the ownership pattern. The paper industry 
owns 12 percent. Other forest industries own 7 percent, public lands 
comprise 8 percent, with farms and other private owners owning 73 
percent.
We can expect the industry land, amounting to a total of 
38,000,000 acres, to be intensively managed, yielding various prod­
ucts principally from plantations in the future. It is to be hoped 
that the public lands can be more intensively managed in the future. 
But, realistically, the forester managing public lands is so pres­
sured by the influence of various groups that management for the 
greatest yield is very difficult. The 73 percent owned by farmers 
and various others is, of course, the big question. If we, as an 
industry, are effective in selling our Third Forest program, a 
sizeable portion of this acreage will become intensively managed.
When we start to discuss harvesting systems we must remember 
that much of our present harvesting is concerned with larger trees 
grown in natural stands and most of the equipment in use today is 
designed for these larger trees. We have many highly mechanised 
systems that have been perfected to be very efficient on the trees 
10 inches and larger.
Most of these systems have a feller-buncher with a grapple 
skidder skidding multiple stems to the brow where a loader loads 
set-out trailers. One of the most popular feller-bunchers is the
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Drott. It is a limited area feller-buncher, having the capability 
of reaching an area from one setting and piling the harvested trees 
in bunches.
Another popular feller-buncher is the Franklin which is a tree- 
to-tree machine. As each tree is felled, it is loaded on the ma­
chine until a payload for a grapple is accumulated. The load is 
then dumped.
Nearly all skidder manufacturers make a grapple skidder. An 
example is the Timberjack. They are very efficient when the material 
is pre-bunched as when it is cut with a feller-buncher. Two types 
of loaders are in general use, the knuckle-boom and the front-end 
loader. Each is very efficient on stems 10 inches in diameter and 
larger.
So much for present harvesting systems. The real problem, how­
ever, lies with the small trees we are planning to harvest for pulp­
wood .
I think we can reasonably expect to harvest in excess of 50 
percent of our pine pulpwood from plantations by the end of the pres­
ent deca'de. The percentage of products other than pulpwood will 
be somewhat less, but probably increasing as technology continues 
to increase the efficiency of manufacturing lumber from small trees.
In justifying plantations in the past, much attention has been 
paid by foresters to increased growth. Preliminary indications are 
that increased production by mechanized systems cutting plantations, 
as opposed to cutting in natural overstocked stands which have been 
regenerated from seed trees, may result in savings that are substan­
tial .
To illustrate my point, we at International Paper have just 
organized 13 highly mechanized company jobs in the field to harvest 
small trees. Each job has five woods machines consisting of three 
TH-100 Thinners and two prehaulers, a haul truck and trailer and 
two service vehicles, together with a crew of eight men. The cost 
to operate such a job is $87.00 per hour. Indications are--and I 
emphasize that this is not conclusive--that we are cutting 1.26 cords 
more per operating hour with the three TH-100 Thinners in plantations 
than in natural stands. This amounts to 7.0 cords per day of "prof­
it wood" per job just because the trees are planted--uniform wood 
in uniform rows with a larger average diameter than the natural 
stands.
To state it another way, on each acre with 30 cords to be har­
vested, you would cut "free" approximately six cords from the plan­
tations when compared to natural stands. The balance of your system, 
of course, would determine how much it costs to deliver the wood 
after it was cut. The savings should amount to $2.39 per cord or 
about $70.00 per acre. I personally think that the indicated sav­
ings will turn out to be somewhat less, but the figures I quoted 
are based on eight jobs--four on natural stands and four on
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plantations. These jobs have been running an average of three 
months.
I might talk here some about savings in harvesting costs in 
some plantations and also about the lack of savings in others. 
Several years ago much of the planting was done in a circular 
pattern. The planters were started around the outside of the plant 
ing site and spiraled to the center. This was very fashionable. 
Actually it was a very efficient way to plant. There were no row 
ends with their disruptive turn-around time. If you needed to 
plant on contours, you started around the hill and contour planting 
was more or less automatic.
Today we are harvesting some of these stands with mechanized 
systems and they are dealing us fits. We are benefitting from the 
larger diameters and tree uniformity, but we cannot maximize our 
production as we can in row thinning. Actually, we usually cut a 
diagonal across the circles and work off of it to have access to 
row thinning. I suspect that the silvicultural job is not as good 
either. At least the stand does not look as uniformly treated as 
where the rows are well defined. This is a case of maximizing the 
efficiency of the planting operation to the detriment of harvesting 
with the result being a higher total cost.
As I have mentioned previously, the real harvesting problems 
are with the smaller trees. Some of the Scandinavian countries 
and our neighbors in Canada are also faced with the small-tree 
problem. In their climate some of the more common species just 
don't grow very big.
Timberjack, Inc. of Woodstock, Canada, has developed a limited 
area tree-length processor. Limited-area means that the machine 
can process several trees from one setting. This machine shears 
the tree, delimbs it, and deposits it in a pile where it may be 
picked up by a grapple skidder. Timberjack now has a preproduction 
model of the machine undergoing tests at the Woodstock proving 
ground.
The Scruven delimber is manufactured in Sweden by Kockum- 
Soderhamn AB. One model produces 20-foot logs and it has a poten­
tial production capacity of one-half cord per minute. In practice, 
however, it normally averages 100 to 150 cords per 8-hour shift.
It requires the full-time use of two front-end loaders to feed it 
trees and to remove the processed logs. In addition, it requires 
eight skidders to bring full trees to the processing area.
The trees are tumbled by a series of small rollers mounted in 
a tilt-table into a set of worm rollers which do the delimbing.
The system of rollers revolves the tree sections so that limbs on 
all sides are removed, and assures that all sections of the trees 
within the bunch receive equal treatment. The cutting edges on the 
raised portion of the worn perform the delimbing, hence the machine 
is commonly referred to as the "Screw". The processor is mounted 
on wheels and is towed from one working area to another by a
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fork-lift truck,,
The Sweden have developed a feller-skidder to supply full trees 
to a processor located at roadside, such as the "Screw" we just dis­
cussed. One of th^le is a model manufactured by the Volvo group. 
Trees are felled and placed into holding arms on the tail section 
until a 1.5 cord payload is accumulated. The load is then skidded 
from the stump area to the processing area at roadside.
The Owens-Illinois harvester was developed by Owens-Illinois 
in conjunction with Larson Woodlands Research, Ltd. of Port Arthur, 
Ontario. This machine processes tree-length material to be dropped 
in 1.5 cord bunches in the stump area for transport to the loading 
area. Once the operator positions the shear head against the tree, 
he pushes a button and the cycle is automatic. The tree is felled, 
placed on the processing deck, delimbed, and dropped into the 
accumulator. This cycle can be accomplished in less than 20 seconds 
which translates into 70 to 100 trees per working hour. This pro­
cessor has^a very efficient delimbing action. It is capable of de­
limbing trees up to a merchantable height of 65 feet. It senses 
when it has reached a 3-inch diameter and snips off the remainder 
of the top. The Owens-Illinois processor is a component of a 
fully mechanized system, but the product removed from the stump 
area is the tree length stem rather than shortwood. These packages 
make the grapple skidder that follows very efficient.
The Koehring-Waterous processor is perhaps the most sophisti­
cated woods machine in existence today. It is a limited-area seg­
mented processor with automated simultaneous functions. The machine 
cuts the tree and places it in the processor. While this tree is 
being processed automatically, the machine can reach for the next 
tree, move to the next tree, or reach and move all at the same time. 
The machine is designed to haul a 30,000 pound load to the road­
side where it is off-loaded with a knuckle boom equipped with a 
pulpwood grapple. One man operates this mammoth engineering marvel 
which is 33 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 19 feet high. This is a 
production machine. Several are working for paper companies in 
Canada and, I understand, several more are on order.
The TH-100, which I referred to earlier, was developed specifi­
cally for the young stands of the South's Third Forest which are 
now beginning to need thinning. It too is a limited-area processor, 
that is, it is capable of processing a number of trees while remain­
ing in one location. Its felling boom can cover a 300-square-foot 
working area. All of the processing functions are automated once 
the tree is felled and placed into the processing machine. It is 
designed to process smaller trees at a much greater speed than its 
predecessor, the Busch Combine. By narrowing the diameter range 
in which the machine will operate, it was possible to reduce weight, 
increase flotation, and substantially reduce the cost of the machine
Almost every manufacturer has advanced models of these machines 
or other new concepts either on the drawing board or in the proto­
type stage of development. The Harvesting Research Project of the
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American Pulpwood Association has perfected a technique whereby 
machines in the conceptual stage can be simulated on a computer.
They are now in the process of simulating several machines includ­
ing chipping at the stump.
The engineers and manufacturers are coming up with multiple- 
function, continuous-process machines which will do an efficient 
job of taking the tree and converting it to a desired form with 
maximum efficiency, using minimum labor. We don't know exactly 
what shape these machines will take, but we suspect that on down 
the road there will be machines to process trees directly into 
chips.
The wood of the future will be hauled in specialized vehicles. 
They may haul long wood, short wood or chips. Whatever the form of 
the wood, these vehicles must haul a large payload. The industry 
cannot afford the luxury of 25,000-pound payloads. Even if we 
could afford it, we simply don't have the manpower. We in industry 
should certainly support the 20,000 pound axle-loading legislation 
which is being proposed as a standard.
I think this group, as foresters, will be particularly con­
cerned with the growing and harvesting of wood from the intensively 
managed stands. In some cases, we tend to consider growing and 
harvesting as two distinct areas of activity. Actually the two are 
married with no divorce court to dissolve the marriage.
For example, poor utilization and high stumps from the harvest 
are the major contributors to high site-preparation and planting 
cost. Improper row direction, spacing, and site layout when plant­
ing will make harvesting cost excessively high. The operation is 
a continuous cycle with each function vitally affecting the functions 
that follow. So there must be a plan of action for the entire plan­
tation and these plans should be inaugurated a year or more before 
the trees are planted.
The planning phase is the key to the efficiency of the whole 
cycle. It is at this point that the efficiency of all that is to 
follow is determined. The roads must be laid out, the drainage 
determined. In some cases, the direction of the rows of seedlings 
will be determined by the site preparation. So it would be entirely 
possible to run the harvesting cost up by not giving consideration 
to harvesting during site preparation. This is particularly true 
in flat lands where mounding is being used.
Thought must also be given to erosion resulting from the site 
preparation. Until now this has been just a responsibility. In 
the future, it is a must. The ecologist will no longer stand for 
siltation of streams and other damage from our activities. They 
will simply shut us down.
The road system and plantation layout including row direction 
must provide access for management and protection. And, most im­
portant, the road system and plantation plan must be laid out with
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mechanized harvesting and row thinning in mind. Careful consid­
eration must be given to all of these factors by a forester or a 
forest engineer, or both, in the planning phase.
CONCLUSION
The manufacturers are spending millions of dollars designing 
and perfecting the tools we have told them we need to harvest the 
trees from our plantations--our Third Forest. We will have the 
tools.
My concern today is, are we giving the same attention to the 
design of our future forest to maximize the efficiency of these 
tools? Or, will it cost us a couple of dollars more per cord to 
harvest our 30 cords at the end of the 25-year rotation? It can 
amount to that much--$60.00 per acre because we failed to plan for 
the mechanized harvesting of the future.
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Mr. Davis:
Question:
Mr. Davis:
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DISCUSSION
What do you see in the future for complete tree 
utilization--wood, bark, needles--chipped at the 
stump?
This problem is being approached from two angles. 
One is utilization of the whole tree for certain 
products, and we hope for a major breakthrough 
here. For other products where the whole tree 
cannot be used, we need a process whereby the 
fiber can be separated from the bark.
Do you regard the practice of bedding as a serious 
threat to the use of mechanized logging equipment?
If in planting the row direction is laid out im­
properly, bedding could be a detriment. This 
would especially be the case where the beds were 
high enough to give trouble with machine clearance. 
Other than that, I don't think it is a major prob­
lem.
What are the effects on the site of using this 
heavy harvesting equipment--particularly during 
wet weather?
Of course, the site is cut up and this is not 
good. I do not know about long range effects. 
However, if following harvest some site preparation 
is done, I do not think there will be any trouble.
In the coastal flatwoods near Charleston* South 
Carolina, I found the effects were not good.
After wet-weather logging on impervious soils, 
as for example in Livingston Parish, Louisiana,
I believe that some type of site amelioration 
should be done--disking or something to churn the 
material back up. I agree that in most cases 
where this type of equipment is used, it ^hould 
be followed by intensive site preparation. Early 
results of research showed that one disking would 
put the ground back into productive shape.
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Is the 01 Harvester too large for mechanized 
thinning? I can see the need to take thinnings 
in tree length to recover 4-foot plywood bolts 
and 8-foot Chip-N-Sawlogs.
I am not familiar with the 01 objectives, but I 
believe this machine is designed for the final 
harvest. On the other hand, the TH-100 is strictly 
a pulpwood machine which was designed to cut 
material that was uneconomical to cut with any 
other system we had including the bobtail truck.
Even today the more sophisticated harvesting 
equipment has the ability to reach 20 to 30 feet 
to either side. What makes you think that the 
efficiency of future harvesting equipment will 
be affected by row planting?
Although I am not talking from scientific data, 
observations made of the job we are running indi­
cate that when we are thinning a row and reaching 
straight ahead it is more efficient than swinging. 
Swinging is a little more time consuming than 
going straight ahead. In the future we may get 
our techniques perfected to the point where that 
won't be a factor; right now it is.
May a small landowner expect to receive higher 
stumpage by allowing mechanized logging, such as 
the row thinning?
There are two points here. One, I think the small 
landowner can expect to receive more stumpage by 
allowing row thinning. But, two, he probably 
couldn't receive more stumpage by allowing mech­
anized harveting. Perhaps 10 years from now he 
could, because the cost of mechanized harvesting 
is coming down and the cost of so-called bobtailed 
harvesting is going up, at least with pulpwood.
Do you feel that increased efficiency in harvest­
ing is sufficient justification for elimination 
of existing small stands (20 to 100 acres) and 
development of large homogenous blocks of planta­
tions?
As a harvester I wish this were possible, but in 
reality I think we are going to have to settle 
for smaller stands. What with ecologists and 
other concerned people, I think we are not going 
to be able to cut large blocks.
PRESCRIBED BURNING AND AIR QUALITY
John H. Dieterich 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station 
Macon, Georgia
I recently had opportunity to discuss current environmental 
problems with one of the top forestry and land use administrators 
in the South. Knowing that the Southern Forest Fire Laboratory was 
becoming more heavily involved in studies of the environmental 
effects of forest fires and prescribed burning, he proceeded to ask 
questions that we should perhaps have answers to, but as yet do not. 
He asked: "Just how important jis the contribution made by prescribed 
burning to the overall problem of air quality?" "What would be the 
short-and long-term effects of reducing, or increasing, the amount 
of prescribed burning we're now doing?" "Are there ways that we 
could, today, right now, reduce some of the undesirable side effects 
from our burning operations?"
He was expressing the concern that most of us feel. We want to 
protect the quality of our environment, and at the same time we want 
to produce the goods and services from the land that we know are 
needed so badly and will be in even shorter supply in the future.
Prescribed burning has been an important land management tool 
in the South for many years, and it is difficult to visualize how we 
could achieve some of the things we are now doing without the use of 
fire. For instance, we can readily attribute at least a portion of 
the improved fire control record in the South to hazard reduction 
burning--by far the most common and most important use of fire to­
day. All of us recognize that we would be hard pressed to find a 
more effective means than fire to control brownspot disease in young 
longleaf pine, although this may change if continued progress is 
made in developing disease-resistant longleaf. Fire is still one of 
the most effective methods of removing undesirable vegetation from 
beneath pine, and our wildlife management people assure us that with­
out some form of prescribed fire certain species of wildlife would 
no longer exist in areas where they now thrive. Yet, most of us 
harbor an uneasy feeling that, in spite of these beneficial^uses of 
fire and in spite of the fact that prescribed burning may receive a 
clean bill of health concerning both quantity and quality of com­
bustion products, we may be asked to cut back our burning programs 
to fall more "in line with the times." At the very least, we may
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be asked to improve the timing and techniques for applying pre­
scribed fire so that our burning is less objectionable.
To put the problem in proper perspective we need to look at 
some facts and face some realities. Prescribed fires and wildfires 
do contribute to changes in air quality, but the significance of 
this contribution is yet to be determined. The volume of combustion 
products produced by prescribed burning is related to both number 
of acres burned and type and amount of fuel consumed per acre.
AREA BURNED
A 1964 survey indicated that about 2.25 million acres were 
being burned by prescribed fire in the South.— A survey completed 
for 1970 indicated that this figure has increased only slightly to 
about 2.5 million acres.—
The recent South1s Third Forest reports that there are nearly 
200 million acres of forested land in the 12 Southern States (Southern 
Forest Resource Analysis Committee 1969). The area burned by pre­
scribed fire is roughly 1 percent of this area. The fact that we 
burn on only about 1 percent of the land for forest management seems 
hardly significant to warrant much concern. It hardly seems impor­
tant for us to say that we need to burn this 1 percent to help pro­
tect our forested areas from fire. A closer look reveals, however, 
that this 1 percent is, in fact, an important contribution to an im­
proved level of fire protection and management because:
1. Bottomland and upland hardwoods occupy 95 million acres and 
little or no fire is used on these lands.
2. There are 144 million acres of forest land in small owner­
ship of pines, hardwoods, and pine-hardwood mixtures. Some prescribed 
fire is used by small landowners, but because of the technical prob­
lems involved in applying fire and because of the broken land-use 
pattern that provides some built-in fire protection, fire is not used 
extensively on this 144 millions acres.
3. Public agencies and private industry manage about 57 million 
acres of forests, a large proportion of which is pine. Still, only
a portion of this area would be burned each year because of the age 
and condition of stand and because annual burning is not practiced 
on much of the land.
—File information on prescribed burning -- 1964. USDA Forest 
Serv. Southeast. Forest Exp. Sta., South. Forest Fire Lab., Macon, Ga.
—File information on prescribed burning -- 1970. USDA Forest 
Serv. Southeast. Forest Exp. Sta., South. Forest Fire Lab., Macon, Ga.
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This would indicate that, where it is practiced, prescribed 
burning is vital in reducing the average-size fire and the result­
ing damage. A study on more than a million acres of forest land 
in North Florida and south Georgia (Davis and Cooper 1963) indi­
cated that prescribed burning, if accomplished at intervals of 5 
years or less, may not reduce the overall incidence of fires but it 
does reduce the acreage burned and difficulty of control.
PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION
Forest fuels produce a variety of combustion products when 
they are burned. Work at the Statewide Air Pollution Control Center 
at Riverside, California, has provided estimates of the amount of 
solid and gaseous materials coming from burning 1 ton of forest fuel 
(Southwest Interagency Fire Council 1968):
1 ton of carbon dioxide 
50 pounds of carbon monoxide 
10 pounds of hydrocarbons 
10 pounds of particulates 
Small amounts of nitrogen oxides 
Essentially no sulfur oxides.
We are in the process of burning a series of fuel beds in the 
combustion facilities at the Southern Forest Fire Laboratory to 
determine corresponding values, or emission factors, for some of our 
southern fuels. We are starting with loblolly pine needles and will 
include other common fuels, both living and dead. When the emission 
factors are applied to our estimates of acres burned and to the 
amount of fuel consumed per acre, we will have completed an "emission 
inventory" that can be used in future decision making.
Emission inventories are made to describe, as accurately as 
possible, the amount of pollutants produced by the various sources. 
The National Air Pollution Control Administration has gathered com­
prehensive data to complete the current inventory, but emphasizes 
that as additional data and emission factors become available the 
national inventory will be revised. A review of this Emission In­
ventory Report (United States Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare 1970) indicates the following:
1. The total air pollution burden for 1968 was estimated at
214.2 million tons, of which 47 percent was CO, 15 percent was hydro­
carbons, and 1 percent was particulates. Sulphur oxides and nitrogen 
oxides made up most of the remaining 25 percent. Major contributors 
to this burden include:
Transportation.................... 42.2 percent of total
Fuel combustion in stationary sources. 21.4 percent v
Industry ............... ..........13.7 percent
Solid waste disposal .............. .5.2 percent
Miscellaneous (includes forest fires, 
agricultural fires, structural fires,
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coal refuse burning, organic solvent
evaporation, etc.) ................  17.4 percent
2. Forest fires, including both wildfires and prescribed 
fires, produce:
6.7 million tons particulates. . . . . 3.1 percent of total
7.2 million tons carbon monoxide . . .  3.4 percent
2.2 million tons hydrocarbons . . . .  1.0 percent
1.2 million tons nitrogen oxides . . .  1.0 percent
3. Forest fires then produce 17.3 million tons of pollutants, 
or 8 percent of the total burden of 214.2 million tons.
At this point it might be well to review the basic character­
istics of some of the combustion products that come from burning 
forest fuels. We must keep in mind that any one of the products 
in their pure state may be toxic, or totally harmless, but when 
combined chemically with other products in the atmosphere, the 
character may change and the resulting product may be either toxic 
or harmless.
Carbon monoxide -- CO is toxic gas produced by incomplete com­
bustion of substances containing carbon. The largest contributor 
is the automobile, but improved technology may result in a sharp 
reduction from this source in the future.
Levels above about 100 ppm are not uncommon in confined free­
way driving, and it is at about this level that many people begin 
to feel the effects of this deadly gas. The normal background 
count in the atmosphere is variable, but a good average might be
0.1 to 0.2 ppm. High concentrations of CO have been measured close 
to intense fires, such as large buildings or unusually heavy con­
centrations of natural fuels. However, the high CO levels are 
diluted rapidly to the background only a short distance downwind 
from the fire. Research in Riverside found that burning 1 ton of 
brush produces 62 to 175 pounds of CO (Darley et aL 1966); by com­
parison, 1 ton of gasoline burned in an internal combustion engine 
produces about 900 pounds of CO.
Hydrocarbons -- Another common combustion product from burning 
forest fuels, hydrocarbons are found in fossil fuels and their 
toxicity varies with their chemical structure. There are thousands 
of these organic compounds, but the two most important so far as 
we are concerned are the olefins and aromatics. These products can 
react with other chemicals to produce photochemical compounds that 
may be damaging to animals, plants, and humans. The California 
research mentioned earlier (Darley et al. 1966) found that burning 
1 ton of brush produced about 7 to 10 pounds of hydrocarbons. We 
are going to continue to measure and study these important products 
to determine just how they contribute to the overall problem.
Particulates -- These liquid or solid particles suspended in 
the air are another important product of combustion. They are
another important product of combustion. They are extremely vari­
able in size, from less than 1/100 micron up to 10 microns and 
larger. The larger materials obviously settle out quicker than 
the smaller particles which are carried farther on the upper air 
currents. Particulates from burning forest fuels are in the smaller 
size class, which explains why smoke can be transported for many 
miles (McCaldin and Johnson 1969). They may act as condensation 
nuclei to stimulate rainfall in local areas. Precipitation cleanses 
the air by sweeping the suspended particles from the atmosphere, 
improving visibility. We are especially concerned about the partic­
ulates, not only because these are the combustion products that 
people can see, but because they can combine with other chemical 
products and be taken into the respiratory system to cause health 
problems.
Forest fires produce about 24 percent (6.7 million tons) of 
the total amount of particulates produced each year (28.3 million 
tons) (U. S. Dept, of Health, Education, and Welfare 1970). Another 
publication (Wadleigh 1968) states that prescribed fires produce 
only about 20 percent the amount of particulates that wildfires pro­
duce .
One source distinguishes between prescribed burning in the 
West and in the South.— It indicates that the South uses fire on 
nearly 2.5 million acres of land, compared with 1 million acres 
for the rest of the continental United States, but produces about 
one-sixth the amount of particulates, because the fuel loading is 
relatively light as contrasted with the extremely heavy loading in 
the West.
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In the laboratory we found that backfires produce only about 
one-third the amount of particulates produced by head fires. This 
substantiates what we have known -- backfires are more efficient 
from a combustion standpoint. This means that if we want to 
seriously consider ways to reduce the amount of particulates in 
prescribed burning, we should use the backfire wherever possible.
Carbon dioxide -- This gas is produced primarily from burn­
ing fossil fuels and natural decomposition of vegetation and plant 
organisms. Burning forest fuels also produces CO2. This product 
is generally not considered an air pollutant because it is utilized 
heavily by plants in the photosynthetic process, and even at fairly 
high levels is not considered toxic to humans. Currently there are 
no programs to control the amount of CO2 released into the air, nor 
are there plans for such programs (Peterson 1969).
—J. 0. Burckle and J. A. Dorsey. Air pollution and open burn­
ing in forestry operation. 1968. (Paper presented at the Joint 
Meeting of the Southern Fire Chiefs and Information and Eihication 
Chiefs, Houston, Tex., June 10-14.)
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Plants respond favorably to increased levels of CO2 (Peterson 
1969). In fact, they can utilize levels of CO2 far in excess of 
the 325 ppm considered a normal background level in the atmosphere. 
Scientists predict that the level of CO2 will continue to increase 
in the future as the fossil fuels are consumed. The National Air 
Pollution Control Association predicts a 4-percent increase per 
year, so that by 2020 the background level will be approximately 
540 ppm. There are still questions concerning the "greenhouse" 
effect that is apparently produced when the levels of pollutants, 
particularly CO2, are increased in the atmosphere. Some authorities 
say the earth's temperature will increase; others say that we will 
enter another ice age if the levels of atmospheric pollutants con­
tinue to increase.
Water -- Moisture is nearly always available in dead fuel, and 
the moisture content of living material also contributes to the pro­
duction of water vapor when combustion takes place. If the moisture 
content of the fuel is high enough, there is no need to worry about 
smoke production because the material simply will not burn. Mois­
ture carried aloft from burning forest fuels may form a cumulus 
cloud as it reaches the condensation level. Large fires have caused 
cloud formations large enough to produce measurable precipitation.
DISPERSION AND TRANSPORT
It appears that the South and Southeast may be fortunate con­
cerning weather patterns and their effect on prescribed burning.
We find that our best burning days are accompanied by air movement 
and weather patterns that encourage rather than discourage rapid 
dissipation of smoke. Some records of air stagnation cases (4 or 
more days involved) occur in the winter--the time when we do most 
of our burning (Hosier 1963-64, Korshover 1957). Since only a small 
amount of burning is done during the summer, the air quality prob­
lem from intentional fire use is minimized. The frequency of stag­
nation cases is extremely variable. In Louisiana, the frequency of 
cases during 25 years' record average about 15; Georgia, South 
Carolina, North Carolina, and northern Florida have experienced from 
60 to 70 stagnation cases during the 25-year period. This indicates 
that air pollution alerts probably occur more frequently in the 
Southeast than in the lower Mississippi Valley.
Local inversions are another problem that can intensify an 
otherwise insignificant air pollution problem. A clear night with 
no air movement will result in smoke being trapped along with cold 
air in low spots in the terrain and may even stimulate the formation 
of fog to intensify an already difficult visibility problem. These 
conditions can be forecasted. If air movement continues through 
the night, or if clouds are present, the inversion may not be evi­
dent at all.
There is currently available, through the National Weather 
Services, an Air Pollution Potential forecast (Stackpole 1967).
This is a general warning that identifies regions where air movement
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is sluggish and concentration of atmospheric impurities is likely. 
Obviously, if an air pollution alert is in effect it would be in­
advisable to start or continue any burning operations.
CURRENT RESEARCH
Our air quality research at the Southern Forest Fire Laboratory 
is relatively new. We recently reorganized to form a small, inter­
disciplinary task group to work specifically on the environmental 
aspects of wildfires and prescribed fires. Our objectives are to:
fj Bring together and publish all existing information perti­
nent to the impact of fire, prescribed or wild, on southern environ­
ments .
2. Identify and measure the products released into the environ­
ment when forest fuels are burned, and contrast these releases to 
the slower processes of natural decomposition.
3. Determine the effects of the various products of combustion 
on air quality.
4. Prepare interim guidelines on smoke management for immediate 
use by action agencies.
Our research was given a real boost when the Public Health Ser­
vice (now the Air Pollution Control Office (APCO) in the Environ­
mental Protection Agency) agreed to cooperate by providing instru­
ments and equipment for monitoring of combustion products in labora- 
tory-scale fires. They also provide the technical assistance to 
get the instruments installed and operating properly.
We are currently operating a network of high-volume air samplers, 
also provided by APCO, to determine the background levels of particu­
lates in rural areas. Our measurements are made in conjunction with 
the Georgia Statewide Air Pollution Network operating in urban areas 
and should provide data that will be useful in establishing realistic 
air quality standards for both urban and rural areas. The high- 
volume sampler measures particulates in micrograms (weight) per 
cubic meter of air .(volume). Values of 100 to 150 jig/m are not 
uncommon in heavily industrialized urban areas; 78 jig/m3 is the level 
above which some action should be taken to reduce emissions; and 
background counts in rural areas probably average 20 to 30 jig/m^ .
In February 1970, we conducted a field operation in an eight- 
county area in middle Georgia (Ward and Lamb 1970). We had two 
objectives: (1) to determine the effect of widespread prescribed 
burning on the amount of particulates in the air; and (2) to study 
the production, transport, and dispersion of particulatesvon a 300- 
acre burn in the same area.
To accomplish the first objective, we established a network of 
high-volume samplers in the eight-county area and operated it
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continuously for 2 weeks. During this time there were a few days 
with little burning activity because of weather, and several days 
on which a great deal of burning was done. There were even a few 
wildfires in the area during this time. Figure 1 shows this area, 
the network of samplers, and the location of observed smoke plumes 
(prescribed fires) and wildfires for February 13--the most active 
day from a fire standpoint. Records of number of acres burned on 
any one day are not available, but the general buildup in measured 
particulates is evident in Figure 2. We averaged the filter 
weights from all the samplers and plotted them as individual points 
on the graph. Four interesting observations can be made:
1. Rainfall occurred on February 2 and 3, keeping the particu­
late level low on these days.
2. On February 8 (Sunday) the low level of particulates in­
dicated that even prescribed burners may observe a day of rest!
Only 12 smokes were observed and the filter weights averaged 18 
Jig/m3.
3. Burning activity increased on February 9 (90 smokes) and 
continued to show a general increase through Friday, February 13-- 
the last day of our operation.
4. On February 13, nearly 120 smokes (and a few wildfires) 
produced an average filter weight of about 65 ^ ig/m3. This was con­
sidered an active burning day, but the average filter weights were 
well below the 78 /lg/np mentioned earlier as the level at which 
emissions should be reduced.
On March 13, 1970, an operational hazard reduction burn in a 
20-year-old slash pine plantation in central Georgia was instru­
mented for study of particulate production (Ward and Lamb 1970). 
High-volume samplers were located downwind from the fire, and an 
instrumented aircraft from the University of Florida, Gainesville, 
flew the plume to measure smoke concentrations at various locations 
downwind. We were largely unsuccessful in obtaining meaningful 
information from the network of high-volume air samplers on the 
ground--mostly because the smoke plume did not pass over the 
samplers--but the aircraft provided some useful data. The plane 
flew the plume several times--down the axis and cross-sectioning 
at several locations. The fire was started at 12:30 p.m.; at 
2:30 p.m. one cross-section flight was made 10 miles downwind from 
the source at an altitude of 800 feet. The trace showed a dis­
tinguishable increase in particulate concentration on the side of 
the fire where maximum fuel was being consumed, and the plume width 
had increased by a factor of about 6 at this distance downwind.
This plume-tracking technique is useful for measuring smoke con­
centrations and for determining where smoke density in the plume 
approaches the background count and is no longer detectable.
Our work is coordinated with three other groups currently con­
ducting research on the effects of prescribed burning and wildfires 
on air quality. All are located in the West, and most are working
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on various problems related to smoke production and transport from 
fires burning in heavy fuels in rugged mountainous terrain.
The researchers at Riverside, California, for more than 10 
years have been investigating the combustion products coming from 
burning agricultural wastes (Darley et al 1966). They have recently 
become interested in analyzing burning forest and brush fuels, and 
their results provide us with some of the first data available on 
burning forest fuels. Our laboratory burning studies are providing 
a basis for comparing results of experimental burning.
The University of Washington at Seattle has been conducting 
research in cooperation with the USDA Forest Service on the air 
quality aspects of burning in the heavy fuels of the Pacific 
Northwest (Fritschen et al.1970, Murphy et al.1970). Their work 
yielded both specific and general information on the effects of 
prescribed burning on air quality in that area. They have been 
leaders in developing the concept of smoke management and have pre­
pared guidelines for prescribed burners in the West to minimize 
the smoke impact on local communities.
Cooperative work in western Montana (Southwest Interagency 
Fire Council 1968) has combined the efforts of research organi­
zations at Washington State University and the Northern Forest 
Fire Laboratory, Missoula, to find ways to conduct operational pre­
scribed burning in the Rocky Mountains without causing adverse en­
vironmental impacts on local communities.
SMOKE MANAGEMENT
There is a new term now being used in connection with pre­
scribed burning that recognizes the importance of minimizing the 
impact of smoke production on the environment. "Smoke management" 
is defined as a unified effort to eliminate the objectionable 
characteristics of smoke through improved burning techniques, 
recognition of optimum weather conditions for burning, and obser­
vance of smoke-sensitive areas that would be adversely affected 
by reduced visibility. Weather is perhaps the most important as­
pect because it is so closely related to burning conditions and 
effective dispersion of the smoke. One of our assignments in air 
quality research is to prepare some interim guidelines that will 
make it possible for prescribed burners to include smoke manage­
ment in the prescription for the area. Smoke management must be­
come an integral part of the planning for operational prescribed 
burning programs.
SUMMARY v
We have a great deal yet to learn about the effects of forest 
fires--both wild and prescribed--on air quality. We must recognize 
that burning forest fuels does, in fact, contribute to changes in 
air quality; we must determine the significance of these changes
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locally, regionally, and nationally in relation to other sources. 
This must be done for conditions as they exist, and the findings 
must be projected into the future.
Basic information needed includes an emission inventory for 
the South and Southeast that would tell us where, when and how 
much of each of the various combustion products is produced from 
prescribed burning operations and from wildfires. To complete this 
inventory we need information on acres burned by wildfires and pre­
scribed fires; we need data that will permit us to accurately pre­
dict fuel consumption by various types of fire; emission factors 
need to be determined for the various types of fuel--both living 
and dead--consumed in the fire.
General information is needed to help us evaluate the conse­
quences of restricting or eliminating the use of prescribed burn­
ing for land management purposes and to support the critical 
decisions that will have to be made. Some information is available, 
and certainly all of us have our own ideas concerning the fire 
activity that might be expected if prescribed burning was curtailed.
We need to become familiar with "smoke management" and begin 
some specific practices that will minimize the environmental im­
pacts of our burning operations. It is our responsibility at the 
Southern Forest Fire Laboratory to develop some interim smoke 
management guidelines that you can use, but it remains the respon­
sibility of those doing the burning to apply these guidelines. 
Critical to the success of this entire effort will be our ability 
to forecast local weather conditions that ensure good ventilation 
and smoke movement during burning operations. Firing techniques 
will need to be applied to minimize the production of smoke.
Legislative action in many states has restricted the practice 
of open burning; but, at least for the present, some burning for 
legitimate forestry purposes has been exempted. Regulations may 
become more restrictive in the future or they may remain relatively 
lenient. In either case we need to continue to improve our tech­
niques for using prescribed fire and get these techniques into 
practice as soon as possible. One of our most important jobs is 
to demonstrate to the public, and to the air quality regulatory 
agencies, the advantages of using fire in the management of forest 
lands'.
One thing we can be sure of: tomorrow's management of southern 
pine will be different from today's! Many factors will combine to 
bring about this change, and the use of fire for beneficial purposes 
(or restrictions against it) will remain as one of the dominant 
factors in effective management of these lands for maximum produc­
tivity of all resources and concurrent improvement in quality of 
our environment.
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Figure 1. Location of observed smoke plumes, w ild fires , and high-volume 
a ir  samplers in  an eight-county area in middle Georgia, February 13, 
1970. (Figure reprinted with permission from Ward and Lamb 19X)).
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Figure 2. Averaged particulate weights and observed smoke plumes 
(prescribed fires) for January 30 and the period February 2 to 13, 
1970, in an eight-county area in middle Georgia. (Figure reprinted 
with permission from Ward and Lamb 1970).
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Question:
Mr. Dieterich:
DISCUSSION
When do you expect constraints by Environmental 
Protection Agency and state air quality agencies 
to materially curtail forest managers' use of 
prescribed fire? What should the forest manager 
be doing now to lessen the impact of such con­
straint?
Concerning the fires, this is on an individual 
state-by-state basis and there are several states 
today that are putting constraints on forest 
managers' use of fire--much more so than we've 
ever had in the past. So far as the national 
picture is concerned, I don't look for this to 
come for a while. I think we're more likely to 
get state legislation that will either restrict 
us or keep us at the level at which we are now 
operating, or perhaps permit us to go ahead with a 
little bit more leniency.
As to what should forest managers be doing now to 
lessen impact of such constraint, I think that 
for one thing we should be alert to the situations 
that contribute to build-up in pollutants in the 
air. We should work with fire weather forecasters 
and others to obtain information that will tell 
us when atmospheric situations are such that we 
should not be burning. Then I think it is only 
proper that we do not burn under these situations. 
Certainly we don't want to burn in a situation 
where we affect smoke-sensitive areas--interstate 
highways, airports, and communities. If the wind 
direction shows that smoke will carry across those 
areas, we simply should not burn. Certainly we 
can't do that for all small roads and trails, but 
with interstates and important transportation routes 
we should be extremely careful. If we did this, it 
would eliminate a lot of complaint.
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AMENITY EFFECTS IN RELATION TO 
SOUTHERN PINE MANAGEMENT
Richard L. Bury and Richard T. Colgan 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas
The Environmental Decade is upon us. As foresters, we are 
feeling its impact in court cases and political pressures, that 
threaten to restrict professional management of forest lands. Dur­
ing this symposium, Mr. Davis has correctly assessed the threat 
from concerned laymen and ecologists; if we as foresters fail to 
correct environmental damages such as erosion or unnecessary spray­
ing, we'll simply be shut down! Lest we go the way of wildlife 
biologists, whose actions in managing large mammals are severely 
restricted by non-professionals, we must meet the challenge of en­
vironmentalists, largely laymen in terms of professional resource 
management.
Therefore, this presentation will emphasize (1) how laymen and 
ecologists perceive the forest environment and our manipulation of 
it, (2) the emerging implications of such perceptions by concerned 
laymen and ecologists, and (3) suggestions on how to deal construc­
tively with these perceptions and implications.
The laymen's concern for conservative management of resources 
appears to be cyclical. We are all aware of activity peaks such as 
those during and immediately after the administration of Teddy 
Roosevelt, the resurgence of interest during the Depression years, 
and most recently a buildup during the '60's toward the present 
Environmental Decade of the '70's. Such concern has usually been 
carried under the banner of "conservation," and is the same concern 
as that now embodied in the currently fashionable words of "environ­
mental quality" and "ecology."
The wide scope and diversity of such concern is illustrated by 
events since World War II. In the late '50's, forests were seen 
chiefly as sources of wood to satisfy the demands for postwar hous­
ing and resumption of peacetime production. Also, the demands for 
recreational travel that had been surpressed during wartime were 
free to develop, and we saw greatly increased use of recreational 
areas in National Parks and National Forests. And so the Outdoor 
Recreation Resources Review Commission emerged in 1958, with publi­
cation of its 27 study reports and summary report during the 1960-
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1962 period. Commission recommendations produced the Bureau of Out­
door Recreation and the President's Recreation Advisory Committee 
(RAC). In 1964, after a battle of many years, the Wilderness Act 
was passed. This period also saw passage of the Multiple Use- 
Sustained Yield Act and the Land Classification Act. These actions 
were all supported by persons, many of whom were not professionally 
trained in natural resources management, who were concerned about 
environmental quality. During the Johnson administration, the con­
cern for a quality environment shifted to "natural beauty," and RAC 
became the President's Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural 
Beauty. More recently, we have the Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 as an expression of layman concern which has been institution­
alized into legislation and national policy. Finally, we have the 
recent memorandum from Chief Cliff of the Forest Service indicating 
a shift in the weighting of managerial objectives and criteria to 
increase the relative importance of recreation-wildlife-aesthetics, 
decrease the relative importance of timber production and associated 
road programs, and firmly stating that decisions need not be made 
on purely financial grounds (Cliff 1970).
So it is clear that amenity values of the forest are a bundle 
of factors such as outdoor recreation, wildlife, ecology, and en­
vironmental quality as well as aesthetics--natural beauty.
MAJORITY FACTORS IN THE CONTROVERSY
Four major clusters of factors must be considered in this 
analysis. These are (1) the basic resources; (2) goods and services 
that can be produced from the resources; (3) the values and motiva­
tions of resource managers and concerned laymen; and (4) the tech­
nical practices involved in converting resources to goods and ser­
vices. Let's examine each of these in detail.
Basic resources. At first, it would seem that the pine forests 
are the sole feature in this controversy. However, the complex 
nature of the total "environmental" concern forces us to consider 
the associated resources of soil, water, wildlife, and air. We 
should also examine the ecological integrity of our environment as 
a human support system, and decide which resource conditions and 
relationships are necessary for man's sustenance. Of course, in­
tensely environment-oriented persons would also demand an ecological 
support system for every species oh the planet--but that is a matter 
to be examined in the discussion of values.
Products of these resources may be tangible (wood, wildlife, 
water, forage) or intangible (recreation, aesthetic satisfaction, 
etc.). Dr. Nelson has underscored the economic and social values 
attainable through these non-timber uses of southern forests. Fish 
and wildlife habitats are especially valuable in the South, in view 
of the scarcity of public fishing and hunting lands and the popu­
larity of fishing and hunting.
We should examine the type and amount of demand for each of
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these products, for some very real trade-offs in production must 
occur. For example, Phil Wheeler has provided an excellent summary 
of the expected demand for timber products from southern forests.
You will recall that between now and the year 2000, the demand for 
softwood is expected to be 2.5 times the 1968 cut, while demand for 
hardwood is expected to double in that period. These figures can 
be compared with the prediction of a tripling in national demand 
for outdoor recreation in the period 1960-2000 (Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission 1962).
The People involved may be most conveniently classified as re­
source managers (foresters and allied professionals) and laymen 
(non-foresters). These classifications are useful because the nature 
and use of natural resources are usually perceived quite differently 
by persons professionally trained in resource management than by 
those who have not enjoyed such training.
The values of the manager are usually characterized by utili­
zation of resources--that is, a resource is perceived as anything 
useful for production of goods. In addition, the manager usually 
values efficiency, i.e., production at least costs. This combi­
nation of productivity and efficiency may be characterized by the 
statement, "Let's meet the demand for forest products--and the more 
efficiently, the better!" In contrast, the environmentally con­
cerned laymen usually values preservation of natural resources; a 
natural resource is often perceived as something of value to be 
admired and saved for the admiration by future generations. Aesthet­
ic satisfactions are also highly valued of these persons. And the 
literature of the organizations (Sierra Club, Winderness Society, 
Audubon Society, etc.) emphasizes an environmentalism based on emo­
tion, concern for the integrity of every species, and maintenance 
or increase of natural conditions. Such values may be summed in 
the statement, "Isn't nature wonderful— let's save it all!" And so 
the battle is joined through differences in perception of natural 
resources and the appropriateness of their uses. Perception itself, 
then, is at the crux of the issue, and only through communications 
and education aimed at the differences in perception can these two 
types of people, both equally concerned with resource management, 
be drawn into a better understanding of each other's position.
Therefore, let's examine the nature of perception in some de­
tail, and then return to the final question, that of managerial 
practices and how the apparent conflicts stemming from then can be 
ameliorated.
THE NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION
w
Any discussion of forest management for amenities must begin 
with a discussion of perception, for environmental appearance in­
fluences the subjective benefits derived from the forest. Thus it 
is valid to examine how people respond to the environment, so that 
landscapes and other environmental features may be managed more 
effectively for integration of amenities with timber production.
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Although the perception process is immensely complex, it may 
be represented in simplified form for our discussion (Fig. 3"). Be­
fore examining this model, it would be wise to emphasize two points:
1) Perception is an individual phenomenon; forest managers 
might view a timber stand as a source of sawtimber, 
campers might see it as a place for high quality rec­
reation experiences, and environmentalists might 
recognize the stand as worthy of preservation for
its intrinsic values.
2) Perception is covert; it occurs internally relative 
to an external stimulus. Thus it is not directly 
observed nor easily measured.
With these facts in mind, let us examine a conceptual model of 
perception.
The Model
When we speak of the environment (1)*, we, of course, refer to 
that external to ourselves--in this case, southern pine forests.
Information about this environment, received as physical 
stimuli, may be transmitted in many ways. Sight is of crucial im­
portance and probably influences our response to environments more 
directly and with greater salience than do our other senses (Welsh 
1966). In some instances, various scents or odors may have a more 
lasting effect in man's mind than what he sees. The same hold true 
to a lesser degree for taste, sound or touch. Long after the ex­
perience has passed, one particular item about the experience may 
serve as a catalyst to bring other seemingly forgotten details to 
mind (Shafer 1969). In effect, then, we are saying that the impact 
of an experience may not cease with its own termination (Hilgard 
1962, Klein 1956). After-effects may be social, providing the 
individual with narrative material for presenting himself to others. 
They may be personal, promoting a sense of comradeship with nature; 
or they may be psychological, eliciting a recollection of vivid 
imagery (Craik 1968).
The "perception filter" (2) simplifies information received 
from the external environment, governed by interactions between 
"context," (3) i.e., relation of the received information to the 
entire environment, and the "preference function" (4) which creates 
preferences from stored data, information, values, and attitudes 
about the environment.
These preferences define what is desired and would determine 
behavior, i.e. implementation (6), if not acted upon by the "restric- 
tor" (5), which considers societal and personal constraints, competing
*Number in parentheses refer to number in Figure 3.
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desires, and other external factors before generating behavior.
What are some of the characteristics of this model? First, 
no single part operates autonomously; each is directly or indirectly 
influenced by some other portion of the model. Second, since it is 
unreasonable to assume that all individuals receive the same mes­
sages from the environment, the model implies this by including 
feedback from the "context" and "preference function" to the "per­
ception filter." Third, the "preference function", "context", and 
therefore the "perception filter" are, as mentioned, individually 
unique. This uniqueness is strongly influenced by physical, 
economic, cultural, social and experiential characteristics and 
values of the individual.
On the basis of training, we would expect that persons in pro­
fessional environmental roles, such as landscape architects and 
forest managers, would exhibit different perceptions of the environ­
ment than persons in the general community. Further, we would ex­
pect perceptual differences on the basis of environmental values-- 
exploitation, preservation, or some intermediate point.
It is here that conflict begins. Most forest managers view 
clearcutting and related practices as necessary inputs to southern 
pine silviculture. Environmentalists, and increasingly the general 
public, relate these practices to devastation. Some feel that the 
practice has rather ill-defined, but significant environmental 
effects, and some question the practice merely as a matter of general 
principle (Connaughton 1970).
Setting other amenity effects aside for a time, and consider­
ing sight most important in providing environmental information, a 
short discussion of visual aesthetics seems appropriate to illus­
trate the nature of perception.
Scenery and Aesthetics
Visual appearance is important to managers and laymen simply 
because there are more people, new roads, new means of travel, and 
an increasing demand for environments that satisfy the individual's 
needs for comfort, shelter, and excitement. In addition, visual 
appearances may be the sole criterion by which large segments of 
the public judge forestry (Twiss 1969). In fact, a recent editorial 
in American Forests has proposed that aesthetics be added as a 
"sixth value" to the existing five values under multiple use as de­
fined by the U. S. Forest Service (Craig 1970).
In spite of this, aesthetics seem to have been considered 
peripheral or even unrelated to silviculture, if one surveys 
American silviculture literature (Duffield 1970). However, the 
number of articles concerning forest aesthetics is increasing, and 
we may expect an even greater surge spurred by President Johnson's 
Message on Natural Beauty (1965), and the evolution of aesthetics 
as a major domestic policy issue (Diamond 1966).
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Historically, attempts to identify the essence of beauty have 
centered on two principles: a principle of diversity involving 
heterogeneity and random distribution of elements, and a principle 
of unity that involves homogeneity and order (Gilbert and Kuhn 
1953). Consequently, some prominent theories have implied that 
aesthetic satisfaction requires some appropriate combination, avoid 
ing excesses of either principle.
Uniform forest conditions, such as forest plantation mono­
cultures, may be aesthetically offensive to laymen. However, con­
tinuity is appreciated, especially in time. Where discontinuity 
or contrast in time is offensive, contrast in space may be accept­
able, provided that it is "natural" (Duffield 1970). What we are 
saying, then, is that any perceived change in a "familiar" forest 
is shocking, because the layman tends to view the forest as an un­
changing entity. Spatial contrasts--for example, stand boundaries 
formed by water or rock outcrops--are perceived as pleasing dis­
continuities because they are the result of natural forces. In 
contrast, most laymen tend to consider homogeneous areas--burns, 
blowdowns, clearcuts, and herbicide-sprayed areas--as unnatural, 
regardless of their causes.
From an aesthetic viewpoint, stand heterogeneity should be the 
watchword in areas visible or accessible to the public. Other 
considerations should include location of cut areas on the land­
scape, patterns of individual cuts, cleanup after harvest, and the 
method and rate of regeneration (Table 1).
HOW CAN WE MEET THE CHALLENGE?
As we see it, the challenge of environmental concern--and its 
potential impact on forest practices--can be met in several ways, 
all of which should be attempted. And, as Dr. Henry has said, our 
objectives are rather similar with those of concerned laymen; it is 
our means of attaining them that require compromise.
Unfortunately, we foresters often seem unable or unwilling to 
undertake self-appraisal either before or under criticism of our 
technical practices. Regardless of the causes of management con­
flicts, we frequently respond by: 1) avoidance--the hope that the 
problem will somehow go away if ignored; 2) attack--exemplified 
by "So they want to fight do they?"--hopefully not the dominant 
response; 3) deception--for instance, the screen of trees along 
highways. Are they there to provide a pleasing aesthetic experience 
or to hide a mismanaged forest stand? (Twiss, 1969).
Instead of these reactions, we should develop a professional 
approach based on our willingness to seek differing views and to 
seriously evaluate them. Such an approach could prevent the re­
occurrence of Bitterroot controversies as well as indicate to the 
public that we are environmental managers, not just timber managers. 
(Bolle et al. 1970, U. S. Forest Service 1970).
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Increase the Flow of Communication
First and foremost, therefore, we need to increase communi­
cations between ourselves and concerned laymen so that we can 
understand each other's positions. We need all of the demonstra­
tions, research disseminations, technical assistance, and other 
motivation-activating techniques mentioned by Dr. Nelson. Foresters 
will need to lead this effort, since most environmentalists seem 
blissfully secure in the belief that their way is best. Perhaps, 
after learning more about how forests grow and the uses to which 
they may be put, environmentalists will understand our actions 
better. And they just might feel less certain than before that 
they have an exclusive handle on "the truth."
As an example of such communication efforts, the Gulf States 
Section of the Society of American Foresters has initiated an ex­
change of newsletters with local chapters of the Sierra Club and 
other conservation organizations. Recently, the Louisiana Forestry 
Commission hosted a field trip for Sierra Club members, with ex­
cellent results in influencing Club-member thoughts about forest 
practices. During such communications, we should ask environmen­
talists to support funding for studies on the ecological impacts 
of our forest practices.
On the other hand, foresters can learn much from laymen. This 
is especially important for managers of public forests, where the 
general management policy should consider societal preferences.
Such a shift seems to be occurring in National Forest management 
as the nation's people make known their increasing interest in rec­
reation, aesthetics, and ecology. Perhaps some of the values 
treasured by laymen can be incorporated in modified practices of 
timber production at very little cost. As Mr. Davis has pointed 
out, however, these societal pressures will force the public 
forester to place non-timber values of equal status with timber 
yield among his major goals. For example, the newly-introduced 
American Forestry Act (S. 350) can expect to encounter stiff op­
position from preservationist lay groups, as did its predecessor 
the National Timber Supply Act.
The communication challenge is especially critical with the 
small private woodland owners. As Dr. Nelson has stated, many of 
these owners already consider nontimber goods uppermost in their 
land management, but most, by far, exercise very little knowledge­
able forest management and do not attempt to improve their manage­
ment. The very large number of owners will be hard to reach, and 
the communicators must appeal to them through many motivations for 
change in management practices.
Ecological Evaluation and Response in Forestry Practices
Secondly, we need to examine our forest practices objectively 
to determine the ecological significance of each practice as well 
as the justification for that practice. This task can gain greater 
immediacy from our improved understanding of environmentalists'
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TABLE 1. SELECTED MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR 
FOREST AESTHETICS
1. Delineate areas of timber where recreation and/or 
scenic values preclude timber harvesting.
2. Locate access roads where they will be screened by 
topography or vegetation. All access roads should be 
minimum standard, seeded to grass or ground cover 
after cutting is finished.
3. Use selection or shelterwood systems wherever possible.
4. Shape clearcut areas to correspond closely with 
irregular boundaries found in undisturbed land­
scapes (rock formations, soil classes).
5. Regulate cutting to create an array of vegetative 
patterns, shades, and colors that is pleasing, i.e. 
heterogeneous over the total landscape viewed.
6. Retain dominant culls for their natural beauty.
7. Accept or create mixed stands.
8. Adopt post-logging treatments that cause slash to 
deteriorate rapidly.
9. Create or retainmixed stand "leave strips" or buffers 
along public highways or access roads.
concerns. From the increased communication obtained above, we will 
gain a better appreciation of the ecological factors which should 
be evaluated. Perhaps we will be able to identify those actions 
which could reduce total ecological change or damage, and activate 
them at little or no extra cost. Mr. Postle has emphasized this 
point throughout his excellent discussion of vegetation control.
It is important to distinguish between ecological impacts or 
changes and ecological damage. Changes or impacts are conceptually 
neutral; they are simply the results of our manipulations of the 
forest. We should examine each of these results to determine whether 
it should be terminated due to unfavorable environmental results.
But what is the nature of "unfavorable" in this case? As 
applied biologists we realize that natural balance is quite un­
common, that the biophysical environment is often in a stage\of sub­
climax or disclimax. And if a subclimax or disclimax is a product 
of man's actions, rather than of nature other than man, is such 
disturbance necessarily bad? We think not.
Therefore, it may be very difficult to reach an objective set 
of criteria for judging the "desirability" or "undesirability" of
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man's actions in modifying the environment. We can state, at the 
very least, that man should not change his environment to the ex­
tent that his own life is threatened. This realization has struck 
even the least ecologically conscious men through current problems 
of air and water pollution in our major cities. More importantly, 
we must also think in a broader way--such as has been suggested by 
the environmentalists--of the changes in the oxygen, nitrogen, and 
carbon cycles and in the relative numbers and abundance of plant 
and animal species.
In fact, man is a part of nature, and his considerable power 
to create environmental changes does not necessarily carry with it 
a negative context. However, it certainly carries a strong respon­
sibility for recognizing the consequences and the moral responsi­
bility for his acts.
Over twenty years ago, Aldo Leopold wrote of a land ethic 
based on the premise that man must forego his role as conqueror of 
the biotic community, and accept his place as member and citizen in 
it (Leopold 1966). A land ethic reflects the existence of an 
ecological conscience, which in turn reflects a conviction of indi­
vidual responsibility for the "health" of the land. It is this 
responsibility which must move the forestry profession toward 
accepting constructive inputs from outsiders, toward renouncing a 
conservation system based on financial efficiency and toward a 
stronger basis in secondary forest values such as aesthetics, wild­
life, and wilderness. For if our management is unresponsive to 
the tenor of the times, laymen will seize the reins of resource 
management directly.
Zoning
Tension could also be significantly reduced if environmentalists 
would accept the concept of zoning. In this case, zoning might re­
fer to a set of three types of timberland management. First, forests 
uniquely suited for recreation, inspiration, or scientific purposes 
would be set aside in parks or natural areas and not used for timber 
production. Second, timberlands located in scenic areas or other­
wise subjected to considerable public viewing could be managed to 
produce both timber and amenity values. In these areas, location 
of clearcuts in relation to natural openings, highways, or other 
features would be planned so that visual conflicts would be minimized 
(Craik 1968). Neither timber production nor amenities would rule here; 
management would clearly be a compromise. And, as Mr. Guttenberg re­
minds us, these aesthetic and recreational values may be saleable! 
Let's call this a modified timber management area. Third, most 
commercial forests would be managed primarly for timber or other prod­
ucts, and aesthetic values would be suppressed as a criterion.
The rationale for such zoning should be explained in the com­
munication effort cited above. A major objective would be to change 
the biases that influence the perception filter of laymen. We need 
to de-emphasize the "Woodman, spare that tree" image and place along­
side it an image stressing the more utilitarian values of the forest.
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IMPACT ON MAJOR TECHNICAL PRACTICES 
Stand characteristics
Among the primary objections of environmentalists are even- 
aged, pure stands.
Here is a need for foresters to communicate the biological 
and financial desirabilities of such stands in timber production 
areas. Given the current and expected levels of demand for timber 
products, commercial forest lands can be allocated to parks and to 
modified timber management only if we are permitted to produce 
timber under the most efficient methods in the remaining commercial 
forests, while attaining and maintaining a high ..timber-producing 
capacity of these sites. To do otherwise would necessitate rising 
production costs, unless genetic improvements bail us out in the 
short run. Rising wood product costs could well force a shift from 
use of wood to other materials, which would be environmentally undesir­
able if substitute materials were non-renewable.
In point of fact, the genetically-produced gains reported by 
Dr. Kellison, combined with the expected production increases through 
a second round of genetic improvement and fertilizers, may permit us 
to devote increased acreage to recreation and other nontimber func­
tions without the severe problems of forest resource allocation 
that many of us have feared. Of course, we will still be in diffi­
culty if non-timber uses preempt the best sites for timber growth.
The objection to pure, even-aged stands is based on aesthetics, 
stemming from the desire for visual diversity, plus the fact that 
such stands are inherently unstable and rapidly decline in productiv­
ity (Lamprechet 1969). In fact, they do usually contain fewer 
plant and animal species than would be found in a mixed stand. But 
must species diversity be encouraged on every acre? Instead, we 
believe that even-aged, pure stands can be justified on the basis 
of production efficiency, and on the basis of biological require­
ments when dealing with intolerant species.
Laymen may also be expected to object to plantations because 
of the obvious artificiality of establishment. The well-ordered rows 
are too reminiscent of urban life. Yet we can expect most future 
stands to be regenerated by plantings rather than through natural 
regeneration. In areas of high visibility, we might well recognize 
the advantages of natural regeneration as cited by Mr. Hughes.
In areas allocated for modified timber production, we may per­
mit mixed hardwood-softwood stands when site and biologicakcondi- 
tions are amenable (Connaughton 1970), and where recreation fees may 
reasonably be collected and thus contribute to owner receipts. In 
this regard, Mr. Wheeler's suggestion that hardwood cull trees be 
aggressively "cleaned” from pine stands may be ill-advised from 
the standpoint of wildlife values and visual diversity. Where sub­
stantial wildlife habitat already exists, retention of hardwoods 
may even be financially more attractive than conversion to pure pine
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if hunting rights can be sold.
Cuttings
Harvest cuts are also factors of contention. Large clearcut 
blocks are anathema to those who wish to preserve nature— because 
such cuts are so easily seen, as are their sudden and severe effects 
on the environment. Where pure, even-aged stands have been justi­
fied by the foregoing economic and biologic rationales, clearcuts 
are considered the most efficient means of harvest and will produce 
the lowest market cost of timber.
The frequency of this problem can be lessened by adopting 
the longer rotations, such as those required for growing sawlogs.
Thus, if we can financially elect to produce some sawlog stands, it 
might seem wise to place them in those portions of our lands that 
are seen most frequently by the public, such as adjacent to major 
roads and on routes frequently used by people going to recreation 
sites. The shorter rotations of 20 years, now possible for pulpwood 
stands through genetic improvements, would best be located in the 
less-accessible areas.
Multiproduct forests offer another opportunity for increasing 
the length of time between clearcuts. If financially attractive, 
the owner could cut for poles and pulp at (say) 20 years of age, 
leaving some 70 to 90 trees per acre for growth to sawtimber size 
as Wheeler suggested. Very often, such a cutting plan could simul­
taneously satisfy profit objectives while lessening the frequency 
of objections to clearcuts. Such management is also a good possi­
bility for the modified timber production areas.
The size of block cut will usually significantly influence 
the cost of logging. For example, harvesting by high-lead on steep 
terrain will be least expensive when large blocks can be cut, using 
a single spar setup. Even when using portable spars, each setup 
increases cost, and therefore the unit-cost of yarding is lessened 
as volume is increased. In the flatlands of the South, large blocks 
seem less necessary for financial efficiency. Where small tractors 
are the common yarding device, costs are not greatly influenced by 
size of the cut block. However, site preparation costs are admittedly 
lower on the larger blocks. Again, large clearcuts are a matter of 
financial efficiency rather than biological necessity. In stands 
to be treated with modified practices, harvest could be staged--even 
to the point of using shelterwood or tree selection cuts and natural 
reproduct ion.
Intermediate cuts such as precommercial or commercial thinnings 
are probably acceptable to most environmentalist except those who 
are outright preservationists. Even if they are not acceptable, Mr. 
Bennett would have us believe that thinnings may be less common in 
the future when a higher proportion of our stands are planted. 
Currently, many of our naturally regenerated stands require thinnings.
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Likewise, prunings are unlikely to raise objections from most 
people, and, as Dr. Bengston has informed us, this technical practice 
is becoming less important anyway. In cases where the forest would 
normally not self-prune, the appearance of a pruned stand might 
contribute to the diversity that has been mentioned as a primary 
desideratum in aesthetic appreciation.
Professional forestry investment must increasingly consider 
aesthetic as well as other non-timber benefits. When we consider 
financial efficiency, we speak of the greatest product at the low­
est cost. These least-cost methods tend to produce a single-use 
forest for timber production, rather than one which benefits others 
besides the owner or manager. The latter view holds that forests 
should be made aesthetically pleasing for tourists or vacationists 
because of their contribution to local economics. And what of the 
local community? Should not our forest be made a place where local 
residents can live and work in aesthetically pleasing surroundings?
We are not suggesting that efficiency be abandoned as a goal 
in forest management, but rather that aesthetic values be plugged 
into the efficiency calculations, thereby creating true multiple- 
use forestry.
Fire
As foresters, we are on the horns of the dilemma here. How 
can we maintain our present communications program against woods- 
burning, and still properly communicate the desirability of pre­
scribed burns for hazard reduction, weed species control, and slash 
disposal?
This communications problem is challenging because of the need 
for exact communication of the reason for this apparent conflict. 
Because contradictory values and motivations are involved, we must 
also ask ourselves whether we should even attempt to justify pre­
scribed burning to laymen through the mass media. For example, 
wildfires have been drastically reduced through man's actions in 
fire prevention and suppression. Has this control of wildfires 
reduced the amount of carbon dioxide available for plant growth?
Does prescribed burning, as performed currently, perform a useful 
function of carbon dioxide recharge to the atmosphere, and thus 
simulate "natural" conditions of wildfire?
In his paper, Mr. Dieterich has provided excellent data indi­
cating the current state of knowledge about changes in air quality 
due to both wildfires and prescribed fires. His recommendation for 
reduction of particulates from prescribed fires, and for the best 
types of weather conditions for dispersion of burning products, 
should be of great help in meeting the concerns of environmentalists. 
And the aggressive research in this subject by the Southeastern 
Forest Experiment Station should be an inspiration to other resource 
management professionals in their efforts to evaluate the ecological 
impacts of our forest practices.
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Environmental concern about air pollution has the support of 
the public at large. We may soon find ourselves required to plead 
for special permission (variances) to bum before state or local 
air pollution control boards or air quality boards; no longer will 
we be able to decide the questions relating to prescribed burning 
on the merits of our own expertise.
Therefore, it may now be relevant to ask, "Can we accomplish 
the desired forestry objectives without prescribed burning?" Mr. 
Postle raised this very same question when referring to slash 
disposal. At least one large company operating in northern Florida 
is attempting slash disposal without burning, using dozers with 
KG blades to windrow the slash at considerable intervals. Windrows 
will be allowed to deteriorate naturally; the space between wind­
rows is extensive enough to permit economic use of large machines 
for site preparation bedding preparatory to planting. The single 
deleterious effect, ecologically, might be an accumulation of A- 
horizon soils in the windrows if the KG operation significantly 
scalps the surface.
Even if we surmount the air quality and the public relations 
aspect of prescribed burning, we must still face the ecological 
consequences in terms of micro-environmental features such as 
effects on soil, plants and animals.
Biocides
Our use of biocides is also coming under fire from environ­
mentalists who, although recognizing the beneficial effects, also 
recognize the ecological impacts and blunders. These practices 
have been adopted, of course, in the interest of efficiency.
Further, most were adopted before the current ecological concern 
was awakened nationally by Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, and con­
tinued in Frank Graham's Since Silent Spring.
Of course, the banning of DDT has led the way to reductions in 
unrestricted use of chemicals. Dr. Henry has defended the use of 
DDT, and has suggested the intensification of natural biological 
controls such as "exploiting the insects' natural enemies..., genetic 
defects, sterilization..." Because the latter are "natural," we 
might be lulled into false complacency and feel that laymen will not 
attack these means. But the very manipulation of these natural 
features by man, in his efforts to control insects, is seen by en­
vironmentalists as tampering with nature--and we will be called upon 
to demonstrate that ecological consequences of these techniques will 
not be undesirable.
Current investigations of 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, and other herbicides 
should help clarify the ecological impacts of these chemicals used 
in forestry. Until such time as these chemicals are proven to have 
acceptably low deleterious effects on environment, we should restrict 
our use of them to cases in which control of unwanted plants or 
animals is imperative rather than simply desirable.
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Fertilizers
Fertilizers are becoming more commonly used in forest manage­
ment, but their admittedly favorable effects also offer potential 
for chemical pollution.
It appears likely that the use of chemical fertilizers will 
be restricted to such special areas as nurseries, high-productivity 
sites, and areas in which productivity can be dramatically in­
creased through the addition of single nutrients that now limit 
tree growth. In spite of potential pollution effects, we cannot 
ignore the doubling of seed crops from fertilized plots as reported 
by Dr. Kellison. Therefore, fertilization of seed orchards may be 
expected to increase, with the attendant possibilities of chemical 
pollution. An objective evaluation of this danger is needed, so 
that we may perhaps avoid pollution and eutrophication of nearby 
lakes.
Eutrophication may be especially critical where high-phospho- 
rous fertilizers are used. As Dr. Bengtson reported, phosphorous 
applications can markedly increase production on the poorly drained 
savannahs and flatwoods of the Atlantic and Gulf Lower Coastal Plain. 
One wonders about the ecological impacts of the Pritchett and Hanna 
recommendations for 200-250 pounds per acre of concentrated super­
phosphate (0-46-0) or diammonium phosphate (18-46-0). The research 
cited by Bengtson indicates an acceptable return to fertilization 
costs in such cases, and thus we can predict that fertilization 
will occur on these sites if controls are not legislated. He 
further states a belief that fertilizer technology will reach the 
point of economic returns to application of nitrogen on millions 
of pineland acres in the South. Again, such news may well raise 
questions in the minds of environmentalists and ecologists in terms 
of biotic changes that might be induced by such mass fertilization.
Very properly, Bengtson has initiated an evaluation of 
ecological effects of fertilization. The favorable effects on 
wildlife and forest range ecology seem undeniable, yet the changes 
in predator-prey relationships and selective benefits to species 
can be expected to draw fire from environmentalists. We should be 
ready with our answers.
Drainage and Irrigation
These two practices might occasion some difficulties with en­
vironmentalists on the basis of changes in natural conditions. 
Drainage is the more likely to produce questions, since it will 
sometimes be an adjunct to change in timber types--and therefore, 
in the associated biota. The high gains in volume growth attributed 
to drainage, even when coupled with fertilization as reported by 
Dr. Bengtson, will mean that this practice will not easily be 
abandoned by the industry.
Irrigation poses a much less pervasive problem. If Bengtson 
is correct, we can expect this practice to be limited to seed
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orchards, and thus to have only local effect. Even then, irri­
gation was found to be helpful in seed production only during 
exceptionally dry periods, and thus should be used so occasionally 
that its effects can be considered negligible.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, we urge that foresters carefully evaluate the 
complaints of environmentalists. The political weight of these 
concerned laymen has been demonstrated recently by actions such as 
halting of dam construction in the Grand Canyon, cessation of 
Federal financing for the SST, and halting of timber sales on 
National Forest lands. These are the political realities we face 
today.
We must rigorously examine our forest practices from both 
ecological and emotional points of view. As applied biologists, 
we have the expertise to examine the environmental effects of our 
actions with much more depth, expertise, and rigor than most laymen 
environmentalists can muster. But we must also examine these en­
vironmental effects from the emotional point of view, for this 
underlies most of the objections by environmentalists.
In addition, we must be willing to change our practices when 
we can identify those that are unfavorable to the environment. In 
many cases, our means of obtaining objectives are flexible, and 
the shift to a new and less-damaging means may cost little or nothing.
We must be willing to vigorously defend our analysis of forestry 
impacts. Many foresters already feel that we have overreacted to 
the environmentalists' challenge, and have admitted guilt for 
"undesirable" actions before the "undesirability" has been proven.
Improved communication can, and must, permit a closer working 
relationship between forest managers and concerned laymen. Both 
groups are concerned with the health of the environment. This 
communication must be aggressively pursued in matters on which we 
are now challenged, as well as on matters not now challenged.
Finally, we must be willing to change our managerial objectives 
to increase the status of nontimber goods and services. In public 
land management, this conclusion is obvious. But even on private 
lands, our management should be sensitive to changes in public de­
mands for timberland products. If recognition of recreation or 
aesthetic values can produce new revenues from our forest lands, 
we would be foolish to ignore such values.
In the last analysis, responsive management of timberlands is 
simply a matter of professional responsibility.
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Question:
Mr. Bury:
DISCUSSION
What ways do you think may become available to 
put a dollar-value estimate on the consuming 
public's demand for forest amenities--for com­
parison to prices they will be willing to pay for 
products manufactured from wood?
This is a very difficult question to answer. I 
think what we may do here is use "shadow" prices, 
that is, how much are people paying for other 
commodities that are closely related. For example 
how much are they paying for hunting or how much 
for entrance to fee camp grounds. I know both of 
these factors are going up in costs. I look for 
an increase in willingness to pay for recreation 
and other amenity values.
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